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Chapter 1

2007

1.1 January

1.1.1 A New-ish Year (2007-01-02 10:43)

Been neglecting this journal for the last week, which is not unheard of, mostly because there
hasn’t been too much crossing my mind. The Christmas break proved fun, especially in get-
ting to spend time with the family, but having to work three days in the middle of it was an
unfamiliar and unwelcome change. Still, the payoff for that effort is a trip to Belgium this
weekend, so all’s well that ends well.

The New Year’s Eve celebrations were likewise fun, though the fact that I spent most of New
Year’s Day in bed is evidence that an excess of rich food, wine, champagne and a clear liquid
in a very small bottle are not a combination to bring lasting joy. In fact, I might go so far as
to say that when some of your friends press you to drink the aforementioned clear liquid from
the very small bottle, they’re probably taking a leave of absence from the traditional definition
of "friend"...

Still, ’07 has begun, and begun well. I’ve made a start on resolution #1 (filling up the new year
planner beside my bed with a record of my writing) and hope to attend to #2 (getting back to
the gym) soon. So to everyone who gets around to reading this, a happy New Year, and the
best of the season to you.

kaleandwine (2007-01-03 04:54:16)
I suppose I¼m a bit biased, but I firmly believe that the second resolution will help beget the meat of
the first (writing). A little blood flow is always a good thing for the old idea factory. :)

1.1.2 Music and Habit (2007-01-02 21:08)

It’s amazing the difference that music can make to creative efforts (or, indeed, any efforts).
Last night I tried writing without music and found that I was deliberating over every sentence,
second-guessing myself as I went along. Being aware of the process of writing while you’re
writing is not the best way to go about things. Tonight, by contrast, I stuck on the soundtrack
for "Halo 2" while writing some of "How the Other Half Live," a sci-fi piece, and quickly found
myself just writing, not thinking. I’ll reserve judgements on the quality that resulted from
each evening, but I know which process I prefer.
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My best writing (in my own judgement) has been the result of two direct influences: habit
and music. The former to get me to sit down and put fingertips to keyboard, the latter to
make me forget the mental discipline needed to get into that position. Here’s to a new year of
music, new and old, and habit.

laerfan (2007-01-02 21:27:59)
That¼s a mighty good soundtrack. I¼ve been meaning to get that for a while. Listened to it a fair
bit in Scotland. Great game too. I tend to find that music helps me write too. I swear by Sigur Rós,
an Icelandic band, which help me because their songs aren;t in English so I¼m not focussing on the
words, rather the flow of the music and the overall sound. You should try them out. I¼m trying to
track down their "Angels of the Universe" soundtrack, which has one of the best drum sequences I¼ve
ever heard. Another person who helps me write is Yann Tiersen, the guy who did the soundtracks to
"Amelie" and "Goodbye Lenin." As for habit, you really have to make it a regular thing, something that
isn¼t working for me at all lately. Good luck with it all the same

lostperdita (2007-01-02 21:39:20)
i always have a hard time writing to music (except for the occasional undergrad all-night session
where I played rachmoninov to help keep awake). I tend to deliberate about structure and content a
lot, so find music very distracting. Of course, most of what I¼ve been writing for the last ten years
has been non-fiction–college essays and such. Perhaps I should attempt embracing the distraction
and see what happens.

cerandor (2007-01-02 21:57:41)
Perhaps. Most of my college writing was done music-less, though I hadn¼t discovered the habit of
using music to write at that point. Given that the aim of creative writing can be very different from
scholarly output, silence may still be golden in this case.

1.1.3 Status Report (2007-01-07 15:49)

Been in Belgium for the last few days. Still in Belgium, as it happens, but not for much
longer. In a place called De Vagant in Antwerp. Go look it up, and if you’re visiting, go see it.
It has several hundred variations on jenever, which is what gin was before it became untasty.
There’s also a cat sleeping on the radiator.

Many things to report, many things to catch up on, as I’ve been without Internet since Thurs-
day. But West Brom won their match yesterday and I’m in the country of chocolate, waffles
and really good beer, so it’s all good. Back to reality soon, but no sooner than needs be.

More soon.

kaleandwine (2007-01-08 07:31:14)
Aah, for al the reasons above it sounds fabulous! Safe travels home...

1.1.4 The return of... (2007-01-08 12:40)

Back in the auld sod, but not back at work yet. So, in lieu of a real post, and in order to
befuddle and bore you (but mostly to blackmail myself into keeping on track), I give you:

Writing Report: Despite being interrupted by a holiday, I managed 5,100 words this week,
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100 over my target. Half of that went on an effort to finish How the Other Half Live and the
other half was on a project I’ll keep to myself until I figure out how feasible it is. The lack of a
plan for things to write is a little worrying, but hopefully I’ll be able to get by on existing ideas
until the creative part of the brain gets into gear.

1.1.5 Settled In (2007-01-08 21:14)

I’ve been back in Dublin for just under 24 hours, having spent just less than four days in
Belgium. More about that anon, but first I’d like to mention how odd it felt to drop off the net-
work for over three days (as the hotel’s Internet service was a complete rip-off). When I finally
got round to checking my mail, there was far more of it than I’d expected there to be, and the
various blogs and news sites I follow were three days past the last point of my knowledge. I
know that I’m an information-junkie and that I probably spend too much time online as it is,
but it was seriously odd to find myself having to accept the need to just let those three days
go and allow them to be a gap in my intake. Perhaps I need to get out more...

Anyway, rather than a bundle of shorter entries, I’ve decided to put everything into a larger
post and divide it into chapters. Let the show begin.

Beer: Belgium, of course, is famous for its beers. A few of them make their way over here and
I’m quite fond of those that do, but it was a bit of an eye-opener to encounter the cultural
change between Ireland and Belgium. In short, in Belgium you drink beer because you like
the way it tastes, not because you like the way it makes you feel. Whatever anyone may say
about Miller, Carlsberg and Heineken, etc., they’re not drinks for savouring. They may be
refreshing, but they don’t make you stop and appreciate the taste they offer.

Belgian beers are varied, in taste, look and strength. The portions are smaller (each beer
seems to have its own glass, mostly goblet-shaped, to show it off to its best effect) and there’s
no great need to slam them down your gullet. Doing so is rather missing the point, in fact. I
tried, almost successfully, to avoid drinking the same beer twice over the weekend, and found
that I had a particular liking for dark Trappist beers. In particular, there’s one by the name
of [1]Gulden Draak, that I’d love to be able to find over here.

Chocolate: When most people think of Belgium, they think of chocolate pretty soon after.
So there probably isn’t much I can add to that, save by personally promoting something spe-
cific. Which is, in this case, hot chocolate. Wherever you’ve gotten it before, it’s unlikely
that you’ve had it quite as good as this. With some whipped cream (known as "slagroom" in
Flemish, which is just a fantastic word) on top, it’ll warm the cockles of your heart. Not mine
though: I had a cocklectomy three years ago, after a disturbing literary accident.

Waffles: I’ve had the good fortune to have waffles for breakfast on both coasts of the U.S.
I sampled them and found them good. But for the true breakfast experience, one must try
waffles in Belgium. Belgian waffles are truly the breakfast of the gods. And not any gods
either. Odin and Zeus didn’t just disappear once the breakfast-hating Christians showed up
on the scene. Nope, they decamped to the low countries and taught them the true meaning
of breakfast. Nowadays they feast on waffles every morning as they have for centuries. With
slagroom.

The Relics of Affluence: Antwerp, where I spent much of my holiday, is a city with a long
and occasionally prosperous past. That past is inscribed upon the city in the form of the
buildings raised during those periods of affluence. Cathedrals mostly, as other buildings that
suffered during the various wars that the Belgians and Dutch have been polite enough to host
for other nations haven’t always been rebuilt thereafter.
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Seeing them made me wonder about how such affluence marks the cities and nations that
benefit thereby. Dublin has its own monuments, mostly gained during times when the British
Empire was waxing, but its current period of prosperity has offered nothing more impres-
sive than the [2]Spire, which I like but many others either dislike or don’t care about. Many
buildings today seem built without any kind of an eye on them lasting through the decades.
Built-in obsolescence is a natural result of capitalism and one of its least appealing features.
When it’s applied to architecture, it runs the risk of leaving nothing for the future to benefit
from current wealth.

The Wedding: The story is oddly similar to my November ’06 experiences. Once again I
travelled abroad to watch an old friend of mine get married to someone who clearly made
them very happy. The bride was radiant, the groom was appropriately nervous and elated,
and everyone had a ball. What more is there to say? It was the high point of an excellent
weekend, and as far as weddings abroad go, I haven’t had a bad experience yet.

1. http://beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/48/155

2. http://www.spireofdublin.com/

laerfan (2007-01-08 23:10:31)
Cocklectomy is a great word. Belgium sounds great, I should go somtime.

cerandor (2007-01-09 11:04:18)
I have friends over there who¼ve been trying to persuade me to visit for years. It was nice to finally
make the trip and well worth the effort.

kaleandwine (2007-01-09 16:24:08)
Cocklectomy IS a great word! Being a girl and lover of feelings and all that crap, though, I couldn¼t
imagine a more painful loss. Oh, so sad, so sad. :) Nice, when a post not only makes you chuckle
several times but also educates you on food and history and new words (slagroom seriously puts
<em>whipped cream</em> to shame). Niiice. I might have to go to Belgium just for the food.

waider (2007-01-08 23:43:07)
One of the non-resolutions<sup>1</sup> I made this year was to spend less time reading crap online.
Like all the cool kids, I¼ve got a collection of RSS feeds, but frankly I tend to discard a lot of the input
unread, and really the world isn¼t going to stop if I don¼t know what the latest tech thing is. So far,
though, I¼ve not quite managed to break the habit, although I¼ve been marginally less compulsive
about maintaining it. <em>1. I loudly proclaim each year that I don¼t do the resolution thing. This
year, through the unintended prompting of a friend who remains unaware of said prompting, I¼ve at
least decided there are a few things I could be doing differently. Not necessarily better, I hasten to
add, just differently.</em>

(2007-01-11 00:16:18)
By way of illustration (and shameless self-promoting blogkjack-
ery), I present a visual account of the sojourn. There¼s tears. There¼s laughter. There¼s cats.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/53227388@N00/sets/72157594471944913/

kaleandwine (2007-01-13 01:16:11)
(continuing the blogjackery with a shameless request) Fabulous fo-tos! Belgium and the wedding
look beautiful... and a bar with a cats to boot. Aah. No pictures of the California event, then? It¼s
not everyday that we get to dress up in finery and watch old friends get hitched, after all, and picture
are SO fun to look at...
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lostperdita (2007-01-11 01:13:27)
Despite your palate for MGD, I must admit you have fine taste in beer, sir. Gulden Draak is one of my
favourite Belgians. It was also my 209th <a href="http://dpbwiki.digitalfreaks.org/index.php/365-
Beer _2006">new beer</a> of last year.

cerandor (2007-01-11 14:24:04)
In my defence, I hardly ever drink MGD these days: only when there¼s no alternative. That said, I
appreciate your approval. More Belgian beer and Belgian beer culture would do Ireland a lot of good.

1.1.6 Whose Future is it Anyway? (2007-01-09 22:30)

Well, the long-awaited iPhone has shown up at MacWorld San Francisco, along with the al-
most as lusted-after widescreen iPod. And, in a move that everyone should have seen coming
but no one did, they’re the same thing. A thing, it must be said, of beauty. At the risk of
slipping into hyperbole, this is what the future used to look like, before it got bogged down in
becoming the present.

Do I want it? Well, yes, obviously. Can I justify it? Surprisingly enough, maybe I can.
My iPod is four years old and my phone has been bugging me for months. So if I can hold
on with both until the latter part of the year, replacing both with a new all-in-one becomes
almost sensible. That’s my justification, anyhow, and I’m sticking with it.

There’ll be sniping and aggravation from the press and the ’Net between now and release
day, but the promise is there. The shiny is there. And above all, there’s a little bit of the
future there, just waiting.

kaleandwine (2007-01-10 19:11:19)
Well put. We watched the Stevenote last night and I have to admit to the utter reverence and
awe it inspired... The words occasionally used to describe the iPhone and the response to it
<em>(geekgasm</em> etc – unfortunately I have used them myself) do a great disservice. This is
not a mere geek toy, this is not the face of planned obsolescence or the result of genius marketing
(although, admittedly, Apple has mastered sophisticated hype). This is indeed the future, one that
takes into account the way we think and interact, the things we need. More than profit, this is clearly
a <em>solution</em>. It¼s been awhile since human innovation blind-sided the masses and offered
something at once unbelievable and... obvious. At some point in time, we all will have an iPhone (or
something close to it), and look back and wonder at our survival of the dark ages of cell phonery...
Despite all my previous bluster, I think the only justification necessary for purchasing this joy will be
to one¼s budget. May the industries be rocked by this: form and function, in one object that makes
beautiful sense. * Ah, the overblown flowers (hyperbole indeed) one resorts to when one¼s mind has
been utterly changed... :)

1.1.7 January is the Cruellest Month (2007-01-15 22:52)

What do you mean, it’s only the 15th? Halfway through the month. Feels more like this month
has been four weeks long already. Fair enough, there have been more than a few interesting
things happening, but that’s no excuse. I feel the need to complain to someone...

Writing Report: Crawled over the line with 5,083 words last week, again on a variety of sub-
jects, bringing the running total to 10,183. I need to work out some kind of plan of attack,
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but for the moment working on whatever springs to mind is quite liberating. I have an idea
for a short story called "Indistinguishable" running through my head at the moment, so I’ll
see if I can’t get it down onto paper.

laerfan (2007-01-15 23:05:48)
Well with a marvellous 2007 word count of 227 words I don¼t think you¼ll mind if I say you¼re
doing really well

kaleandwine (2007-01-16 10:28:08)
Complain away, this is certainly the place for it. January is indeed slow. The rush of parties and hol-
idays give way to... what? Really short days and extreme cold. All the same, though, I do agree that
your word counts are always impressive, even if stretched over various things. I also find it interesting
(meant in a good, intrigued way) that you title your pieces <em>before</em> you write them?

(2007-01-16 14:04:15)
I¼d like to hear what your definition of extreme cold is in NoCal. :) P.

kaleandwine (2007-01-16 21:42:55)
Ha, okay, caught. But isn¼t it all relative, anyway? :) In our (pansy, California) defense, it¼s been
quite a cold month. Certainly our days are longer and our UV index stronger. But otherwise, our day-
time temps have been comparable to yours, I think (about 4-5 degrees C). Our nights, though, have
dropped to negative 6-7 degrees, repeatedly. And our governor (yes, Schwarzenegger, stop laughing)
declared a state of emergency due to the ice-induced crop losses, which have been devastating. This
freeze is nothing like what the Northeast etc experiences (or is surviving, currently), but on principle
we just don¼t own big enough jackets here. :) Probably more info than was requested, but hey. Any
excuse to use the fahrenheit-to-celsius calculator (and type <em>Schwarzenegger)</em> makes me
happy...

cerandor (2007-01-16 14:11:14)
Titling is a tricky thing. I do it in various ways. One of my favourites is to come up with a word
or phrase, figure out what it means and then derive a story from that. Example of that would be
<em>Windshadow and Crumbledust</em> (a novel) and <em>Middlement</em> (a short story). Ba-
sically, it¼s a short cut to developing an idea worth writing about. In many cases, all I have is a title.
However, in this case, the idea came first and the title was taken from the key word in a quote that
seemed particularly appropriate.

kaleandwine (2007-01-16 21:24:08)
Fascinating. Does the ending, then, resolve itself as you go? Or does the title lead quickly to a
formed plot...? These are probably cliched questions with long answers, you don¼t have to reply...
but I find the the process interesting to think about, at the very least. And I¼ve never had an author
to ask. :)

cerandor (2007-01-17 09:25:31)
It very much depends. Sometimes I have the course of the story clearly in my mind before I write.
Sometimes I¼m literally putting it together as I go. Usually, it¼s somewhere in between. In gen-
eral, though, I find that if I¼ve laid it out in too much detail, I get distracted by trying to stick to
a plan, and if I¼ve done little forethought I can run up against roadblocks where I don¼t know
what comes next. That¼s probably an unsatisfying answer, but the truth is that each story is
different, both in conception and how it develops in my head. Some of them spring into existence
fully formed, but in most cases a bit of chiselling is needed to shape a rough notion into something
more complete.
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kaleandwine (2007-01-18 06:45:20)
No, quite satisfying, thank you. It¼s actually the same with illustration – the art becomes some-
thing else as it progresses. And trying to make it fit to an exact, pre-planned goal is the sort of
thing to make you want to tear your paper in half. But there¼s a huge difference... With art you
capture just a moment or feeling, but a story takes you somewhere, or represents (some form of)
continuous life. To be able to create that as you go along would seem quite an act of concentra-
tion... Intriguing still. (says the artist)

1.1.8 No Wonder I’m Conflicted... (2007-01-19 10:38)

Okay, so [1]this is interesting.

As anyone who’s seen where I live will attest, I’m excessively neat (most of the time). And
it looks like that’s far from the only way I qualify as a nonstandard liberal. The only liberal
traits I seem to share in this brief rundown are no great fear of death and a love of new infor-
mation of all kinds.

Of course, surveys like this throw out generalisations by the bucketload, but it’s still in-
teresting to see where you place on the grand social scheme of things.

1. http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/01/conservativeliberal_character.php

kaleandwine (2007-01-20 10:50:16) Exactly, generalizations...
Fascinating! I will at once thank you for sending this out, and apologize in advance for what is sure
to be a long comment... My initial reaction, after reading the Pharyngula posting and your text, was
that your childhood outside of America (where the study was clearly based) might have changed the
parameters a bit. But I also felt a bit outside of the spectrum. And I¼m from Santa Cruz, goshdarnit,
land of the hot-tub-hippie-libs! The generalizations typical of such pop-psych surveys irked (but wait,
liberals are supposed to like ambiguity...), so I read more. The <em>Psychology Today</em> article
does a slightly better job at explaining the nuance of some of the conservative/liberal qualities. But
the real meat of the story is in the <a href="http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/ dcarney/Carney, %20Jost,
%20Gosling.pdf">journal article</a> itself. It¼s an interesting read, if you have the time or patience.
It¼s clear, after reading all three references to the same study, that what we have is a giant game
of telephone. PZ Myers does a good job of summarizing the <em>Psych Today</em> article, which
does a fairly bad job of summarizing a rather extensive scientific paper. Some amount of the article¼s
content seems to come from the paper¼s introduction, which is really a summary of the historical
research that <em>preceded</em> the study at hand. So, yes, a summary of a summary of a... sum-
mary? It¼s difficult to narrow 52 pages of content down to a bulleted list and still retain the same
depth of meaning. "Neatness", for example, seems such a subjecive term when not surrounded by
the clear parameters that are described in the study. Ah thank you, <em>Psychology Today</em>,
for taking the survey¼s generalizations and making them into even bigger, more inflammatory ones...
And then, of course, the study¼s participants were entirely college-aged. Most were from one school,
the University of Texas <em>(Texas!)</em>at Austin. This is a common theme for psych studies,
and I suppose I shouldn¼t complain overmuch. But... young people tend to be much more reactive
and easily-swayed than even us thirty-somethings. It¼s a shame that pop-psych magazines never
make this clear; I think it would change how seriously the general population takes their articles.
Apparently I have a beef with the magazine... I should probably have posted this in my own darn blog
instead of taking over yours; your post was astute and I answered with a long-winded vent. Sorry!
But it¼s been a fun exploration, anyway, so thank you. :)
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kaleandwine (2007-01-21 02:11:38)
Oye vey. To remember: late night + commenting = overzealous nonsensical rant. Not to be repeated.
What I should have said is that it¼s a good thing, I think, to fall outside of this sort of bell-curve.
To be "nonstandard" in this case could mean constant clear-headed evaluation (instead of innate
tendency). Which is something to be proud of.

cerandor (2007-01-22 10:13:00)
Interesting that you have a go at summaries and then summarize your own summation. (Well, not
really, but I liked the way that sentence sounded in your head.) I am indeed happy to lie on the
fringes of that, or any other bell curve. Normality is not something that I¼ve ever aspired to. As
for taking over my journal; seeing as you went into the story with much jmore depth than I did, to
complain would be petty and beneath me. In any case, my posting has dropped off over the past
weeks, and I need the bulk. :)

1.1.9 A Quiet Week? (2007-01-22 17:39)

I’ve been quiet on this journal for the last little while, both in posting and in commenting. As
a result of keeping my head down and trying to get stuff done, the opportunities for talking
about it have been limited. For the next week or so, that’s unlikely to change. Monday is the
only weekday evening I don’t have something on, plus I’m suffering from my first cold of 2007.
Sniffles and frustration all round.

Writing Report: Another Sunday evening finish (the third in a row) got me to 5,407 words
for the week. An extra short story and some work on the larger project. None of the shorter
pieces are fit to be put up here yet, but maybe in the future. Total for the year so far is 15,590,
which pleases me greatly.

kaleandwine (2007-01-25 07:35:36) chicken soup!
Embrace the <a href="http://www.pbs.org/saf/1307/features/knows2.htm">placebo effect</a>. It
does a good job, if you half believe in it. (if there were medicines as powerful as my need to comment
on everything, the world would be healed)

cerandor (2007-01-25 14:29:53) Re: chicken soup!
My own particular panacea is hot orange with a teaspoonful of honey. (Where a teaspoonful is as
much as I can persuade to stay on the spoon between pot and cup without dribbling over any inter-
vening surface.) Probably not all that healthy, but it¼s very soothing and exceedingly lucrative for
your dentist...

(2007-01-25 17:33:23) Re: chicken soup!
My father favours the juice of three freshly squeezed oranges, warmed with a smidgen of boiling
water and sweetened with a couple of dessert spoons of sugar. My mother, on the other hand, extols
the all-healing virtues of two Panadol (paracetamol). :) P.

1.1.10 Sci-Fi Meme (2007-01-28 14:53)

[skiffy_harry.jpg] I am:

Hal Clement (Harry C. Stubbs)
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A quiet and underrated master of "hard science" fiction who, among
other things, foresaw integrated circuits back in the 1940s.

[1]Which science fiction writer are you?

Never heard of him, but then I suppose it’s a U.S. quiz.

1. http://paulkienitz.net/skiffy.html

(2007-01-29 09:16:30)
I got William Gibson. Bit pleased about that. Probably more than I should be. :) P.

kaleandwine (2007-01-29 20:01:19)
Ursula K. Le Guin. How appropriate! I like this one...

cerandor (2007-01-29 22:52:06)
Everyone else seems to get someone more interesting than me. Mick got Isaac Asimov, Cory Doctorow
got Robert Heinlein and Warren Ellis got Arthur C. Clarke. Sigh. I suppose I ought to prepare for a
life of literary obscurity...

kaleandwine (2007-01-29 23:25:27)
...Or not... Think of it this way: the rest of us got prominent people who have already (successfully)
filled their particluar sci-fi niche. You, on the other hand, seem to fall in a genre that does not have
a star. And you are far more stately than Hal (well, just going from the picture which isn¼t really
fair, but heck <em>life</em> isn¼t fair...), so perhaps you will take your particular class of hard-
science-fiction and actually bring it to the hungry, as-yet-unexposed masses... Heeaw, the optimist
strikes! :)

(2007-01-30 16:57:45)
The lady has a point - cyberpunk is so passée now that even Gibson doesn¼t write like Gibson any
more. P.

1.1.11 Big Brother’s Ancient Athenian Antecedent (2007-01-29 23:10)

Every so often, I have a good idea. Or, rather, I have something that’ll appear to be a good idea
and is shiny enough to stand up to cursory inspection. In this case, said idea emerged from
a conversation with the Chameleon regarding a book I’d lent him, Tom Holland’s [1]Persian
Fire. He mentioned that he’d just finished the section on the Athenians. My brain, as is its
wont, made a swift jump across to one of the news stories du jour, racism on Celebrity Big
Brother.

Patience. There is a point to this.

The Athenians, of course, are generally hailed as the fathers of democracy (not the moth-
ers, as they didn’t get the vote). However, one of their odder political systems was the one
from which we get the word [2]ostracism. In this practice, the democrats of Athens occa-
sionally got together and voted someone out of the city for a period of ten years. It was a
punishment for public figures who’d gotten too big for their boots, made too many enemies or
just committed one too many errors. It was just one of the ways in which Athenian politics
were so wonderfully back-stabby, but it hasn’t really come down to the modern day in any
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coherent format.

At least not until the arrival of reality TV and Big Brother that is. As in Athens, the inhab-
itants of the TV show choose from among themselves who will be up for eviction/ostracism.
The public gets the final say from among the offered candidates (otherwise why watch, after
all), but in essence this is ostracism. It’s an odd connection to make, and as amusing as it
is, it’s probably not one of the Athenian habits worth bringing back, but the sheer madness
of the juxtaposition between the cradle of Western Civilisation and the agent of its imminent
collapse amuses me.

Writing Report: Despite the madness of last week, I got my writing done in the end. Tuesday
to Friday were complete losses and I was too wrecked to do anything useful on Saturday, so I
ended up writing 1,000 words on Monday and 4,000 on Sunday. Final total for the week was
5,263, bringing the running total to 20,853. So it goes...

1. http://www.amazon.com/Persian-Fire-First-Empire-Battle/dp/0307279480/sr=8-2/qid=

1170111556/ref=pd_bbs_2/102-5438086-2765711?ie=UTF8&s=books

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostracism

kaleandwine (2007-01-31 17:40:34)
You know, feel free to show off more often. It¼s quite fascinating. Some of us went to American public
school and learned extremely little about history beyond Paul Revere and, um, George Washington¼s
wooden teeth and stuff... Where would we be without people like you to prompt us into Wikipedia
extravaganzas? (I wish I was kidding...)

(2007-02-02 01:13:51)
And now, I will destroy all your productivity today: Cyrus Cleomenes Pisistratus Cleisthenes Di-
enekes Plataea MUHUhahahahahaha! :D In fairness, we didn¼t learn much about this in school
either. We got 700 years oppression and all that (plus the Renaissance and Reformation). I think
I first read about the Greek/Persian Wars and the Peloponnesian War in Larry Gonick¼s "Cartoon
History of the Universe" (which is excellent, as is "Persian Fire" by Tom Holland). P.

1.1.12 Gamer/Scientist T-Shirt Slogans (2007-01-31 11:16)

Let it never be said that gamers and scientists don’t have a sense of humour.

"Jesus Saves and takes half damage." (Also seen in the form: "Jesus Saves. The rest of
you take full damage.")

"If it weren’t for carbon-14, some of us wouldn’t date at all."

From [1]here.

1. http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/01/magic_for_professors.php#comments

theanonamerican (2007-01-31 20:17:31)
Oh God, how true that last sentence is. :)

kaleandwine (2007-02-01 20:16:31)
Pharyngula is brilliant. Clearly gamers/scientists are some of the best people around; anyone who
thinks otherwise has obviously been uninitiated into the fabulous world of geek... pity them. I am
surely an irritating incessant-commenter, and will stop hogging your blogs anytime you ask. That
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being said, though, sometimes an outside (female) perspective is necessary. Really, during the (one?)
day I spent with you all I found it very hard to believe that any of you were actually single (as you
lamented) unless it was entirely by choice. Quite a charming and irresistible group, you lot...

theanonamerican (2007-02-01 20:30:29)
Charming and irresistable? I¼m pretty sure those two words have NEVER been used to describe us
lot. :) As for you commenting, keep it coming, it¼s good to have some California optimism casting
light on our dark and morbid natures.

theanonamerican (2007-02-01 21:05:44)
Actually, you may have taken me up wrong with my comment. I was actually talking about Gamer
types in general. :)

kaleandwine (2007-02-01 21:14:17)
Haha! As, I suppose, was I... My presumption was more a means of delivering a (necessary) compli-
ment to all than a means of truly analyzing anyone¼s status... Take the compliments, regardless!
You all have certainly dealt me a few as well; the benefit is mutual. :)

theanonamerican (2007-02-01 21:15:20)
Ah! Fair enough. That¼s where we differ though. Cos I HATE gamers. ;)

kaleandwine (2007-02-01 21:40:35)
"Embrace the Hate", eh? Hmmm, who told me that one? It all comes together... :) (You see
what¼s happening? I¼m getting nothing done. Sheesh.)

(2007-02-02 00:56:01)
There are days <i>I</i> find it very hard to believe too. :) P.

(2007-02-02 00:57:02)
And it¼s not by choice. Mostly. P.

1.2 February

1.2.1 Sunrise, sunset and what comes after... (2007-02-02 23:47)

Lately, my days have been bracketed by sunrise and sunset. Yesterday, for example, I wiped
the condensation off the bus window so that I could watch the rising sun setting the sky
ablaze over [1]Croke Park, then walked to work as the clouds burned away, leaving a clear
blue sky behind. Later in the day, I woke from a snooze on another bus to see the setting sun
doing the same thing over the [2]Mourne Mountains.

Tonight, though, the moon’s in charge. I’ve just wandered outside into a still, sharp night, lit
up by a blazing silver moon. Little more than a breath of wind, frost forming on the grass and
turning it to silver as I watch. Every few seconds, the waves crash on the beach at the bottom
of the hill, the ticking of a natural clock. On one side of Dundrum Bay, the [3]St. John’s Point
Lighthouse is adds its own rhythm, and on the other, the lights of [4]Newcastle flicker and
dance at the foot of the silhouetted mountains.

The sky’s not quite clear enough for stargazing. There’s a haze that just makes the con-
stellations stand out all the clearer for their lack of companionship. As always, the eye gets
drawn to Orion first, but even he has to bow before the moon. It’s as bright as I’ve seen it in
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a long time, a lamp set in the sky, and as I turn away to go back inside, I look down and see
my own shadow on the grass, as sharp as ever it was in daylight.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Croke_Park

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mourne_Mountains

3. http://www.trabas.de/bilder/band_a/gross/A5958.jpg

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newcastle%2C_County_Down

kaleandwine (2007-02-03 22:54:36)
What a beautiful place. Interesting, to me, to read about Newcastle and the mountains and feel
the palpable sense of human history, the tingle of myths and legends... Here we have tremendous
<em>natural</em> history, but an "old" house was built in the 1930s. Folklore comes from other
places (like Ireland, or I suppose early New England – never California) and thus feels far removed,
more in the realm of fiction. There is no real local penchant for storytelling, and thus fables, if there
are any, are not often shared. What it must feel like, to grow up and hear fanciful stories of things
that happened right outside your (figurative) doorstep...

cerandor (2007-02-04 08:31:36)
What¼s figurative about it? This is <a href="http://www.geographia.com/northern-
ireland/ukidwn03.htm">St. Patrick Country</a>. He landed in Ireland a few miles up the coast from
here. There was a <a href="http://www.megalithic.co.uk/article.php?sid=657">stone circle</a> a
mile away from the first school I went to. And the Mourne Mountains were part of the story of <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cúchulainn">Cuchulainn</a> and the Red Branch Knights. Not
surprisingly, I probably didn¼t appreciate all of this as much as I should when I was younger, but
I think it seeped in here and there. Now that I¼m living a few hours away, I¼m kind of proud of it
all...

theanonamerican (2007-02-04 02:33:39)
That¼s pretty cool. My days are bracketed by sunrise and sundown as well.

cerandor (2007-02-04 08:24:30)
Yeah, but you¼re generally not supposed to take sunrise as a signal that you ought to go to sleep...

(2007-02-04 21:32:30)
Did
someone mention Orion? <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/53227 388@N00/378820329/" ti-
tle="Photo Sharing"><img src="http://farm1.static.flickr.com/181/378820329 _6252d15d40 _b.jpg"
width="867" height="1024" alt="Orion" /></a> P. Just showing off now. :-)

1.2.2 Writing Report (2007-02-05 21:09)

Nothing too whimsical to add to this. Was out watching part of the SuperBowl last night, so
I’m a little zonked and short of sleep currently. Need to pull myself together to run Pendragon
tomorrow...

Writing Report: A Saturday finish for a change, aided by the long weekend at home. Still
have a feeling of banging my head against a brick wall: I’m writing for the sake of writing
rather than out of excitement about a new project. It is getting easier though (I think). Perse-
verance may pay off. 5,345 words for the week and 26,198 for the running total.
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(2007-02-10 22:36:28)
Blogjack! Coool: Your results:<BR><B>You are <FONT SIZE=6>Dr. Doom</FONT></B> <TA-
BLE><TR><TD><TABLE><TR><TD>Dr. Doom</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=78></TD><TD> 78 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Lex Luthor</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=57></TD><TD> 57 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Mr. Freeze</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=53></TD><TD> 53 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Apocalypse</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=53></TD><TD> 53 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Magneto</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=47></TD><TD> 47 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Poison
Ivy</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=41></TD><TD> 41 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Juggernaut</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=32></TD><TD> 32 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>The Joker</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=29></TD><TD> 29 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Green
Goblin</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=28></TD><TD> 28 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Two-Face</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=28></TD><TD>
28 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Kingpin</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=25></TD><TD> 25 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Catwoman</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=23></TD><TD> 23 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Venom</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=21></TD><TD> 21 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Dark
Phoenix</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=20></TD><TD> 20 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Mystique</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=16></TD><TD>
16 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Riddler</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE
SIZE=4 WIDTH=8></TD><TD> 8 %</TD> </TR></TABLE></TD> <TD WIDTH="250">Blessed with
smarts and power but burdened by vanity.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.thesuperheroquiz.com/vil-
lain/pics/dr _doom.jpg"></TD> </TR></TABLE><A HREF="http://www.thesuperheroquiz.com/vi-
llain"> Click here to take the Super Villain Personality Test</A><BR> P.

cerandor (2007-02-11 08:05:51)
Likewise. There can be only one... Your results:<BR><B>You are
<FONT SIZE=6>Dr. Doom</FONT></B> <TABLE><TR><TD><TABLE><TR><TD>Dr. Doom</TD>
<TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=72></TD><TD> 72 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Mr.
Freeze</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=54></TD><TD> 54 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Mystique</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=53></TD><TD>
53 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Lex Luthor</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=53></TD><TD> 53 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>The Joker</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=53></TD><TD> 53 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Apocalypse</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=52></TD><TD> 52 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Magneto</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=51></TD><TD> 51 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Dark
Phoenix</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=50></TD><TD> 50 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Riddler</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=48></TD><TD>
48 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Venom</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=46></TD><TD> 46 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Juggernaut</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=45></TD><TD> 45 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Two-Face</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=45></TD><TD> 45 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Green
Goblin</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=37></TD><TD> 37 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Poison Ivy</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=33></TD><TD> 33 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Catwoman</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=33></TD><TD> 33 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Kingpin</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=26></TD><TD> 26 %</TD> </TR></TABLE></TD>
<TD WIDTH="250">Blessed with smarts and power but burdened by vanity.<BR> <IMG
SRC="http://www.thesuperheroquiz.com/villain/pics/dr _doom.jpg"></TD> </TR></TABLE><A
HREF="http://www.thesuperheroquiz.com/villain"> Click here to take the Super Villain Personal-
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ity Test</A><BR>

(2007-02-12 13:27:06)
I think my 78 % beats your 72 %. And if that doesn¼t convince you, the nanites I sprinkled on you
lunch certainly will. P.

kaleandwine (2007-02-12 02:22:11)
I¼d like to see the fight for that one... Darn it, because I can never resist these things (and
I quite like this result): Your results:<BR><B>You are <FONT SIZE=6>Mystique</FONT></B>
<TABLE><TR><TD><TABLE><TR><TD>Mystique</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=64></TD><TD> 64 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Poison Ivy</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=57></TD><TD>
57 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Dark Phoenix</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=55></TD><TD> 55 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Apocalypse</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=44></TD><TD> 44 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Venom</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=42></TD><TD> 42 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Mr.
Freeze</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=39></TD><TD> 39 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Catwoman</TD>
<TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=37></TD><TD> 37 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Dr.
Doom</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=36></TD><TD> 36 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Riddler</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=35></TD><TD>
35 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Juggernaut</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=32></TD><TD> 32 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Magneto</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=31></TD><TD> 31 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>The Joker</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=28></TD><TD> 28 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Green
Goblin</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=24></TD><TD> 24 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Kingpin</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=23></TD><TD>
23 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Lex Luthor</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=18></TD><TD> 18 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Two-Face</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=8></TD><TD> 8 %</TD> </TR></TABLE></TD> <TD
WIDTH="250">Sometimes motherly, sometimes a beautiful companion, but most of the time a deceiv-
ing vixen.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.thesuperheroquiz.com/villain/pics/mystique.jpg"></TD >
</TR></TABLE><A HREF="http://www.thesuperheroquiz.com/villain"> Click here to take the
"Which Super Villain am I?" quiz...</A><BR>

1.2.3 Passing the Buck (2007-02-12 21:15)

In lieu of actually posting anything with real content here, I provide some real content from
somewhere else.

[1]Science 1 - Quacks 0

Writing Report: A Sunday morning finish in the middle of a busy week, in which I revis-
ited an old story called Widdershins and continued with the big project. New ideas are still
hard to come by, but I feel like I’m getting back into a rhythm again. 10,000 words a week is
good for breaking through the self-consciousness barrier, but it’s also damn hard to keep that
pace up. 5,000 words a week will get me there slower, but it’s better overall for the moment.
This week was 5,575 words, bringing the running total to 31,773.

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/food/Story/0,,2011095,00.html
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kaleandwine (2007-02-13 18:28:34)
Oh. My.God. What surprises me still is not that there are people who would promote themselves like
this (money money money), but that there are media outlets and pundits and papers and whathaveyou
that give them a voice. Argh. No wonder people are so distrustful of science – there are persons like
"Dr" McKeith who dress themselves up in the white coat only to spew anti-ACTUAL-science garbage.
All the while the eager-to-believe nutritionist-New-Age masses gobble up every bit of the rubbish on
faith alone... It must be science! She knows! By Golly, <em>Chlorophyll</em> will save me from
my anemia! Touche, Guardian, keep it up. At the risk of offending most of my California friends
and family I might cross-post this. It¼s juicy, of course, but more than that a well-written expose
on an industry that¼s quite thriving here as well. It makes me sad. (Kalin: sighing, drinking her
antioxidant-rich green tea and detoxifying blackberry-flax-yogurt smoothie... sad even though her
diet will clearly allow her glowing-lifeforce to live an extra fifteen years...) (giggle)

laerfan (2007-02-13 22:17:56)
Is "Widdershins" related in any way to Discworld? It is one of the four directions that replace NWSE
on the compass in Pratchett¼s world. No?

cerandor (2007-02-13 22:24:15)
Widdershins is a direction on Discworld, but the story itself has nothing to do with Pratchett. Just a
short story I wrote years ago that didn¼t really work. I figured out how to fix it long ago but never
got around to amending it.

laerfan (2007-02-13 22:26:26)
Cool. You¼ve intrigued me now, any chance of a read when it¼s ready?

cerandor (2007-02-13 22:31:56)
Hopefully so. I¼m getting back into the short story mood, so hopefully a few things might get
posted here before too long.

(2007-02-14 09:46:00)
It¼s also an old word for counter clockwise - obviously from a time before they had clocks. P>

cerandor (2007-02-14 09:51:23)
Which is the meaning employed in the story. Mostly I just liked the word and wanted to use it...

1.2.4 A Joy in Untold Stories (2007-02-16 19:45)

I’ve finally managed to clear away the last of my bookpile. This is usually the cause for a bit
of rejoicing - both in having cleared away the pile and having an excuse to buy new books.
It’s a little bittersweet this time though, as the last book in the pile was a real treat: Joseph
Cummins’ [1]History’s Great Untold Stories: Obscure Events of Lasting Importance.

This book was made to soothe my information-hungry soul: it tells of 28 different people
and events, most of them obscure or forgotten by the world at large. It’s a beefy oversized
paperback and filled with illustrations and photographs. Despite its slightly awkward size,
it’s great for just leafing through. All the better, it was on special offer when I bought it, so it
was a mere ¬10.

The stories themselves are fascinating, arranged chronologically from the [2]Cadaver Synod
in AD 312 to the [3]Tlatelolco Massacre in 1968. Some of them I already knew about, such as
[4]Baldwin IV, the Leper King of Jerusalem, and [5]Subotai, Genghis Khan’s greatest general,
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but even with those stories, there were new things to learn. That’s the advantage of telling
obscure stories, I suppose.

I could throw in Wikipedia links all day: the sidebars alone tell stories worth following up
on. But I’d just advise anyone to pick this book up themselves. It’s well written and fun to
read in short doses. Plus, the author’s upcoming books look like a lot of fun: Turn Around
and Run Like Hell: Unconventional Military Strategies that Worked wins on the basis of its
title alone.

1. http://www.amazon.com/Historys-Great-Untold-Stories-Characters/dp/1426200315/sr=8-1/qid=

1171654037/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/002-7344506-7977613?ie=UTF8&s=books

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadaver_synod

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tlatelolco_massacre

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baldwin_IV

5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subotai

kaleandwine (2007-02-18 09:33:24)
Cool! Your booklist shrinks while ours grows... You had me at <em>corpse-on-trial</em>. :-)

cerandor (2007-02-19 11:00:29)
Oh, it won¼t stay shrunk for long, believe me. And while we¼re on the topic, I ought to belatedly
convey my admiration of your magazine reading list. As someone who struggles to find time to read
(and write), the quantity and quality of your in-tray was pretty impressive. Oh, and I like the new
haircut too. :)

kaleandwine (2007-02-20 09:22:49)
Thank you on both counts! You have a delightful knack for delivering reassurance when it is most
needed. :-) I wish I had the time to read the magazines cover to cover. Instead I end up skimming
through, reading articles as I can, then setting them aside for that one future day (it¼s coming,
really), when I can catch up on everything. Ah, thus piles are born... At least they are pretty, infor-
mative piles. It¼s wonderful to be surrounded by such high-minded inspiration, I just wish there
were more hours in the day to indulge the... need to read. Damn!

(2007-02-26 12:53:43) Right!
Hi! Author, Our thoughts are very much alike And just cool design, interesting site name ceran-
dor.livejournal.com :), I see you you¼re are not newbe. Keep up with the good job!

1.2.5 It’s a nice place to visit... (2007-02-20 22:46)

...but I wouldn’t want to live there.

I kid, slightly. I like the U.S. I can even live with the conservative section of the popula-
tion. But really, they [1]shouldn’t try to be funny.

Writing Report: Last week was a week of short stories, just for a change, and most of them
relatively new ideas, which is a promising sign. 5,142 words for the week and 36,915 for the
running total.

1. http://kfmonkey.blogspot.com/2007/02/lunch-discussions-781-and-aliens.html
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(2007-02-21 09:30:40)
Best quote in that article: "...comedy¼s job is to kick power in the junk." Damn straight! P.

kaleandwine (2007-02-21 19:31:44)
I had no idea this show existed, hmm, maybe because it¼s rotten? Their first mistake was placing
the skeleton of death in a comedy bit. With Rush. Awful. We¼re not all so bad, really. Although you
probably wouldn¼t want to live here. There are things, many things, which make those of us with
half a brain wish we didn¼t, either...

cerandor (2007-02-22 10:15:50)
I¼d say the redwoods make up for a fair bit of that though. Next time I get to California, I intend to
do some exploring.

kaleandwine (2007-02-23 02:12:07)
Indeed, indeed! When people come here they tend to stick to the cities and cliched beaches, which
means they miss just about everything that is unique and wonderful. And trees so very big – ah,
they change your view of the world. For the minutes you¼re among them, you completely forget
about crap like the above. (thank god/goddess/dog/Darwin/Dawkins) Just bring good shoes. :-)

1.2.6 Thoughts on Structure (2007-02-28 00:02)

Writing Report: A Sunday evening finish once again, mostly due to prevarication. I wrapped
up a couple of short stories and got back to the big project, where I found that taking a break
had freed up the blockage. In total, 5,252 words for the week, giving me 42,167 for the run-
ning total.

Structure
I enjoy messing around with the structure of stories as much as I do coming up with stories
and characters in the first place. Short stories are a fun way to deal with this: little vignettes
that allow a writer to try out new ideas and forms. Changing the narrative voice and the way
in which the writer offers information to the reader.

This has been particularly important with regard to the big project I’ve been working on.
Casting aside secrecy, it’s (provisionally) called Dead Man’s Laughter and it’s a sequel to Dead
Man’s Troubles. Not part of a trilogy or anything like that, though. I’m trying to steer away
from that potential energy drain.

The problem with writing DML is the same one I faced with DMT, only more so: I’m writ-
ing off the top of my head, making a lot of stuff up as I go along. Which is fine so far as it
goes, but it makes the danger of running into writer’s block all the more troubling. Some kind
of structure is needed, even if only enough to have a vague notion of what comes next.

I think I’ve cracked this with regard to DML, and true to form, I’ve set the bar pretty high. Like
DML, the sequel is a story in three parts, and I’ve decided to write the three parts as some-
thing close to separate stories of their own, advancing towards a single end. Having made this
decision, I’ve decided to overdo it, as always: three stories with the same characters - a chase
story, a murder mystery and an action romp. The trick will be to make it all coherent, but it
should be fun to try.

Of course, this has also given me ideas for rewriting DMT, but that’s a story for another
day...
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theanonamerican (2007-02-28 16:54:39)
Crap. Still haven¼t sent you that email... :)

cerandor (2007-02-28 19:24:52)
Don¼t worry, I¼m sure you¼ll get around to it some day. :P

goblin_insane (2007-03-01 10:32:06)
sounds good p.s do you have any links to your other work? Mick tried to find some for me the other
night but fail because he is lame!

cerandor (2007-03-01 23:59:18)
<a href="http://cerandor.livejournal.com/2005/10/07/">Here you go.</a> I really need to organise
the stuff I¼ve posted online. There are a few other pieces here and there.

kaleandwine (2007-03-05 06:02:23)
The range of voices and styles here is impressive, and you¼ve done each very well. Fabulously
readable – thanks for the link! Expect a second ¼kick up the arse¼ (from one of us) somewhere in
the indeterminate future... ;-)

1.3 March

1.3.1 Useful to know... (2007-03-05 10:39)

Not the most detailed of quizzes, but somewhat fun.

You’ll die by being Murdered.
You will be murdered... namely cause you sure no how to push peoples

buttons.

[locator.gif]
[1]’How will you die?’ at [2]QuizGalaxy.com

1. http://www.quizgalaxy.com/quiz.php?id=165

2. http://www.quizgalaxy.com/

aeredhal (2007-03-05 20:09:34)
<center><table background=" #FFFFFF" border="0" width="350" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"
style="border: 1px solid black; background-repeat: no-repeat"> <tr><td align="center"><font
size="+1">You¼ll die from a Heart Attack during Sex.</font><br /><br /></td></tr> <tr><td
align="center">Your a lover not a fighter but sadly, in the act of making love your heart will stop.
But what a way to go.<br /><br /></td></tr> <tr height="350"><td> <table style="border: 1px
solid black" name="qgtable" width="350" height="350" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0"
background="http://img.quizgalaxy.com/ho-
wwillyoudie-bg.jpg"> <tbody><tr height="280"><td width="222"></td><td></td></tr><tr><td>< -
/td><td valign="top" align="left" border="0"><img src="http://img.quizgalaxy.com/locator.gif" bor-
der="0" /></td></tr></tbody> </table> </td></tr> <tr height="30"><td align="center" bor-
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der="0"><a href="http://www.quizgalaxy.com/quiz.php ?id=165">¼How will you die?¼</a> at <a
href="http://www.quizgalaxy.com">QuizGalaxy.com</a></td></tr> </table></center>

cerandor (2007-03-05 21:23:31)
Hrrm. Everyone seems to get this but me. Obviously I¼m doing something wrong...

waider (2007-03-05 21:37:15)
living too violently?

cerandor (2007-03-05 21:42:26)
Or not having sex strenuously enough. One or the other.

waider (2007-03-05 21:43:58)
FWIW, I got &quot;Unusual Illness &quot;. Which is exactly the sort of messed-up deliberately
perverse thing I¼d do, just to annoy people.

kaleandwine (2007-03-06 17:10:59) (sorry, I can&apos;t resist)
(laughing) <em>Strenuously enough?</em> I¼m not so sure about this death-by-sex thing. I¼d
wager you¼re actually doing something right. -The irritating American, unfortunately dying of
generic heart attack far later than all y¼all

1.3.2 The inevitable conclusion... (2007-03-06 09:58)

No more of these, I promise. Something more substantial coming soon.

Have to say I rather expected this answer though...

, you’re now logged in!
Below you’ll find your test result. After, continue on to your homescreen to discover what
we’re about.
[1]continue to OkCupid homescreen >

a Ninja
You scored 11 Honor, 4 Justice, 5 Adventure, and 3 Individuality!
You are a soldier of the night. You rely on no more than your cunning
and your repuation to strike fear in the hearts of lord and peasant
alike. You’ve a sense of honor, but one that comes from within, not

imposed from outside.

Black clothes and shuriken for you. You’re gonna do just fine.
[mt1117224228.jpg]

My test tracked 4 variables How you compared to other people your age
and gender:
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[2]free online dating [3]free online dating
You scored higher than 99% on Ninjinuity

[4]free online dating [5]free online dating
You scored higher than 99% on Knightlyness

[6]free online dating [7]free online dating
You scored higher than 99% on Cowboiosity

[8]free online dating [9]free online dating
You scored higher than 99% on Piratical Bent

Link: [10]The Cowboy-Ninja-Pirate-Knight Test written by [11]fluffy71
on [12]OkCupid Free Online Dating, home of the [13]The Dating Persona
Test

via [14]Pharyngula

1. file://localhost/home

2. http://www.okcupid.com/

3. http://www.okcupid.com/

4. http://www.okcupid.com/

5. http://www.okcupid.com/

6. http://www.okcupid.com/

7. http://www.okcupid.com/

8. http://www.okcupid.com/

9. http://www.okcupid.com/

10. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/take?testid=14911521259611283941

11. http://www.okcupid.com/profile?u=fluffy71

12. http://www.okcupid.com/

13. http://www.okcupid.com/online.dating.persona.test

14. http://scienceblogs.pharyngula.com/

lostperdita (2007-03-06 15:27:15)
funny that they¼d choose to show two pictures of samurai with katana/bokken to illustrate ¼ninja¼,
even when they describe you with ¼black clothes and shuriken¼. I guess there¼s just never any
ninja in anime. ;)

cerandor (2007-03-06 15:47:45)
Well, they used photos for the pirate result, which were much better. Even a screengrab of the "Ask
a Ninja" guy would have been preferable...

1.3.3 Other Things (2007-03-07 00:31)

It’s been a busy kind of week. Every time I get finished with my overtime, work throws me
more, and like a fool, I take it. (Not so foolish perhaps, given that I can churn it out at a
relatively lucrative rate.) Add to that a spur-of-the-moment holiday decision (insofar as a
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decision to go somewhere I’ve been planning to go for ages can be spur-of-the-moment) and a
weekend that saw more late nights than are usual, and my brain hasn’t quite caught up to
my body yet. Still, I can’t say it hasn’t been interesting...

Writing Report: Lots of Dead Man’s Laughter brought me to 5,397 words for the week
and 47,564 for the running total. I’m about a third of the way through that project now,
though given that I’ve just hammered out a new structure for it, I may go back and rewrite
before progressing any further. It might be wise.

Anyhow, without further ado, on with the promised substance. This is . . . well, I’m
not particularly sure how to describe it, other than to note that it’s one of those stories where
the title arrived ahead of the rest. See what you think.

Carnivoria

It was all perfectly familiar and comfortable to him. The salt taste that washed through his
mouth, the slick sensation as blood and flesh were swallowed in a single mass and the warm
feeling that came over him as he lay there digesting his kill. To be a hunter and know that
everything else was the prey was as complex a thought as he needed to have.

Then, one day, something more came into his mind. The comfort that he felt from
consuming those weaker than him no longer filled him. There remained a gap, into which
something else could intrude, and he cast around, seeking to find what it might be. The
actions of killing and eating continued to dominate his days, but now he was less restful in
those moments when he was not killing or eating, his thoughts straying down unfamiliar
paths.

When this occurred, he would look up from where he sat and observe his packmates
as they rested beside him. It had never occurred to him before that he could see his own
reflection in them, and now that he became aware of it, he was also aware that he had some-
how separated himself from them. They did not share his restlessness, his dissatisfaction.
Often, he found that he could not simply lie in one place after a hunt. He would rise, take
himself apart from the pack and stalk the land in the hope of clearing his mind of whatever it
was that troubled him.

Before long, his packmates began to notice his strange demeanour. He could not tell
whether they were truly aware of it in the same way that he was, but they watched him warily
as they fed together, and when they were lying together afterwards, they would watch him as
he stalked away. With every passing day, he felt as though the gap between him and them
was growing. It was a troubling thought: if he was no longer one of them, what was he?

So, one day, he stalked off after a kill and did not return. The desire to leave had
been growing in him for some time, but it was only when it outweighed his fear of being alone
that he acted upon it. He rose, stalked off towards some distant hills and took himself apart
from the pack that had been the only life that he had known.

It was no easy life that he was delivering himself into. He was a pack hunter who did
not know how to kill alone, and so he was forced to learn. At times he contented himself
with smaller creatures that could not flee, at others he competed with the scavengers for
carrion. Little by little, the taste of warm flesh became unfamiliar to him, until he could
barely remember what it had been like.

How long he endured this half-life for, he could not tell, but it ended when he observed the
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prey he was stalking rooting in the earth for some sustenance. He leapt upon the creature,
which fled and eluded him, but when the hunt was done, he returned to the site of the
creature’s excavations. There was a scent there, unlike anything that he had experienced
before. He continued to dig and unearthed a strange, globular thing. He had never seen
anything like it, and for a while he pushed it around and sniffed at it, letting the strange
scent fill his nostrils and set his mouth slavering.

Only when he had allowed the scent to overwhelm him did he bite into it. It was no
stone, as he had thought it might be, for it gave under his sharp teeth, folding and tearing
much as flesh did, though its juices were sweeter and clearer than any blood he had ever
supped upon. He tore off another piece and then another, wolfing them down, one after the
other. Sated in a way he had not been for longer than he could remember, he fell asleep once
more and dreamed strange dreams.

Now that he had eaten the flesh of this strange, subterranean prey, he could locate
them swiftly when he chose to. He senses were keener than those of the prey he hunted, and
so he did not need to follow them to find what they sought. He even experimented with the
other foods that sustained the prey creatures. Not all of them were to his liking, but he found
that he could distinguish between them and benefit from their sustenance all the same.

Thus he continued for a time he did not measure, eating the food of the prey crea-
tures, seeking out the same food he had first unearthed whenever he could. It was a strange
life that he had come upon, but he found that it filled the void in his mind well enough. So
much of his time was taken up in seeking out food that he had little time to do other than
rest.

One day, he sought out his pack again, having scented their passing from afar. As his
body had grown lean, so his senses had waxed ever keener, and he was aware of them
long before they were aware of him. He approached them in confidence, even though many
among them were youthful and did not know him. He faced their snarling countenances with
equanimity.

Once he was in the midst of them, he explained all that had befallen him. The dis-
quiet in his mind that had driven him from them, the time in the wilderness that had followed
and the lesson of the prey creatures’ food that had restored him. He explained it all to them,
understanding it within himself, never doubting that they would understand it too.

They listened to him in silence, their golden eyes watching his lean body, showing no
signs of brotherhood between them. He no longer looked as the others did. His features were
streaked with mud, and his claws were dulled by digging through the earth. There was even
a strange pungency about his scent that reminded them of the prey creatures.

When he had finished addressing them, they leaped on him in a grey tide of bodies
and tore him apart. There was not one of them who did not gorge himself on at least a
mouthful of that flesh, so succulent and sweet.

The salt taste that washed through their mouths, the slick sensation as blood and
flesh were swallowed in a single mass and the warm feeling that came over them as they lay
there digesting their kill: all these things were as familiar to them as breathing. They could
not imagine that there was any other way to live, and as his blood soaked into the dirt, his
strange tale was quickly forgotten.
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kaleandwine (2007-03-07 09:41:27)
Riveting, start to finish. I¼m impressed by the subtle sense of mystery that is conveyed throughout.
For lack of a better comparison (it¼s late) it reminds me of the old Spielberg movies – where you never
quite saw the subject matter, but could feel it all the same. Powerful, and difficult to do. Makes me
wonder if there¼s a metaphor buried within. Even if there¼s not, it¼s awesome that you could leave
the reader looking for it, no? Nice work!

cerandor (2007-03-07 09:51:05)
Thanks. It was one of those nice stories that arrived more or less fully formed. No particular metaphor
was intended, but I could read one into it myself if I was so inclined. Best to leave that to readers
though...

1.3.4 Watching from the safety of another country... (2007-03-09 13:39)

The latest installment in the tragic farce that is Northern Ireland politics is currently playing
across the media as the results of the Assembly Elections come in. As always, they provide
some instructive information, as well as a good dollop of vicious humour. Of course, given
that there’s no guarantee that this election will actually lead to an assembly, it has the strange
honour of being a vote for "who you’d like to see govern the country" rather than "who is going
to govern the country." Kind of like an opinion poll with bonuses.

With most of the results in, the Ulster Unionists are the big losers. They’ve always been
the party of wealthy old white men, and now that’s even more the case. The DUP, led by Ian
"The Pope is the Antichrist" Paisley, have stolen their base away from them, rendering them
a stump of what they used to be. Actually contributing to the peace settlement in Northern
Ireland did them in, but it was Paisley who held the knife.

The DUP are riding high, of course, though it must be uncomfortable for them to see Sinn Fein
sitting so neatly on their shoulder. Paisley wants so badly to be First Minister, but it must
stick in his craw to know that he’ll have to work with Sinn Fein to do it. The party themselves
line up behind the boss man, as always, but I can’t help wondering whether there’ll be a purge
after he kicks the bucket, much like when Stalin croaked. I can see the unsavoury Sammy
Wilson and the bonkers Willie McCrae going, but Ian Paisley Jr., the unappealing son, may
survive on name value alone. If everyone else is lucky, they’ll hold on to Jeffrey "Power! Need
more power!" Donaldson.

Unlike the DUP, Sinn Fein have mastered the art of appealing to hardline and moderate,
and are now reaping the rewards. Gerry Adams is showing himself to have a firm grip on
Blairite spin, not least in allowing his deputy, Martin McGuinness, to take the Deputy First
Minister post, freeing Gerry up to act all statesmanlike. There’s no threat to them on the
nationalist side of the divide at the moment.

The SDLP, the nationalist party who worked with the Ulster Unionists to craft the end of
the troubles, seem to have emerged from the long, dark night that followed. They’re still
largely anonymous in comparison to Sinn Fein, but they’re no longer bleeding support the
way they once were. The SDLP are the party my family generally votes for, and they’re still
strong in South Down. In the absence of a Sinn Fein condemnation of 30 years of blood and
slaughter, I’d probably follow the family line on that.

As for the smaller parties, the middle-ground Alliance are holding their own, and interest-
ingly enough, elected the first minority assembly member, a Chinese woman. In a country
that’s demonstrated how to divide yourselves when everyone looks the same, that can only be
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a good thing. The PUP, who wanted to be the Unionist Sinn Fein, have hung on to their single
seat but no more. The UK Unionists, led by Bob "Why does nobody like me?" McCartney, have
failed to win any seats, despite Bob running for six. Which has got to please everyone, really.

kaleandwine (2007-03-12 22:03:41)
I ought to thank you for this – a lot of curiosity-inducing detail. For me it led to a foray into a regional
history (and current government) I knew nothing about, save old stories of IRA violence. It¼s good
to get a dose of alternate politics (for Northern Ireland as well as Republic, "Paddy the Plasterer" and
all). Especially from the old ancestral homeland, which grows more interesting the more I hear about
it. Mine is such a giant (and politically loud) country; I¼m realizing it¼s all-too-easy to slip into an
"everything in Europe works perfectly" naive sort of mindset. Oye. In any case, I hope that somehow
the recent election (quite an interesting process in itself) results in some sort of betterment, eventu-
ally...

(2007-03-13 09:57:59)
The thing with Europe is that the consequences of the endemic stupidity, corruption and misrule
tend to be less globally pyrotechnic - at least since the French pulled out of Algeria in the 60s. (For
the purpose of this line of argument, Russia is not in Europe.)

(2007-03-13 09:58:45)
Crap - that was me. Stoopid anonymous posting... P.

kaleandwine (2007-03-13 21:05:45)
Bleh, indeed. You¼ll not hear me defending my country anytime soon...

cerandor (2007-03-13 10:00:12)
That¼s a more thoughtful answer than what was essentially a rant (inspired by watching the results
come through) probably deserved. Northern Ireland politics doesn¼t really deserve the description -
it¼s tribalism, in which who you vote for really comes down to which family you were born into. I
appreciate that this is also the case elsewhere, but in Northern Ireland there¼s even less chance of
someone crossing over to the other side. Though the comparison is a lazy and clumsy one, it would
be akin to an Israeli voting for a Palestinian candidate. Growing up in Northern Ireland probably
informed my cynicism towards politics (and religion). I still have no particular faith in the old gen-
eration of politicians crafting anything of worth beyond the ceasefire. As for whether the younger
generation can avoid becoming just like their predecessors, that might take more effort than some of
them are willing to give.

kaleandwine (2007-03-13 21:01:49)
Well, I wouldn¼t want to join in any rant, per se, about a subject that I know little about. Per-
haps I ought to extend that to comments, eh? ;-) In any case I¼m still glad for the education, which
spurred some good conversations today with my students (I to benefit very much from the occasional
takeover of your blog – which is completely unfair, really, and I¼ll reign it in soon). The tone of the
election¼s coverage over here was little more than cautiously optimistic praise. As in: "we¼re so
happy they did it without violence". But it¼s typical (especially for our government, who likes to boil
everything down to whether terrorism is involved or not) to use the rosy terminology of democracy
to gloss over deep discrimination etc... To be honest I can¼t imagine what it would feel like to grow
up in the midst of said tribalism; cynicism would certainly be a start. At the very least it beats blind
rage.
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1.3.5 Good Evening, Bad Ending (2007-03-14 22:52)

A generally productive and positive day (gym visit, plenty of pleasing writing) ended on a sour
note when West Brom lost their third match in a row. I’m not sure whether it’s a good thing
that this is such a disappointment. Over the long years in the wilderness, I was more than
used to my team struggling. Now that they’ve raised expectations a little, it’s all the more
irritating when reality intrudes on the dreams of future success.

Writing Report: 5,197 words last week, shared among DML and a number of short stories,
all of which proved distractions from finishing off something that I know I’m going to rewrite
anyhow. Curse my completist soul... The running total stands at 52,761 now, and seeing
as I’m not planning on taking any weeks off (even on the upcoming Italy trip), that will only
continue to rise.

goblin_insane (2007-03-15 01:37:57)
I understand that feeling have gone through it multiple times this season am at this moment prepar-
ing for 3 more jolts of it by the time May is over!

kaleandwine (2007-03-15 16:46:05)
(catches breath) <em>Italy?</em> Oh heartache, yearning! It¼s the good kind of ache, of course,
happiness for you... write! Explore! Have an amazing time! The bad kind, of course, for me. Because
you make the trip I could not. Sigh... ah well. There will be other days. But you¼d better take
pictures. :-)

cerandor (2007-03-15 23:10:54)
Yeah, the Italy trip is the spur of the moment thing I mentioned earlier. A fortunate confluence of
cheap flights, my desire to return and a friend heading off on their own and looking for company.
It¼s only a week, but it¼ll be packed. Half in Florence, half in Rome. All booked already, so nothing
to do now but wait and anticipate standing in the middle of the Pantheon, beneath the oculus, won-
dering just why they don¼t build stuff like this any more...

1.3.6 Music helps. Sometimes. (2007-03-15 10:07)

Sometimes ideas for stories come at you out of nowhere. Sometimes their sources are a little
more identifiable. Take this morning, for example: as I was walking through Trinity College
on the way to work, my iPod offered up Queen’s "It’s a Kind of Magic." Almost immediately,
the plot of a prequel to Highlander started rolling through my head. In the time it took to walk
the length of the cricket pitch, I had the bare bones of the whole thing.

Sadly, I’m going to have to see if I can use the plot for something else, as I’m unlikely to
ever get the chance to make a Highlander prequel. Which is a shame, as the climactic scene
would have been a thing of beauty...

kaleandwine (2007-03-15 16:58:36)
Really, now, <em>why</em> no Highlander prequel? :-) Oh well. Make it into something else, then
make it into (some bigger form of media) anyway. The best stuff usually comes from outside the box...
Or at least that¼s what I like to tell myself, constantly. Um... yeah.

(2007-03-15 22:30:08)
Oh, music you say - well that makes it all the easier to blogjack this thread. At the end of the link
there is first video for a great Irish band called Jodavino. Go watch it - you know you want to. :)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opoAjVf48WY P.

(2007-03-15 22:42:43)
"...I¼m unlikely to ever get the chance to make a Highlander prequel. Which is a shame, as the
climactic scene would have been a thing of beauty..." There can be only...some? P.

cerandor (2007-03-15 23:07:57)
<slap> The problem with making a <em>Highlander</em> sequel is that the first film killed off the
raison d¼etre pretty thoroughly. By the end, there <em>was</em> only one. The advantage of
making a prequel is that you have the whole of history to play in. Which, as anyone who reads this
journal should know, appeals to me immensely. The only thing you need to do is avoiding making
it about anyone who shows up in the later films (cameos are ok). That way, some kind of dramatic
tension can be maintained.

1.3.7 Force of Habit (2007-03-21 00:45)

I am a creature of habit. I suppose we all are, insofar as we have 9-to-5 jobs and the routines
that they engender, but it’s always been a tendency of mine to come up with little rituals of
my own and ways of doing things. Sometimes this is a good thing, sometimes not. Sometimes
I even engineer habits, altering them or deleting them if I decide they’re not good for me any
more.

Such is the case with one of my oldest habits: the drink and biscuits some time between
dinner and bed. (If I was American, this would be milk and cookies, but the drink in question
was rarely so healthy and only particular types of biscuits are called cookies on this side of
the pond.) All the way through school this was a nightly ritual for me, but it died out when I
went to college. Mostly, I’ll admit, because buying biscuits became an extravagance, but also
because I ended up living with other people, and that just made habits from childhood seem
somewhat . . . odd.

It’s been making a comeback now that I’m in my own place though. The drink is now tea, but
the biscuits are as varied as ever. It’s still unhealthy, but comforting all the same. The more I
grow up, the more I appreciate that behaving the way I want to sometimes involves reverting
to a childhood mode.

Writing Report: 5,186 words for the week and 57,947 for the running total. All of them taken
up by two stories: Black Run, a straight SF story that was started but abandoned a while back
(but which I remain fond of) and The Man Who Couldn’t Change the World, which is about as
awkward a title as I’ve ever come up with, but which remains pretty much descriptive of the
contents.

theanonamerican (2007-03-21 01:53:27)
I like your ending for the second story, having thought about it. Like you said, human nature is in-
evitable, so the fallout you described would be by far the most probable outcome. In fact, the chances
of it not happening are about as likely as Dr. Fancypant¼s Pendragon character managing to produce
a male heir...

cerandor (2007-03-21 13:47:48)
Nice jab. As for the ending, I¼m fiddling with the dialogue in order to make it clearer. Should I solve
that issue to my satisfaction, I may even post it up here.
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kaleandwine (2007-03-21 23:56:42)
Rituals are so comforting - I used to think that everyone had them until I became the butt of jokes for
mine (which - among other, quirkier ones - also involve tea and small amounts of sugary somethings,
usually before bed and after rising). Recently I discovered a whole range of delicious "dessert teas",
which will probably keep the habit going until the end of time (or my teeth)... :-) On the health note,
though, I always wonder who <em>actually</em> manages to avoid eating after dinner - or avoid
sugar altogether? Are they ever actually satisfied? I¼d take lovely (small) indulgence over blanket
restriction any day of the week.

1.3.8 Because expanding your vocabulary is a good thing... (2007-03-22 10:22)

Pogonotrophy: Growing a beard.

Pogonology: The study of beards.

Pogonophila: A love of beards.

Pogonophobia: An irrational fear of beards.

Pogonotomy: Shaving.

1.3.9 Mixed Feelings (2007-03-23 20:35)

It’s always great to read something that you really like. Especially a nice short story that
sticks in your brain.

Unfortunately, when you’re a writer, there’s always a part of your brain that goes. "Why
can’t I do something that good?"

If you’re really lucky, another part of your brain will answer: "You will. You will."

Enough waffling from me. Go [1]read.

1. http://www.terrybisson.com/meat.html

waider (2007-03-23 23:42:03)
Dude. That is one of the all-time sci-fi greats, and someone¼s even posted a movie version online. I
can¼t believe you¼ve not encountered it before.

cerandor (2007-03-24 13:38:14)
Nope, never read it before. There are many holes in my reading, and filling them is a slow process.

waider (2007-03-24 13:53:52)
<a href="http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=383776888020881854">mo vie version</a> Jim
Bob says &quot;check it out &quot;!

kaleandwine (2007-03-24 03:01:38)
That¼s a great story. For whatever it¼s worth, I don¼t think you¼re all that far off from this. I¼ve
only read a few of your short stories, but you have an uncommon ability to convey meaning and in-
terest with very little words. Your work seems much more tight than a lot of the pieces I¼ve read in
magazines or from prominent online writers. So.. keep it up, and keep listening to that second part
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of your brain.

(2007-03-25 00:33:23)
You raise an interesting issue. :) I¼ll have to see about organising some webspace for him on my
webserver so everyone can enjoy his stories. I highly recommend Margrite (think I got the spelling
right).

theanonamerican (2007-03-25 00:35:01)
Doh! Forgot to sign in. I should have something set up for him tomorrow night. I¼ll announce it
here and one my journal and that way he¼ll have no excuse for people not having read his stories
due to inaccessibility. :)

1.3.10 A Quiet Weekend (2007-03-25 22:56)

A weekend update? Wonders will never cease. Yes, due to my chronic lack of activity over the
past few days, I feel obliged to offer this up in attempt to prove that I’ve achieved something.
While everyone else has been doing things - the Chameleon just cooked a very nice dinner,
[ LJ User: theanonamerican ] has set up a Web site for me, and another friend of mine has
been working late into the night and early morning - I’ve been more or less shut in, glued to
screens of various sizes. As a result, it wasn’t massively surprising that when I ventured out
on Saturday evening for a drink or two, my brain was running at too slow a pace for me to
engage with the festivities.

Therefore, earlier than usual, I give you:

Writing Report: I started the week by finishing off The Man Who Couldn’t Change the World
and continued it by almost, but not quite, managing to finish Black Run, which has turned
into one of the longer short stories I’ve done recently. A little more effort should wrap that up.
5,288 words for the week was the final total, bringing the running tally to 63,235. Also, as a
result of[ LJ User: theanonamerican ]’s efforts, I should have a site on which to post stories
old and new soon. Which will give me a reason to play around with HTML, around 10 years
after I first toyed with that idea...

theanonamerican (2007-03-27 00:11:05)
Once you put something up there I¼ll post it on my journal too. I will do this for two reasons. 1. So
that more people will know what a cool guy I am. 2. (much more important) So that people will be
impressed with my technical nous at creating a web site with subdomains and other such fancery. :)

cerandor (2007-03-27 10:11:09)
Well, as with all my weekday evenings, getting time to attend to that could be a problem. Hopefully
I¼ll put something up as a test this evening. I¼ll let you know.

1.3.11 Sunburned (2007-03-27 11:27)

Last night, courtesy of a generous friend of mine, I had the chance to catch a preview screen-
ing of Danny Boyle’s new movie, Sunshine. I’ve enjoyed Boyle’s movies in the past (though
I avoided The Beach because of my general dislike of Leonardo DiCaprio), so I had relatively
high hopes, and they were mostly fulfilled.
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Sunshine’s sci-fi setting concerns a mission to reignite our dying sun, but as with some/most
of Boyle’s earlier movies, what grabs the interest is the way in which the characters react to
their extreme situation. The film wears its influences on its sleeves, most notably 2001, but
manages to be its own thing too. It can be startlingly beautiful at times too, both visually and
aurally, and really manages to convey both the allure and the dreadful power of the sun.

As Boyle himself said during the interview after the screening, there’s a large gap between
the films he considers the peak of cinematic sci-fi - 2001, Alien, and Tarkovsky’s Solaris - and
the rest. Whether Sunshine qualifies for that rarified group is debatable, but it’s certainly in
with a shot.

And, just as an antidote to that generally positivity, here’s something that made me [1]spitting
mad.

1. http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/03/lets_not_just_pick_on_the_nige.php

sup_killer (2007-03-27 10:37:31) %
0H AB0=>28BAO 2AQ ;CGH5 8 ;CGH5 =) @8OB=> G8B0BL...

theanonamerican (2007-03-28 02:21:20) Re: %
jfy pvc bnrfb dthjsyp uknp wypvrs hjt. ;)

(2007-03-27 11:55:56)
That book thing is pretty maddening alright. I¼ve said it before, and I¼ll say it again - smart women
are sexy. P.

(2007-03-27 12:06:57)
BTW - do you know that your location link reveals that you¼re in the town of Work, Tennessee? (Not
the most inviting of placenames, though better than "Truth or Consequences", I suppose.) Out of the
office today are you? :p P.

cerandor (2007-03-27 12:40:33)
I¼m telecommuting. From Work. It fits my sense of irony.

theanonamerican (2007-03-28 02:17:25)
Brilliant. I¼m renaming my gaff everybody.

theanonamerican (2007-03-28 02:22:01)
Amen brother.

laerfan (2007-03-27 14:25:07)
I¼ll be going to an advance screening of "Sunshine" on Thursday, thanks to it being cancelled at the
Jameson Film Festival. Looking forward to it. Not complaining about the cancellation though cos I
got to see "The Fountain" which was amazing. Really looking forward to seeing what "Sunshine" is
like. Managed to avoid everything but the trailer so it should be mostly surprises for me. And I have
seen scenes like the one in the bookstore in Waterstones, it¼s pretty annoying but you can¼t exactly
tell people to stop, especially while you¼re on the other side of the counter.

cerandor (2007-03-28 08:58:56)
Yeah, I was trying to give my impressions of the film and avoid spoilers. It¼s well worth seeing and I
hope you enjoy it.
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kaleandwine (2007-03-27 21:33:28)
Grrr on the bookstore story. Sadly it is not all that uncommon - not just among the religious or anti-
quated small-towners. I¼ve seen it often enough in the wealthy communities here, where many of the
men have married gorgeous, brainless, stay-at-home eye-candy. My feeling is that these women have
little to feel good about (beyond their appearance and dutifulness), and thus feel threatened when
their daughters show more intelligence or promise. One of my former students (a bright, inquisitive
biology major) was routinely told - <em>by her mother</em> - that she needed to "stop studying and
spend more time partying", because "that¼s what college is about, boys and booze". The "smart is
sexy" message is underplayed, even at the University level... so keep saying it, P.

theanonamerican (2007-03-28 02:18:30)
<em>The "smart is sexy" message is underplayed, even at the University level... so keep saying it,
P.</em> NOOOOOO!!! Don¼t encourage him! He¼s smug enough as it is these days.

(2007-03-28 08:18:55) Toxic Smug
It¼s true - I¼m so smug these days, I can toast bread just by being in same room. :D P.

theanonamerican (2007-03-28 12:11:31) Re: Toxic Smug
Yeah, which is fascinating to watch. Tasty as well.

theanonamerican (2007-03-28 02:28:44)
Yep, very much so. In fact, and this is a story that people are sick of my bringing it up, but hey, I¼ve
yet to say it to you (I think), the whole thing is bizarre. We know a few girls who are going PhDs in
various subjects, and a discussion came up quite some time ago about how, when out on the town,
they would never bring up the fact that they are doing a PhD cos men get intimidated. I still find that
utterly bizarre. Now, I¼ll hold my hand up here, my arrogance is such that I find it hard to imagine
meeting a girl I think is more intelligent than I (not being sexist, I¼d be the same with blokes), so
perhaps that is influencing my perception here. But I don¼t think so. In fact, I met a fine young lady
the other night, and while she is pretty attractive, it was very much her personality and intelligence
that interested me the most. Mind you, I¼m sneakily happy that things are the way they are. It
means that the smart ones are less likely to be taken when I meet them. :) But yeah, I¼ve said it
before and I¼ll say it again, women are crazy and men are stupid.

(2007-03-28 11:44:36)
I alluded to this story on Pharyngula (as it has particular significance for me). I added that mention-
ing the PhD thing would be a good way to filter out meatheads and therefore a good thing. Let¼s
face it, if a guy is going to be intimidated by what you do and how smart you are, it doesn¼t exactly
bode well. Unless you¼re lust after the purely physical, of course. This is allowed and (royal) we
approve, so long as it doesn¼t validate the "Chicks Dig Jerks" Rule. Chicks Dig Jerks + Guys Dig
Bimbos = Not a good long term outcome - though it does explain a lot and may mean that the scat-
tered remnants of humanity picking through the ruins of civilisation will at least be pretty enough
to conform to the standard Hollywood vision of a post-apocalyptic world, assuming they¼re not
so dumb that they starve to death waiting for the mall to open. (HG Wells might have been onto
something with the Eloi). Anyway - who¼s this fine young lady you speak of? Come on - no holding
out! P.

cerandor (2007-03-28 12:39:33)
Strangely, I¼ve been reading a lot recently about <em>Idiocracy</em>, the Mike Judge movie that
got buried by a studio (can¼t recall which one), not only in the cinema but also on DVD. Given its
resemblance to the scenario you outline above, it could be worth finding and viewing.
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theanonamerican (2007-03-29 02:52:06)
Curse my over-anxious need to put my thoughts into textual format! When I said ¼last weekend¼,
of course I mean ¼two weeks ago¼, so you know very well who I refer to. ;) Speaking of that blog,
any chance of you providing linkage? Should this not be the appropriate place, a private email will
suffice...

theanonamerican (2007-03-28 02:37:59)
I¼m like a paraphrased Bruce Springsteen song tonight, "Fifty Seven Comments and Nothing Said".
But as Bill Hicks might once have said, ¼it¼s my keyboard and I¼m typing it¼. Anyway, I can
actually go further than that. While there are lots and lots of very attractive women (approximately
100,000 in Ireland remember), it is still really annoying when they are airheads. I actually over-react
to it. I probably am more critical of airheads if they are very attractive. To me, it is like a waste of
good physical genes or something. "Hey, you were blessed with good physical genes, what the hell
are doing with shit for brains?" That kind of thing. How much of the whole airhead thing is an act,
do you think? I¼ve often wondered about that? Do those eye-candy types actually have nothing but
straw up there, or is it all a charade? I¼ve often wondered about that.

kaleandwine (2007-03-28 04:12:31) Sadly, charades become reality
In some cases it IS an act, I think, brought on by the situation you described above. Some of the
wives/mothers I was speaking of have college degrees (and some had careers), but left all of that be-
hind to be happily become Stepford. The gender roles tend to be strong in such homes, and I imagine
that the women silence themselves (not only their voices but maybe their <em>desires</em> that
way?) to keep things comfortable. Yich. I don¼t consider myself brilliant, but I¼ll be damned if I
ever play dumb (intentionally). Personally I would rather be single than with someone who marginal-
ized my ability to think. Otherwise... girls are constantly bombarded with images of "sexy" - even
in their toys - and none of them include brains. Even if they¼re lucky enough to be surrounded by
teachers and parents who encourage their intellectual development, all they have to do is turn on
the TV, walk down the magazine-aisle, or visit one of the girl-focused websites to be reminded that
being sexy is what gets you famous and defines success. Their peers (of both sexes) pick up on all of
this and reinforce it (note how much attention girls pay to eachothers¼ fashion sense and weight,
for example). Most teens (or even young twenty-somethings) will tell you that the opinions of their
peers matter more than their parents or teachers think. Thus, they hold back their smarts. Girls
actually perform <em>better</em> at aptitude tests – during the childhood years. But once puberty
starts and their bodies change, the balance shifts dramatically and their scores drop. I highly doubt
the drop is due to physical change alone. I sound alarmist (my new specialty), and certainly it¼s
not always that bad. There are lots of brilliant girls who are currently flourishing (and in some cases
eclipsing male performance), but it¼s still a frustrating trend. We track studies of this sort at work,
so I can give you some figures (sometime) if you ever want to see them. In the meantime, I¼m glad
you like the smart ladies. And maybe it¼s worth experimenting with the airheaded, eye-candy ones.
They¼ve probably had a lifetime of being told that they¼re pretty, but maybe no one has ever told
them they had nice... <em>smarts</em>. Maybe hearing it will open up whole new worlds for them.
:-)

cerandor (2007-03-28 09:13:28) Re: Sadly, charades become reality
Obviously this topic has a lot of meaning for people. Just to defend myself from (sometimes justifi-
able) accusations of being an intellectual snob, I should point out that I wouldn¼t dump someone
just because I thought they weren¼t smart enough. Creativity, imagination, curiosity, quirkiness
or even just being well-informed about the world around them: something to engage with rather
than just look at is what I¼m trying to convey, I suppose. That said, your advice to guys to make
their compliments more well-rounded is definitely worth taking on board...
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theanonamerican (2007-03-28 02:45:06)
What about <em>Aliens</em>, <em>Blade Runner</em> and <em>Starship Troopers</em>?

cerandor (2007-03-28 09:06:51)
He was referring specifically to his influences on this film. <em>Aliens</em> is an action movie
set on a planet, <em>Blade Runner</em> is set on Earth and I¼m not even going to dignify the
<em>Starship Troopers</em> crack with a response. However, there was another film I think was
an influence, but mentioning it by name would give away something about <em>Sunshine</em> that
I¼d rather not. Boyle also mentioned a nice anecdote of him constantly feeling Kubrick¼s presence
while directing and editing the film...

1.3.12 Chapter 23: In which my faith in humanity takes a kicking...
(2007-03-28 23:30)

It seems that my flatmate has run off without paying rent and taken my laptop with him.
This, needless to say, has not made for the best of evenings. It’s also made me think over
my dealings with him and wonder at what point treating him like a human being became the
wrong thing to do. Which is an awful thing to think, but right now it’s where my brain is at.
The notion of treating someone you have to live with as a purely financial connection likewise
feels somehow wrong, yet it seems that’s the way I’ll have to go in future. Because there’s no
way I’m letting this happen again.

goblin_insane (2007-03-28 22:59:36)
holy shit dude! I¼m sorry to hear that happen to you, reason why I have never believed in humanity.
How long has he been living there with you? any sign of this previous?

cerandor (2007-03-29 06:24:50)
He¼d been here about six months. He was a month behind on the rent, due to changing jobs, but I
hadn¼t seen anything I would have described as indicating this.

theanonamerican (2007-03-29 00:42:53)
Yeah. Hopefully our "oweing money to bad people" theory is true, and he¼ll get himself a bit of a
kicking in the near future.

lainey316 (2007-03-29 08:49:56)
That is indeed sucky. Have you reported the theft? Not that it will make much difference I suppose,
unless you have some way of hunting him down. Living with strangers is awkward. I used to lock up
my room (actually, even sharing with people I knew I sometimes did that because they had dubious
gfs who¼d ¼borrow¼ my stuff). Eventually I abandoned people and live on my own, not really an
option with a mortgage - your tale is now added to my reasons not to purchase. Some people lack
basic humanity. Others are decent people. Finding the decent ones is the hard part.

cerandor (2007-03-29 10:14:01)
True. The gardai have been given all the info I have. I¼m in the process of getting the locks on the
doors changed at the moment. The idea of having to lock my bedroom door in my own place appalls
me, but as you said, some people lack basic humanity and it can be tricky to pick them out from a
crowd. Honestly, I¼d rather live on my own too, but that¼s not an option, at least for a few years
anyway.
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kaleandwine (2007-03-29 16:29:23)
God, I¼m so sorry. I can¼t even put words to it... what a low human being. I hope that everything on
your laptop was replaceable... I¼m inclined to share (from afar) the hope that he has some seriously
bad karma coming his way. (Also the blind hope that someone finds him and you get everything back).

cerandor (2007-03-30 09:21:33)
With any luck, hope and karma won¼t come into it. I¼m not inclined to let this drop without making
an effort to track him down. Had he just skipped out without paying rent, perhaps I would, but the
theft of the laptop is another matter. Pretty much everything on the laptop is replaceable, luckily,
with the exception of some photos. I haven¼t lost any of my writing, for which I¼m particularly
grateful.

laerfan (2007-03-30 19:19:36)
Jesus fucking christ. That is more annoying than anything! So infuriating. What a complete bastard.
Hope the rent isn¼t too much, but i have no doubt it¼ll be a real pain in the ass to sort that out.
Where are you living anyway, what area?

1.3.13 Chapter 24: Stress-Induced Headaches (2007-03-31 10:00)

Yesterday my (now) ex-flatmate/lodger sent me an email saying he wanted to talk to me. After
I replied that I wanted my laptop back, and if that was done I was willing to drop anything
else, he said he’d call me soon. As of this morning, he hasn’t.

I have no idea what’s going through this guy’s head. I do know that for a good portion of
yesterday, I was so angry that I was giving myself a headache. Luckily, I had people to meet
in the evening, which lowered my near-fatal stress levels, but I suspect the headache will
return as and when I hear from the prick.

laerfan (2007-04-02 11:33:01)
Bastard. What happened in the end?

cerandor (2007-04-02 11:47:16)
As of yet, he hasn¼t called. I¼m still following my own lines of inquiry.

laerfan (2007-04-02 11:53:34)
Is there a way to track his IP address from the email or something maybe? It¼s so shit

kaleandwine (2007-04-10 03:13:49)
Ack. What a complete ass. This post is some days old now, and perhaps the situation is resolving
itself nicely, headache gone. Hope so. Actually, I¼m probably an ass myself for saying it, but it
<em>does</em> sort of make for a good story. From afar (in time and distance) it becomes riveting
film noir, with you as hero detective. I imagine broody sleuthing in a darkened room. Perhaps later a
chase on rain-slicked asphalt, into a blind alley... Then of course (I like happy endings)fisticuffs lead
to bloody revenge, you get your laptop back, score Veronica Lake, and narrate a grand epiphany while
saxophone plays in the background. :-)

cerandor (2007-04-10 11:28:16)
Welcome back. Hope you had fun. You¼re not an ass for suggesting it: I¼ve thought about it in
that way myself. Especially as I¼ve done a bit of detective work on this myself, at least as far as I
can without doing something illegal. Sadly, there doesn¼t seem to be a reolution on the immediate
horizon: it¼s denial on one side and an unfortunate lack of evidence on the other. I just have to wait
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for the cops to get back to me. In the meantime, everything other than the central issue of the laptop
has been pretty much resolved at this stage, thankfully.

1.4 April

1.4.1 Something Lighter (2007-04-03 09:18)

I’m going to hush on the topic I’ve been keeping behind locked posts until it’s resolved. Suffice
to say it’s ongoing at the moment. In the meantime, here’s something a little lighter.

Your results:
You are Malcolm Reynolds (Captain)

Malcolm Reynolds (Captain)
_________________________________________________________________

85%
Zoe Washburne (Second-in-command)
_________________________________________________________________

65%
Kaylee Frye (Ship Mechanic)
_________________________________________________________________

65%
River (Stowaway)
_________________________________________________________________

60%
Dr. Simon Tam (Ship Medic)
_________________________________________________________________

55%
Inara Serra (Companion)
_________________________________________________________________

40%
Derrial Book (Shepherd)
_________________________________________________________________

40%
Wash (Ship Pilot)
_________________________________________________________________

30%
A Reaver (Cannibal)
_________________________________________________________________

25%
Jayne Cobb (Mercenary)
_________________________________________________________________
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20%
Alliance
_________________________________________________________________

15%
Honest and a defender of the innocent.

You sometimes make mistakes in judgment
but you are generally good and
would protect your crew from harm.
[mal.jpg]

[1]
Click here to take the "Which Serenity character are you?" quiz...

Writing report coming this evening, assuming the work wine-club meeting doesn’t take too
much out of me.

1. http://www.seabreezecomputers.com/serenity

(2007-04-03 09:04:37)
I got Mal too. How did you get 25 % Reaver? Those questions are pretty unambiguous. (Note to self:
refuse bacon sandwiches when next offered by Ciaran.) P.

cerandor (2007-04-03 14:44:32)
Now you¼re just being ridiculous. It tastes like chicken. (I note, by the way, that you didn¼t provide
your full list. Was Inara suspiciously high up there, hmm?)

(2007-04-03 15:42:23)
No, but Kaylee was. :) P.

aeredhal (2007-04-03 16:20:59) Dammit
Your results:<BR><B>You are <FONT SIZE=6>Kaylee Frye (Ship Mechanic)</FONT></B> <TA-
BLE><TR><TD><TABLE><TR><TD>Kaylee Frye (Ship Mechanic)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=80></TD><TD> 80 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Derrial Book (Shep-
herd)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=80></TD><TD>
80 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Zoe Washburne (Second-in-command)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT
NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=70></TD><TD> 70 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Alliance</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=65></TD><TD> 65 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Malcolm
Reynolds (Captain)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=60></TD><TD> 60
%</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Wash (Ship Pilot)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=60></TD><TD> 60 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Dr. Simon Tam (Ship Medic)</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=60></TD><TD> 60 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>River (Stow-
away)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=60></TD><TD> 60 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Inara Serra (Companion)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=55></TD><TD> 55 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Jayne Cobb (Mercenary)</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=40></TD><TD> 40 %</TD> Would have hoped for Wash,
if only I could fly! </TR><TR><TD>A Reaver (Cannibal)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE
SIZE=4 WIDTH=15></TD><TD> 15 %</TD> </TR></TABLE></TD> <TD>You are good at fixing
things.<BR> You are usually cheerful.<BR> You appreciate being treated<BR> with delicacy and spe-
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cialness.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.seabreezecomputers.com/serenity/pics/kaylee.jpg"></T D>
</TR></TABLE><A HREF="http://www.seabreezecomputers.com/serenity"> Click here to take the
Serenity Firefly Personality Test</A><BR>

theanonamerican (2007-04-05 03:21:34)
Not entirely sure what I think of this, but I guess most people will be nodding their
heads in a sage-like manner... Your results:<BR><B>You are <FONT SIZE=6>Dr. Simon
Tam (Ship Medic)</FONT></B> <TABLE><TR><TD><TABLE><TR><TD>Dr. Simon Tam (Ship
Medic)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=80></TD><TD> 80 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Kaylee Frye (Ship Mechanic)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=65></TD><TD> 65 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Inara Serra (Companion)</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=50></TD><TD> 50 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Derrial Book
(Shepherd)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=50></TD><TD> 50 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Zoe Washburne (Second-in-command)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE
SIZE=4 WIDTH=50></TD><TD> 50 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Malcolm Reynolds (Captain)</TD>
<TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=40></TD><TD>
40 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>River (Stowaway)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4
WIDTH=40></TD><TD> 40 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Jayne Cobb (Mercenary)</TD> <TD><HR
ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=30></TD><TD> 30 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>Wash (Ship
Pilot)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=30></TD><TD> 30 %</TD>
</TR><TR><TD>Alliance</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE SIZE=4 WIDTH=25></TD><TD>
25 %</TD> </TR><TR><TD>A Reaver (Cannibal)</TD> <TD><HR ALIGN=LEFT NOSHADE
SIZE=4 WIDTH=0></TD><TD> 0 %</TD> </TR></TABLE></TD> <TD>Medicine and phys-
ical healing are your game,<BR> but wooing women isn¼t a strong suit.<BR> <IMG
SRC="http://www.seabreezecomputers.com/serenity/pics/simon.jpg"></TD > </TR></TABLE><A
HREF="http://www.seabreezecomputers.com/serenity"> Click here to take the Serenity Personality
Quiz</A><BR>

1.4.2 Writing Report (2007-04-03 23:18)

Despite the trauma of losing my laptop midweek, I managed to meet my writing quota. 5,712
words for the week, giving a running total of 68,947. Most of that was finishing up Black
Run, which turned out to be my first long-form short story in a while, clocking in at just over
15,000 words. There was also another story by the name of The Cutglass Labyrinth, which
will probably get dropped in the folder that holds all my other stories of existential despair
(which are swelling in number at this stage). To round things off, I started another short titled
A Good Man’s Vengeance, which took at least a little inspiration from recent events.

As a result of recent disruptions, my efforts to set up an online story repository, courtesy
of [ LJ User: theanonamerican ], have been put on hold for a while. I will get back to it
though. The more I think about it, the more I like the idea of having a site where I can have
my writings accessible to others.

1.4.3 Nomad Computing (2007-04-10 23:38)

Necessity is the mother of invention, they say, and in my current state of computing, I’ve been
forced to take a look at how I’m going to deal without a laptop. I still have my PC, of course,
and I have my faithful USB key for mobile work of a basic nature (any text editor will do), but
I’m intrigued by the notion of something more sophisticated. Given that this is the way I think
computing is going to head anyhow, it’s too good an opportunity to see what’s possible right
at the moment.
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So, a question for the tech-heads in the audience: is it possible on a PC (I can do the Mac
research myself) to install a user folder so that one can log into an account based off a per-
sonal storage device (such as the above-mentioned USB key)? I’m looking for something short
of turning the key into a full boot drive but slightly more sophisticated than just installing a
bunch of applications and files onto it. Can I set it up so that I can turn any machine I’m
working on into my PC, within the inevitable limitations of hardware and security?

I suspect that there are going to be a few major obstacles to achieving this, but seeing as
it will probably be a few months before I get myself a replacement laptop, I may as well inves-
tigate. If nothing else, I’ll learn something that I didn’t know for certain beforehand.

Writing Report: A real lack of enthusiasm was the enemy last week, as I ran out of gas,
energy and chutzpah just as I made it home for the look Easter weekend. Still, I made it to
5,362 words for the week and 64,309 for the running total. This was down to finishing off A
Good Man’s Vengeance and beginning another tale, The Invisible Mind, which stars a familiar
protagonist to those of you who’ve read some of my former stories.

goblin_insane (2007-04-10 23:49:12)
Well bar the obvious restriction of usb key size. I do know that their are ways of partitioning off
the new versions of USB keys and creating auto-runs off it so I would reckon to some extent what
your seeking to do is possible. Check here for an example of something that may give you an idea:
http://robertmcardle.com/blog/index.php?cat=33

cerandor (2007-04-11 09:25:50)
Thanks. That looks like an interesting place to start from. As for USB key size, I¼m planning on
upgrading from my current 1G drive to an 8G replacement. Which is currently far larger than I need,
but if 20+ years of using computers has taught me anything, it¼s that available memory will get
filled sooner rather than later.

1.4.4 Great Out-of-Context Quotes of Our Time (2007-04-15 11:04)

The latest in the intermittent series. Two quotes from one conversation yesterday:

"If I put that in my mouth, I know I’m going to regret it."

And, just a few minutes later.

"It’s making my eyes water!"

"Well, if it’s not hurting you, it’s not doing you any good."

(One of those lines came from your humble narrator. See if you can guess which one.)

Edit: Just because it seemed in keeping with the theme, and because some people may
not have seen it, here’s [1]something to amuse you. It amuses me, anyhow.

Edit 2: Oh, and what the hell. [2]Here’s another one. More for the fifth comment than
the main entry though.

1. http://www.warrenellis.com/?p=4135

2. http://community.livejournal.com/scans_daily/3343504.html#cutid1
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kaleandwine (2007-04-17 06:09:54) Why does this post make my mouth hurt?
Speaking of out-of-context... I¼m guessing that you¼re the one encouraging the torture. :-) In any
case, I¼m a fan of this series. And the levity was well-timed; we Americaans needed it today.

cerandor (2007-04-17 08:47:51) Re: Why does this post make my mouth hurt?
Yep, that was me. Well guessed. Glad to offer some lightness. The news was appalling yesterday -
one of those stories that makes people just stop in horror, wherever they are.

1.4.5 Message in a Bottle (2007-04-17 09:50)

Well, it seems my pessimism was unfounded. [1]The Police are indeed going to play Croke
Park on October 6. Seeing as this is one of those bands I never expected to get the chance
to see live and one of the few that I actually want to, I’ll be trying for tickets when they go on
sale on Friday. Who else is going to go?

1. http://www.thepolicetour.com/

lainey316 (2007-04-17 10:26:25)
I am. I¼ve set multiple reminders in my phone as I have forgotten about it twice since I heard the
announcement.

cerandor (2007-04-17 11:11:30)
A wise move. Excuse me while I go do likewise. Do you know what time of day the tickets go on sale
on Friday? It wasn¼t clear from checking the web site.

lainey316 (2007-04-17 11:15:00)
8am according to Ian Dempsey. There are radio ads now as well which should confirm but I haven¼t
heard one properly yet.

cerandor (2007-04-17 11:59:06)
Hmm. Not good. I¼m still on the bus at that stage normally. Looks like an early start is in order...

lainey316 (2007-04-17 12:14:41)
still* on the bus at 8am? OMG. I don¼t want to know what time you leave the house. I was
thinking I¼d have to get up a bit early, some days I don¼t get up til 8.15 and just about make my
9.30 start :)

cerandor (2007-04-17 12:38:03)
I long ago made the decision that getting up early was fine as long as I got out of work early. I¼m
up at 7 and out the door half an hour later (I need my breakfast, shower and shave). Start work
at 8.30 and done at 4.30. Oddly, I was a very lazy child...

lainey316 (2007-04-17 12:42:29)
I have almost abandoned early starts because I get in early and could leave at the same time. So
I do 9.30 to 6.30 or 8.30 to 6. It¼s not really worth it, though I do get more done, because it
never ends :) I¼m just not a morning person. 10 to 7 is far more productive for me than 8-5 :)

theanonamerican (2007-04-17 16:55:54)
I hear you on that. Was actually delighted to hear I¼ll probably have to largely work a US day
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at the start, so it¼s more like normal hours for me. :)

1.4.6 300 (2007-04-18 00:05)

Finally got around to seeing 300 this evening, in the company of the Chameleon and the
Lawyer. My companions provided an interesting contrast in their reactions: the Chameleon
hated it, inevitably, as what he wanted wasn’t something that this movie was going to give
him. As for the Lawyer, he enjoyed it, even though he can be just as much a stickler for
accuracy sometimes. Me, I enjoyed it, or at least parts of it.

It’s an odd movie, really. Much like the graphic novel it’s heavily based on, it works best
on the level of a story told by a particularly hyperbolic storyteller. It may just be the least
subtle movie I’ve ever seen. In fact, the places where it falls down are those where it tries to
employ subtlety, usually in the sequences invented for the movie, in which an effort is made
to give the film a wholly unnecessary sense of context or pointlessly appeal to something other
than the groin and the gut.

Don’t look for historical realism - there is none. Likewise, any metaphor you care to read
in is probably one you brought with you. The politics of Frank Miller (writer and artist of the
graphic novel) are fairly simple, and it says a lot that he’s made his way through his career
writing the same story over and over again, to varying degrees of success. I will note, though,
that the sequences invented for the movie tend to build on what annoyed me most about the
original version: Miller’s decision to put modern notions into the minds and mouths of the
Spartans, when they really weren’t needed. Fittingly, it’s the scenes of balls-to-the-wall action
and hyperbolic machismo that rescue the film, insofar as is possible.

Writing Report: 5,078 words last week, giving me 69,387 for the running total. Started
off by finishing The Invisible Mind and then rewrote a chunk of Dead Man’s Troubles. To
wrap things up, I started a new story, The Draft, which is still in progress and going at least
moderately well.

(2007-04-18 10:13:05)
Oh I hated it alright, because what I want from a movie isn¼t dumb racist authoritarian war porn
with a squirming sack of modern political allusions nailed onto it. I think it¼s the first film I¼ve left
actually feeling angry. Extensive spoilers follow. 300 fails on pretty much every level, bar the bits of
showy heroics which don¼t require much thought to begin with (I¼ll confess I liked the rhino scene -
not because it was there (which was silly) but because the way it was killed was about the only laconic
thing in the whole piece the quotes from Herodotus notwithstanding). Let¼s dispense quickly with
the historical level. As Cerandor says, along with countless faceless Persians, the history is butchered
here, presumably because it throws up troubling subtleties and shades of grey that don¼t figure in
Frank Millar¼s simple world of black and white. No helots (defenders of liberty surely can¼t keep an
entire people enslaved unless they¼re marching under the Stars and Bars, of course). The Ephors,
historically one of the checks and balances on the power of Spartan kings, are lecherous, treacherous
grotesques (but no political subtext there, surely). Platea, even in the brief CGI glimpse we get, is
grossly misrepresented, in favour of a Braveheart pastiche. We get the touching tale of Leonidas¼
trials during the Agoge, which proves he¼s HARD. Inconveniently, the sons of the Spartan kings were
the only ones exempted from the rigours of the Agoge (you may very well draw parallels with other
chickenhawk authoritarian leaders, but I couldn¼t possibly comment). Then there¼s the aesthetic
level. People have raved about how amazing this film looks. Ohh, the blue screen! Ooh the vision!
For my part, if I ever see an idyllic golden-lit cornfield in a sword and sandals movie again, I¼ll puke
blood. The visuals try hard to look Ridley Scott (oh they try so *very* hard), but you still end up
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with the nagging feeling that youre watching 30 half naked men on a sound stage. The costumes are
ridiculous. The Persians appear to have walked straight out of a BDSM catalogue or perhaps that
ModBlog that Warren Ellis keeps linking to, while the Spartans look like a meeting of the local branch
of a male strippers union. And then there¼s the politics. It¼s pretty safe to say that Leni Riefenstahl
at the height of her powers would have worked hard to whip up the soufflé of fascist propaganda we
see in 300. The good guys are all muscular, white and perfectly formed. The bad guys are range from
black to dusky to deformed to outright monstrous - often all at once. And just in case you missed it,
Ephialtes, the traitor, looks like Quasi from the Disney version of the Hunchback of Notre Dame. See,
he¼s evil AND deformed. Get it? Do you? DO?! YOU?! (Theres a lot of. Single! Word! Sentences! In!
300!) Subtlety is not Frank Millar¼s long suit. The way the Persians are depicted, it¼s little wonder
that Iranian groups both in Iran and in America were outraged. We¼re given a faceless monstrous
horde straight out of a white supremacist¼s worst nightmare. There¼s a lot of queasy comparisons
between the imagery in this movie and the kind of propaganda you¼d expect to see in 1930¼s Ger-
many or Confederate America. Most disturbing of all is the face of the grinning Persian envoy (black,
of course) fading to black - leaving only the crazed white eyes and leering grin. Beware, muscley white
men, the devilish negro¼s coming for your womenfolk! As Dan Savage astutely pointed out, Xerxes
is a mincing multipierced drag-queen (complete with a fetching golden codpiece), who presides over
a bondage dungeon full of grotesques and amputee fetishists (so you know that they¼re eeeeeevil).
By way of comparison, the Spartans (the good ones, that is) are manly men who make vigorous love
to their wives and suppressed homoerotic flirting aside, wouldn¼t know a eromenos if he jumped up
and bit them on the posing pouch. Continued... P.

(2007-04-18 10:14:28)
Then there¼s the authoritarianism. 300 is a hymn to the kind of authoritarian Leader worship that
Glen Greenwald so eloquently documents on Salon. Leonidas is a strong, hard, noble Leader. Only he
sees the threats to his home, family and liberty. Only he has the power to protect his people, if only
he weren¼t held back and confounded by traitorous politicians. If only they were warriors, they¼d
see, because warriors (and their women) are good and anyone who doubts the Leader is bad and a
traitor. It¼s pretty safe to say that if Leonidas ran for the Republican nomination, he¼d win by a
mile. As Cerandor points out, one of the worst bits of the film is the Gorgo subplot that the screen-
writers nailed onto the original Millar story. All their protests of innocence notwithstanding, this is
the most poisonously political part of the entire movie. Noble Gorgo tries to move the Spartan council
to support the war. But the politicians don¼t understand that "Freedom isn¼t Free", as Gorgo says,
presciently prefiguring Republican talking points by two millennia. They don¼t want to support the
troops and the Leader. They want to abandon them to the mercy of the eastern hordes. Some of
them are even in the pay of the enemy. They wear suspiciously French facial hair (I kid, but given
the hamfistedness of the rest of the movie, I wouldn¼t have been surprised). Why do the Spartan
politicians hate Sparta? Above all though, the main reason I hated 300 is that it takes one of the most
epic stories in history and makes into a big stupid music video for muscle-brained jocks to cheer and
hoot at. It¼s impossible to feel any sort of empathy for Spartans, they¼re so unreal. The battles have
all the visceral epicness of a round of Mortal Kombat. We have no feel for the sweat, blood, shit and
pain. This is particularly so when we get to the last stand of the Spartans - the most epic and tragic
part of the real story, when, their spears splintered and swords broken, the Spartans fought literally
tooth and nail to protect the body of their fallen king and were cut down in a hail of Persian arrows. In
300, by comparison, there¼s no such emotional involvement. I¼ve felt more emotion at the death of
character in a computer game than I did seeing Gerard Butler meet his end (though curiously, none of
the sunblotting arrow storm mar his beautiful face; epic deaths are things of beauty, war porn must
be pretty - no spilt intestines need apply). It takes a peculiar genius to make a film about the most
epic battle of the ancient world and capture scarcely an iota of true feeling. So divorced from reality
is 300, that the characters who should carry the story on their (broad, strapping) shoulders appear to
be nothing more than pretty aggregations of pixels. Pixels dont bleed. Pixels dont suffer. Pixels arent
epic. And neither is 300. P.
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goblin_insane (2007-04-18 11:29:58)
sir did anyone ever tell you that you may have issues? I have a strange feeling you may fall into the
class of people who think it is important to "reveal" to wrestling fans that it ain¼t real :)

(2007-04-18 12:06:13)
My grasp of the obvious is tenacious. :) But 300 still sucks. P.

theanonamerican (2007-04-18 12:31:51)
Your complaints around 300 sound a lot like someone who hates Bond films because they are ¼far-
fetched¼.

(2007-04-18 13:20:09)
My, that caricature of my arguments has certainly cut me down to size. If you¼d said "Your com-
plaints around 300 sound a lot like someone who hates Bond films because they are ¼far-fetched¼,
and portray a disturbing misogyny and celebration of state-sponsored murder", you might be closer
to the mark. The historical inaccuracies are only part of why I didn¼t like the movie. There were a
few other reasons. Or do you mean that because 300 is so obviously a hamfisted retelling of an epic
story wrapped in rubbish faux-Ridley Scott visuals and dodgy political agendas that I shouldn¼t
point out that it¼s a hamfisted retelling of an epic story wrapped in rubbish faux-Ridley Scott visu-
als and dodgy political agendas? The emperor is naked, so why point out he has no clothes? P.

theanonamerican (2007-04-18 13:26:52)
Not at all. What I¼m saying is that from what I¼ve seen through clips and heard from other peo-
ple, the film is essentially a just a stylised and Westernised version of something like "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon", that uses a famous historical event for its springboard. With that in mind,
you seem to be giving the film a weight it does not seem to deserve. Also, the fact that both sides of
the spectrum have been offended by its politics suggests a lot of projection is going on.

(2007-04-18 14:19:00)
The film is not the End of Western Civilisation. It¼s poorly made fluff, but it¼s offensive poorly
made fluff and I¼m calling it as I see it. P.

cerandor (2007-04-18 13:27:08)
I¼ve no particular desire to defend <em>300</em>, given that I¼ve already stated my opinion on it.
The aesthetics of it are (as aesthetics always are) a matter of choice and opinion. They didn¼t overly
offend me, and if there was a lack of epicness about the film, I felt that the sheer over-the-top-ness of
it tended to compensate. However, I would take issue with your argument that the film is a "hymn" to
authoritarianism. Frank Miller¼s personal politics are antiauthoritarian rather than authoritarian.
The one story he writes again and again is that of "a hard man against overwhelming odds" (with
variations), with the overwhelming odds typically coming in the form of authority figures. Certainly,
Leonidas can be seen as an authority figure, but I found it interesting that the line that would have
most clearly pointed that out was dropped from the comic. To wit, when one of the 300 tells Leonidas
that his soldiers are with him, the king replies, "I didn¼t ask. This isn¼t a democraacy, boy. Leave
that to the Athenians." It may have been dropped because it would have been unpalatable to the
American audience, but equally it would have distanced Leonidas from his men, putting him more
firmly in the position of king. Likewise, I¼m not sure if you noticed the point where Xerxes is directly
accused of using his soldiers to satisfy his own desire for war while not taking part in it himself. (I
can¼t recall the precise quote.) That struck me as being as much of a commentary on current events
as the "freedom isn¼t free" line (which is more closely related to the works of Thomas Paine, I ought
to point out). This isn¼t to dismiss your arguments, just to point out that the case for the other side
can be made as well, and that coming down on one or the other requires that contradictory evidence
be deliberately ignored.
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(2007-04-18 14:14:56)
I¼m not going to get into an afternoon long trench war about this - but I will say that, while the
Xerxes reference is valid, it¼s hardly representative. There¼s a few quotes decrying mysticism
and "old religion" too, but I¼d hardly regard the movie as being a celebration of atheism. If I have
1 quote over here and 20 over there, I don¼t have a balance. Similarly, "Freedom isn¼t free"
might be Thomas Paine¼s coinage, but it¼s not libertarians that are spending it these days. As for
the authoritarian subtext - have a read through this post from Glenn Greenwald and tell me that
there isn¼t an echo of this in 300. http://www.salon.com/opinion/greenwald/2007/03/06/cult/
Leonidas is the perfect Leader that this brand of authoritarian craves. All through the movie we¼re
battered with the message that the king is good, the king is strong, the king knows what¼s right
and has the duty, nay, right break the law to go to war (if only those misguided/treacherous politi-
cians would see the Leader¼s wisdom). The answer that the movie seems to give to the problem
of threatening foreign tyranny is to falling unquestioningly behind a domestic tyrant (the contrast
with Athens is instructive). It¼s unitary executive all the way and made me hanker for a few of
those sneaky, fractious, democratic (small d) Athenian "philosophers and boylovers" to relieve the
monotony. The Spartans are depicted as ubermench (esp. when compared to the other Greeks),
which, of course, was how they viewed themselves. Sparta was as close to fascism as the ancient
world got. The problem is that the story seems to uncritically celebrate this idea. Waving away this
by saying that because it¼s Dilos¼ tall tale, that of course it¼s uncritical propaganda, doesn¼t
excuse the unpleasantness of the message. Replace Spartan with Nazi, Persian with Russian and
Dilos with Goebbels and try to rouse the same good opinion of the kind of story that¼s being pushed
here. Of course, I could be projecting the entire thing and 300 will find its way equally into the DVD
collections of white supremacists and Iraqi insurgents. That, however, is my take on the film and
my reasons for hating it. P.

cerandor (2007-04-18 14:56:35)
The words are not Paine¼s coinage, but the sentiment is similar to his. In fact, one could quite
happily make an argument that the film relates to the American Revolution as much as any modern
conflict. However, given that Godwin¼s Law has been invoked, I suspect we¼ll put this one away
for face-to-face discussion.

(2007-04-18 15:01:35)
Yeah - I saw the Godwin buffers approach, but decided to hell with it and smashed on through. :)
P.

(2007-04-18 14:15:59)
You write with the vitriol that would sway a man of lesser commitment. Alas, I lack the oratory skills
which you have so finely displayed above. I feel that to be able to make a proper decision on whether
in fact this film is good or not, I would need to find someone who loved the film as much as you hated
it. (I think the problem here is that such a person probably remains secluded in a dark room with his
hand wrapped around the pulse.) I enjoyed this film immensely and, while I do not know all of the
story and it¼s finer points, thought the story carried me along. Having said that, I have been known
to decide before viewing that I would love a film. It is then very difficult to knock me off stride. This
is also perhaps reflective of my decision to take films as films; it becomes hard for messages to get
through to me. I can empathise but the film remains the film. Not once did I consider the Persians
within the celluloid to be any relation (distant nor inaccurate) to those currently developing a nuclear
program to rival the West. My point is that, well, screw it; I thought it was savage. Wicked Savage! J

theanonamerican (2007-04-18 19:32:47)
A certain individual of ¼regal¼ blood I know asked me the following question: <em>do they just write
all day or do they do any work? :)</em> Not really knowing the answer, I thought I¼d put it up for
public discussion...
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(2007-04-18 22:35:47)
Some of us write for a living (or at least edit), so reaming off 1,000 words on this subject or that isn¼t
a biggie. Especially right after coffee. So the answer is yes. :) P.

cerandor (2007-04-18 22:38:15)
Some of us work constantly, and thus pausing to argue with P. is a bit taxing - you¼ll note my
entries tend to be shorter.

1.4.7 The Perils of Poor Interface Design (2007-04-20 10:08)

This morning was a little unusual. I was up early and into work about half an hour before the
normal time. Why? I was hoping to get some tickets for the Police concert in Croke Park. In
order to do so, I had to be at a computer at 8AM, which meant an early start at work. A little
overtime, I calculated, was just a nice bonus.

Things started well enough (and by saying that, I’ve already told you how they ended). I
logged onto the Ticketmaster (spit!) site and selected four tickets at the base price of ¬66.
Up popped a loading screen telling me I had eight minutes to wait before being served. Two
seconds later, I had buyers remorse and popped back, upped my allocation to six tickets on
the assumption that I knew enough people who’d be interested, and proceeded. The loading
screen now told me I had 12 minutes to wait. Fair enough, I thought.

Around 16 minutes later (yes, I counted), up popped the ticket purchase screen. Imagine
my dismay when I saw that it was offering me tickets costing ¬126, not ¬66. Not willing to
pay that much, and assuming I’d screwed up when I reentered my order, I went back and did
it again. This time, my expected wait was "over 15 minutes." At the end of it, Ticketmaster
politely (it felt like they were laughing though) informed me that there were no tickets left
matching my order.

You can see where this is headed. I tried variations of my order, knocking it back down
to four tickets and even selecting tickets at the higher price of ¬86. No joy. After around two
hours of this, vexed and frustrated, I gave up.

So, why the complaint about interface design, when this drama was essentially my fault?
Well, how hard would it have been for Ticketmaster to add to that loading screen a line of
text that says, "You have selected (number) tickets at (price) in (area)"? Doing that might have
alerted me to the problem and saved me much annoyance and wasted time. And made sure I
got those tickets.

I’m not out of hope yet. When I saw U2 in Croke Park, it was due to picking up tickets
at a booth in the Jervis Centre some weeks before. So, I’ll keep my eyes open and my hopes
up. For the moment though: annoyed.

lainey316 (2007-04-20 09:49:28)
I wanted pitch standing. 2 tickets, ¬86, 1 minute wait, purchased. I was tempted to go for more but
couldn¼t guarantee I could shift them. The ¬66 tickets are for really crappy seats, restricted view.
There are still tickets according to Ticketmaster, upper Canal for ¬106.50, there are no pitch tickets
left. Expecting Ticketmaster to do anything helpful is pointless. They¼d put that line in and up their
service charge by 50c to pay for it. I¼m just glad the servers worked for me, though with your wait
times it looks like they started creaking shortly after. Of course seating calculations may take longer
than generic pitch tickets.
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cerandor (2007-04-20 10:10:27)
Fair enough. My inexperience with concerts is telling, I suppose. I had a good time at the U2 concert
with the cheaper tickets, so I went for them again. Ah well. I¼ll know better next time.

lainey316 (2007-04-20 10:15:19)
Oh well if you had them before and like them, I take it back :) I had heard from others that they
were *terrible* you see, and I hate being in those spots for matches not to mind a concert. Actually,
I don¼t think I could sit at a stadium concert. We did blag our way into seats for Scissor Sisters but
that was at the end of a 10-band week and we were tired. And only sat down for some of it anyway :)

cerandor (2007-04-20 10:28:59)
Some of them are very blocked off, true, but we were in a fairly good position and saw pretty much
everything. Mind you, we spent most of the concert standing too...

kaleandwine (2007-04-20 18:56:03)
Ticketmaster = sh*t. One day, one precious day, they¼ll use their 55 % "service" markup to buy
servers.

1.4.8 Something to Take My Mind Off It (2007-04-20 10:30)

Tell me about a story I haven’t written, and I’ll give you one sentence from that story.

Yanked from [ LJ User: mytholder ].

goblin_insane (2007-04-20 10:58:42)
That mills and boon novel you were going to use to kick start your career and hopefully use to get
"lucky".

cerandor (2007-04-20 13:23:44)
The conservatory doors opened with a crash, and he stood there, shirtless, silhouetted against the
raging storm. "The Nobel Committee can go to hell," he growled. "You¼re the only prize I need, my
darling."

goblin_insane (2007-04-20 13:28:10)
God I felt my stomach turn :o

cerandor (2007-04-20 14:44:33)
Then my work here is done.

mytholder (2007-04-20 11:10:47)
<I>The Dinosaur¼s Diary.</I>, a children¼s book.

cerandor (2007-04-20 13:24:58)
No matter how convenient they were, Trevor Triceratops couldn¼t bring himself to like the taste of
doughnuts.

kaleandwine (2007-04-20 18:32:45)
:-) Attack of the Killer Potatoes
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cerandor (2007-04-20 23:10:30)
They let her rest in the corner of the shed as everyone else kept watch on the door. "Tubers," she
kept muttering to herself, "tubers, tubers, tubers."

kaleandwine (2007-04-21 03:17:29)
Aha! Oh my, I laughed out loud. Thanks! You should make this a monthly feature - seriously, it¼s
delightful fun.

kaleandwine (2007-04-21 03:18:35)
(laughed while also quaking in fear, of course)

cerandor (2007-04-21 13:19:45)
It is fun, actually. Good practice too.

laerfan (2007-04-22 13:31:59)
Prom Queen Massacre 6

cerandor (2007-04-23 09:32:23)
Stacey backed away from Chloe and her bloody kitchen knife, clutching the wound in her gut. "You
bitch!" she screamed. "Do you have any idea how much this dress cost?"

laerfan (2007-04-26 19:02:10)
Damn you¼re good. How about... Curse of the Broken Lamp

cerandor (2007-04-26 20:56:18)
Bullets from Gino¼s tommy-gun spattered across the warehouse as Sam and the genie hid in the
shadows. "You know," Hassan remarked, with infuriating calm, "this is all your fault."

kaleandwine (2007-04-26 17:56:40)
You know, this entry continues to be at the top of my friends page and therefore continues to be enor-
mous temptation. I¼m thinking: maybe a genre challenge, eh? How about a book designed mostly
for the motherly type: two women live together in a little house by the sea and reflect on the joys and
heartbreaks of growing old. Apologies. :-)

cerandor (2007-04-26 20:53:54)
"The two miles to the lighthouse grew longer every day, but they continued to walk it, for the sake of
their memories."

kaleandwine (2007-04-27 07:29:06)
:-) Ah, well done, sir!

1.4.9 Dead Authors (2007-04-26 21:56)

I’m suffering an attack of the lazys lately. At work, I’m going all guns blazing and churning
through the overtime. At home? Not so much. I’m still writing a few short stories and keeping
to my 5,000-words-a-week target (see below), but I suspect that can’t go on forever. I’m going
to need a bigger project soon, and that means doing prep work. In the meantime, however, I
have been finding time to read.

Specifically, I’ve managed to read three books over the last few weeks. The first was Jonathan
Franzen’s The Corrections. Not my usual cup of tea, but a generous effort by my cousin to
expand my literary horizons a bit. It resisted my efforts at first, which is why I managed to
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read two other books between starting and finishing it, but I ended up appreciating it, even if
I never warmed to the characters. I like my characters flawed, but characters who are essen-
tially walking bundles of flaws are perhaps taking things a little too far.

The other two books had a curious feature in common: they were books by dead authors.
Not in the normal sense either. These were both books released for the first time after the
deaths of their authors. They have more in common than that too, which I’ll get to in a mo-
ment.

The first was David Gemmell’s Shield of Thunder, the second part in his retelling of the Trojan
War. I have a soft spot for Gemmell, who wrote wonderfully straightforward tales of adventure
at his best. Even at his worst, he was a vut above most fantasy writers. Shield of Thunder,
fortunately, is one of his better pieces. Like his Lion of Macedon and Dark Prince, it draws
from historical sources to recreate an ancient world. However, by dropping almost all the fan-
tasy elements (apart from the odd prophecy) and creating an intriguing representation of what
the Eastern Mediterranean might have looked like around 1,100 B.C., Gemmell managed to
create a believable retelling of that foundational tale. Fortunately, it seems that he managed
to finish most of the third part in the trilogy before his untimely death, and it’ll be out later
this year.

The other posthumous tale is a much better known one: J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Children of
Hurin, currently being reviewed on a chapter-by-chapter basis by [ LJ User: mytholder ]. The
doomed Turin, protagonist of this tale, has been one of my favourite characters of Tolkien’s
since I first read The Silmarillion, and even though I’ve read pretty much all of this tale several
times over in reading nearly every Tolkien book ever released, there was no way I was going
to miss this one. Thankfully, it met my expectations. There are times when the patchwork
nature of its creation is plain, but for the most part, it’s a story that lingers halfway between
an oral retelling of a myth and a modern novel. I love my legends, of course, but the primal
natures of the characters and the relatively short length of the story mean that this should
attract more than just the Tolkien fanatics. (Coping with the copious references to other tales
is really the main barrier there.)

Writing Report: 5,248 words last week, bringing the running total to 74,635. I wrapped
up a short story called The Draft along with another one under the category of "Tales from
Middle Earth," inspired by the Lord of the Rings Online game I’ve been playing lately. And
having thus revealed one source of my recent laziness, I shall take my leave...

1.4.10 The Right Sunday (2007-04-29 21:28)

Today was one of the good days. Clear skies and a clear head allowed me to get up early and
get productive shortly thereafter. By lunchtime, I’d done my laundry, cleared up a lot of stuff
I’d left lying around for ages and written just over 3,000 words. The latter element though, I
must admit, was purely necessary as a result of my recently mentioned laziness. It was good
to deal with it in a positive manner though.

After lunch, a bit of a rest and some relaxation, and then I decided to go for a wander.
The town was in one of its better moods. Despite the clement weather, the crowds weren’t
oppressively large, and after some mild shopping, I dropped in to see a friend working in a
pub. In the end, I lingered until they were done, then headed to another tavern for a last
relaxing pint before returning home. It was the kind of day I could do with more of, and a
good way to round off a weekend.

Writing Report: 5,257 words for the week, thanks to the Sunday blitz, and 79,892 for the
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running total. This consisted of An Old Tale, written in a mood of legends and folk tales,
and the first half of An Open Mind, which is an idea I’ve had rattling in my brain for a while.
In addition, I explored something I heard a while ago - the idea that the best way to write a
detective story is to start at the conclusion and work backwards - and got a short story called
The Story Backwards out of it by taking that literally. As you can see though, any talent I had
for naming stories has temporarily (I hope) deserted me.

kaleandwine (2007-04-30 06:58:36)
Sounds like a delightful day. As for the writing, though, I¼d like to offer a subtle reminder:
<em>webpage-for-your-stories! Webpage-for-your-stories!</em> The pressure is mild - who wants
to code html when the sun¼s out and there are stories to be written? But surely you must realize
that all of these titles and little synopses amount to effective weekly teasers. Hopefully someday we
can read some of them. :-)

cerandor (2007-04-30 10:05:45)
Yeah, I really have to get around to that some day soon. :) I promise I¼ll put some effort into it before
too long.

1.5 May

1.5.1 First of Summer (2007-05-01 18:47)

It’s days like this I miss my laptop. Ireland is just hitting the start of what promises to be
a more than decent summer, and it’s blue skies and sunshine all round. Yes, I know that
pining for technology in the midst of all this marks me as a hopeless case, but I have my
reasons. There are few activities I enjoy more than sitting in my living room with the patio
doors open, engaging in active works (writing, talking on IM) and passive learning (watching
the History Channel or Discovery Civilization). It’s an extremely agreeable synthesis. I can get
my exercise and sunshine elsewhere.

Like [1]softball„ for example. Last night, in a fit of entirely unlikely activity, I found my-
self playing for a team called the All Sinners in Division 3 of the Leinster Softball League.
Seeing as most of us didn’t know one another at the start of the match, it was little surprise
that our opponents took an unassailable lead in the first two innings, but I like to think we
redeemed ourselves afterwards. Despite having the hand-eye coordination of a stunned her-
ring, I even managed to get a run myself. All good fun, and something to keep me busy during
the summer.

1. http://www.softball.ie/

kaleandwine (2007-05-02 21:36:29)
Always happy to know a fellow stunned herring. Although... I¼m pretty sure I¼ve never actually
<em>hit</em> the ball, so I reckon you¼re far better at the game than I. It¼s a shot in the dark, but
we¼re selling the 12" Powerbook we bought last March. It¼s pristine, but of course small and lacking
the Intel chip (and sexy experience of getting it from the Apple Store). I doubt you¼d be looking to
buy used, but just thought I¼d bring it up...

cerandor (2007-05-02 21:46:44)
Appreciate it, but I¼m holding off on getting a laptop until later in the year. I will probably be buying
new too.
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laerfan (2007-05-02 22:58:02)
Stunned herring, love it. Sounds like the kind of team I¼d want to be in, full of random strangers
who just tend to show up out of nowhere and show no kind of committment seeing as the guys from
the game before obviously didn¼t bother to show up again. Sweet. You could always hunt down your
laptop thief with some sort of spoon with a blade on the end. Or maybe just use a knife, seeing as it
would be in the same drawer and involve a lot less modification

1.5.2 New Shiny (2007-05-04 14:08)

One event guaranteed to brighten an otherwise dull work day for me is the postal arrival of
one of my infrequent online tech purchases. In this case, it’s a new [1]USB key. The same
physical size as my existing model, it has eight times the capacity and cost only a little more
than my 1G key did when I bought it. Inevitably, it’s far more than I need right now, but if
20+ years of messing around with computers has taught me nothing else, it’s taught me that
aiming for more and faster usually pays off somewhere down the line. Plus, all that extra
space gives me the option to mess around with some stuff that my now relatively puny USB
key wouldn’t. So it’s all good.

In fact, there are only two negatives about this whole experience. The first is that flash
memory pricing trends are such that they’ll probably be giving these away free in cornflake
packets next year. The second is that the packaging is of the sealed-plastic type which cannot
be opened without losing a finger unless one knows the secret sacrifices to the Dread Lord
Azathoth. Sadly, I’ve mislaid my sacrificial manual, so I guess I’ll just have to hunt for some
scissors instead...

1. https://www.komplett.ie/k/ki.asp?sku=332712

laerfan (2007-05-04 18:01:06)
Oh my god I hate those stupid packages. I tore my hand to bits opening the one off my old Xbox DVD
remote control. Bastards! I still only have a 128MB USB Key which I sadly broke the other day. How
I envy your incredibe 8GB one

theanonamerican (2007-05-05 02:32:44)
This post made me keenly feel the lack of a good tune dedicated to VMWare. The reason for this sense
of lacking is due to the fact that I can¼t write the lyrics to it here.

1.5.3 Poking Fun (2007-05-06 19:50)

So West Brom rounded off their regular season by clinching a play-off place with a [1]7-0
victory. Which, even though they were playing a team with nothing left to play for, does raise
the question of why they couldn’t have done that once or twice over the last few months,
when they let automatic promotion slip away. Sigh. At least we have a decent chance in the
playoffs, and there’s the possibility of me going to the [2]new Wembley Stadium if they make
it to the final. The first match I ever saw them live at was a playoff final in 1993 at the [3]old
Wembley Stadium and it’d be nice if history could repeat itself a little.

Writing Report: After some laziness, I ended up with 5,368 words for the week, giving a
running total of 85,260. All of this was in the service of a short story called The Sellsword’s
Promise, which is a working title. The running total puts me a week ahead of schedule, and
in the past, I used this as an excuse to take a week’s break. I was intending not to do so this
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time around, but I feel like I could do with a break at the moment. At the very least, it might
be a good idea to turn to editing or other work for a little while. We’ll see. 5,000 words is not
a major chore within a single week.

1. http://www.teamtalk.com/football/report/0,16379,1785_2110864,00.html

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wembley_Stadium

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wembley_Stadium_%281924%29

1.5.4 Why? (2007-05-07 23:18)

Because it’s the funniest thing I’ve seen online in a long while.

You may have seen it before. I don’t care. I still like it.

goblin_insane (2007-05-08 03:18:04)
awesome awesome awesome has me in stitches. Also what trailer the other night did you tell me
about that I was supposed to watch?

(2007-05-08 09:01:43)
The second Fantastic Four trailer, I think. Should be findable online. Probably a lot better than the
movie¼s going to be...

kaleandwine (2007-05-08 05:11:19)
RAD.

laerfan (2007-05-09 19:36:46)
Fucking deadly. Also I agree with the Fantastic Four comment. I HATE THE FANTASTIC FOUR FILM

1.5.5 A Pre-digested Life (2007-05-14 14:46)

I don’t watch as much TV as I used to. In fact, on any given day, I’m more than likely to
watch it twice: once to catch the news while eating breakfast and once in the evening, to do
the same while I’m making or eating dinner. The rest of my time is spent either reading, on
the computer, or out of the apartment.

All the same, I remain an information junkie and need to get my fix. I also need an occa-
sional dose of story, especially when it’s sprinkled with nostalgia. The best cure for this is
Doctor Who, which manages the trick of reminding me of my childhood while offering a highly
polished bit of adventure. However, over the last few weeks, I’ve managed to repeatedly miss
the show. In order to know what’s happened in it, I’ve turned to reviews and summaries,
on [1]Aint It Cool News and [2]Wikipedia, respectively. This isn’t an isolated incident either,
which makes me wonder about the way I consume media these days.

There’s a torrent of information out there, and I’m inclined to sample as much of it as I
can. Or, to be more precise, more of it than I can. There are only so many hours in the
day, and all the Web-site trawling, TV watching and book reading I can fit in won’t suffice to
keep me informed on every topic. So I employ strategies to cope, and there seem to be some
common threads running through them.
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As mentioned above, I mostly watch TV to catch the news. Or rather, just the headlines –
to be informed whether anything new or intriguing has cropped up while I’ve been asleep or
been at work. Further information is inevitably pursued online. As for other TV programs,
they tend to be hit-and-miss. If I’m at home and I remember to do so, I’ll watch Doctor Who.
If I have a bit of free time, I’ll check to see if Discovery Civilization or The History Channel are
showing anything interesting. Once upon a time, I would try to catch Horizon or any interest-
ing documentaries, but these days, that’s a matter of chance more than anything else.

In fact, I tend to watch interesting programs on my computer as much as on the TV. I’ve
just finished watching Jonathan Miller’s fascinating documentary on the history of atheism,
and I have a few other bits and pieces that will grab my attention eventually. But I have con-
trol over these. I watch bits of them here and there, pausing and restarting as necessary. If I
had a DVR or a media player of some kind (or a laptop), I’d probably spend more time in the
living room. As it is, I’m starting to spend an uncomfortable amount of time in my bedroom.

Even Web site reading has to be managed. I have a few sites and journals that I check at
work, where I have to keep my browsing in check (I do actually do some work, you know), but
at home I have a much broader palette to draw from. Reading all of them thoroughly would
take up too much time, so I trawl through them, scanning the headlines and only sampling
the pieces that catch my attention. Thus, what might have taken a few hours is cut down to
less than one.

Although this abstracting of content doesn’t really apply to books (where the experience is
as important of the information), I have managed to apply it to comics. I read quite a few, but
there are many others that I’ve dropped over the years, even though I have an interest in their
ongoing storylines. So I skim through them in comic shops when I drop into comic shops and
read an LJ group called scans _daily (where some of the stuff can be very NSFW), which gives
me a little buzz of story for very little effort.

Although my job involves cutting down expanses of information and turning them into bite-
sized snippets, I’m not sure how much effect this has had on my media-browsing habits. I
still like my more substantial reading (such as following a Wikipedia trail – currently I’m on
the History of Sumer), but trusting someone else to condense primary sources (or doing so
myself) has become the best way to absorb a mass of information without having it become
overwhelming. As the amount of knowledge within immediate reach has skyrocketed, learn-
ing to cope with it has helped me conserve the amount of time for activities that let the brain
take a break once in a while.

Writing Report: None this week. I took a break, as I hinted I would, and hopefully that’ll
pay dividends as I kick things off again. Certainly, it’s been a good week, but I need to
actually work for that old sense of accomplishment.

1. http://www.aintitcoolnews.com%E2%80%9D/

2. %E2%80%9Dhttp://en.wikipedia.org%E2%80%9D/

kaleandwine (2007-05-15 06:28:50)
We get over the living-room issue by dragging the couch in front of the computer when necessary.
Yup. But it works! :-) It¼s hard for me to remember what life was like before we had information
on demand, or full command of our show/movie viewing. I¼ve really come to be addicted to this
machine. It¼s so empowering to be able to find answers to any question you can dream up; I for one
have the problem of asking too many and losing sleep as a result. Oh well, it¼s all in good fun. Thank
god for wikipedia. That said, where can I get the Jonathan Miller series? I¼ve heard a lot about it,
but cannot seem to find any live links online.
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(2007-05-15 08:27:20)
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article13868.htm Can¼t check if that¼s live or not from
work (thank you oppressive sys-admins). Definitely worth the watch. I think it¼s also here:
http://www.veoh.com/videos/v290167nBNFCMmq?searchId=5245188267834173 422 &rank=3 P.

kaleandwine (2007-05-16 02:32:15)
Thank you, thank you! So it¼s an old show - interesting, both NPR and our local PBS did stories
on it last week. Either way, I¼m looking forward to it. Yay, nonbelief!

kaleandwine (2007-05-16 03:06:34)
And sorry, but I have to ask: what would happen were you to click on a video at work? Would they
know? Would there be trouble? Or are such things disabled? I now feel lucky to have full internet
freedom - I wasn¼t really aware that workplaces had anything less (¼course I¼m in Santa Cruz,
so anything tends to go). Hmm.

(2007-05-16 08:14:37)
They block it and you get a screen saying "You broke it!!! Access forbidden: Streaming video." They
also strip embedded flash movie windows from web sites. It¼s to keep us from killing the band-
width with our YouTube watching. There¼s no trouble for it unless you access porn or unpleasant
material. P.

1.5.6 Racing to Roma (2007-05-20 23:21)

I’m shamefully neglecting this journal at the moment. Certainly, my mornings, evenings and
lunchtimes are weighed down with overtime, but that’s no excuse. After all, I have softball
to report on (we won this week, though I played poorly), a few movies recently viewed (Zodiac
- good, Blades of Glory - surprisingly funny), and a variety of other topics to keep me busy.
There’s plenty in the news too, even though the Irish elections continue to trundle on their
way to "almost interesting." I really should make more of an effort.

In the meantime though, what I should be paying attention to is the upcoming holiday. (No,
I’m not trying to gloat, though it will inevitably appear that way.) A drawback of arranging
all the important stuff early on (flights and accommodation) is that the impetus to sort out
the secondary considerations gets lost. This isn’t such a problem with Rome, where you can’t
throw a stone without hitting a site of historical or artistic importance (in fact, you probably
can’t find a stone that doesn’t have historical or artistic importance), but I’ve never been to
Florence, and I suspect that reading books about the Medici and Leonardo da Vinci doesn’t
count as appropriate preparation. Time to deal with that over the next few days, I think.

Writing Report: Leaving myself 4,000 words to write on Sunday is a pretty good example
of my level of organization lately. I finished off A Sellsword’s Promise this morning and kicked
off a story called Somewhere Over the Abyss to bring myself up to quota for the week. 5,222
words for the week and 90,482 for the running total. I also seem to be transitioning from
microstories to slightly longer pieces. Which is probably a good thing. I want to start working
on longer pieces and eventually get back into a novel or two.

kaleandwine (2007-05-21 19:15:29) Ciao, Italia!
It doesn¼t sound like gloating, at least not to me. Still, you have every right to do so... Have a
fabulous time! :-)
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cerandor (2007-05-22 08:44:15) Re: Ciao, Italia!
The gloating will come after, no doubt. As I¼m laptop-less, I¼ll be off the ¼Net for the week, which
will probably be a good thing. Luckily, the holiday is midweek-to-midweek, so I should still be able
to hit my writing quota for both weeks.

kaleandwine (2007-05-22 17:56:29) Re: Ciao, Italia!
Nice. And really – with only a week in those two particular cities, it would be a great shame to spend
time on a computer. Of course it could be my envy talking. As I¼ll be spending the days sitting at
a computer. In a drab 1970¼s structure surrounded by modern structures... I imagine the whole
thing will be quite inspiring. <em>Le sigh.</em>

cerandor (2007-05-22 22:55:02) Re: Ciao, Italia!
Inspiration is where you find it. I¼ll get around to seeing those California Redwoods some day.

1.5.7 The Brain, It Does Not Work! (2007-05-22 23:17)

One more day of work before freedom and holiday-land. That’s what my brain knows. My
subconscious, on the other hand, has already handed in its notice, flown to other lands and
is now sitting by the pool waiting for the rest of me to show up. I really ought to be doing some
packing now, or something at least mildly productive. Instead, I’m sitting at the computer,
writing this.

To be fair, I’ve been breaking myself over the last few days getting things wrapped up be-
fore I depart. I’ve been working overtime to do as much, well, overtime as possible, and to
make sure I don’t miss my writing quota in this truncated week either. There are even a
number of things that I’d like to get cleared out of the way that I’m just not going to have the
time to handle. One way or another, my completist mindset is going to have to deal with that,
forget about them and just enjoy the holiday. Hopefully, that’ll be just as easily done as said.

1.5.8 Departure (2007-05-24 09:58)

Well, I’ve done my duty to democracy and now it’s time to depart for the land of the Renais-
sance and the Roman Empire. I’ll be off-net for a week, and I expect to see some changes by
the time I get back, people! Nothing improves government like shaking things up once in a
while. As the great [1]Thomas Jefferson once said, "The tree of liberty must be refreshed from
time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants." That may not be necessary this time out
(we’ll save it for the next round of elections) but it does no harm to mulch some ballot papers
and spread them round the roots.

Oh, and take those damn posters down from the lampposts. They really mess up the look of
the place.

Writing Report: I’ve also done my duty to my writing, managing 5,163 word in this trun-
cated week, bringing the running total to 95,645 words. All of them were part of "Somewhere
Over the Abyss," which is coming along nicely and should be done in another 2,000 words or
so. Assuming I don’t overwrite again. Which I will.

1. http://www.quotedb.com/quotes/2074
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1.5.9 Chased by the Terminator (2007-05-31 00:32)

No, not [1]that Terminator - [2]this one. During the last part of the flight from Rome to Dublin,
I happened to look back and saw something I hadn’t seen before. A 10/15-degree segment of
the sky was clearly divided from the rest, being the darkness of night, whereas the rest was
the dimming blue of twilight. Surfing the crest of this wave of night was the full moon. An
eerie sight.

I had tried to sleep on the flight, but to no avail. Not that it mattered too much - we took
off at sunset and followed that sinking orb all the way home. The view out of my window for
the entire flight consisted of a hazy amber band that divided the wild cloudscape below from
the unsullied dome of the sky above. The kind of sight that’s half a dream in and of itself.

Not that the tiny portholes that act as windows helped much. I’m aware of the reasons
why small windows are the norm, but surely materials technology has advanced over the
years? Large windows may not appeal to everyone, but they’d be a first-class perk that’s ac-
tually worth paying for. It’s a different world up there, and there have to be better ways of
experiencing it than through such a constrained perspective.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Terminator

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminator_%28solar%29

kaleandwine (2007-05-31 06:09:24)
I had no idea this actually existed, much less that you could see it from a normal plane. You must
have been traveling especially high? In any case, amazing. I¼ve chased the sunset, but never thought
to look backward. Now I intend to.

cerandor (2007-05-31 09:56:59)
I suspect it was the specific conditions: there was quite a bit of low cloud, but the higher reaches
seemed very clear. Certainly, once we got among some higher cloud, the effect vanished. I¼ve flown
at sunset a few times, but this is the first time I¼ve ever seen this.

1.6 June

1.6.1 (2007-06-03 22:11)

It’s been a long time since I’ve been this glad to have an extra day on the weekend. Since I
got back from holiday, I’ve been running hither and thither, attending to one thing or another.
Sure, some of them have been more fun than others, but right now, at the end of the standard
weekend, I am very, very tired. Hence, I do not expect to do much tomorrow. I may, in fact,
do nothing. The application of laziness to a weary soul is my aim, and I intend to be ironically
diligent about it.

Should I actually end up feeling industrious, I’ll begin the process of documenting said Italy
trip through words and pictures. Be thou warned.

Writing Report: The holiday and a variety of things meant that as of around 2pm today, I
had nothing written for the week. As of around 9pm though, I had racked up 5,556 words for
the week and a running total that’s now cracked 100k - 101,201, to be precise. Finished off
"Somewhere Over the Abyss" and then started "Stricken With Doubt," both of them long-form
short stories. There’s definitely a trend going on here.
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1.6.2 Savage Eating (2007-06-06 12:28)

It’s been a while since I’ve been reminded of just how much of a savage [ LJ User: theanon-
american ] is. Yesterday evening, he and I and P. went to Jo Burger in Rathmines, where we
each ordered some of their finest fare - U.S.-sized burgers, not the mimsy McDonalds type.
Being relatively hungry and faced with a very tasty chunk of meat, I set to with a will, only
to find that before I was halfway through, the savage beside me had polished off his plate. I
wasn’t eating slowly either - I finished before P. was halfway through his own burger.

I thought he’d cut back on this habit in recent times, but if this keeps up, we’re going to
have to start calling him "The Hoover" again...

lainey316 (2007-06-06 12:03:13)
I failed to finish mine, but I did have sweet potato fries as well - it¼s quite a funky spot though! Was
very busy on Monday evening, there was a queue at one point.

cerandor (2007-06-06 13:09:48)
It was relatively quiet yesterday. I can see why it¼s doing well though. That was one of the nicest
burgers I¼ve had in ages. Must try the lambburger next time.

lainey316 (2007-06-06 13:12:16)
I really wanted to try the mint aioli and rocket burger, but assumed that would go better with lamb,
and I¼ve never really liked lamb. I might risk it the next time though :)

theanonamerican (2007-06-06 15:14:46)
The lamb burger rocked. Yeah, that was the reason.

theanonamerican (2007-06-06 15:15:28)
And nope, I don¼t ever recall slowing down.

cerandor (2007-06-06 22:36:42)
Slowing down in the sense of contributing to the conversation during the meal, rather than before
and after...

kaleandwine (2007-06-07 04:16:21)
You DO know what <em>Cosmo</em> says about a man who eats that fast, don¼t you?

theanonamerican (2007-06-07 15:28:39)
Nope. But I¼m assuming it means I have a deep-rooted desire to become a rampant homosexual or
something like that?

kaleandwine (2007-06-07 18:24:59)
Mmm, no. Actually it is foretold that the time that a man spends ravishing his food is directly
proportional to the amount of time he would spend ravishing your body. Apparently speed-eaters
are to be avoided. Of course it¼s all rubbish, but still. Doesn¼t stop us all from shamefully paying
attention to these things.

theanonamerican (2007-06-08 02:38:03)
That¼s pretty surprising. Most of those wisdoms are of the "If you **VERB** **NOUN**, it¼s cos
you are a homosexual" variety. Presumably because calling a guy gay is the most offensive thing
those creatively-challenged people can think of. Oh man, I¼m a swifty? Involuntary celibacy
sucks. And not, might I add, in a good way.
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kaleandwine (2007-06-08 05:28:49) I&apos;m sorry but I&apos;ve had a glass of wine...
Well, most of those wisdoms are absolutely insipid AND homophobic. But this slow-eating one¼s
different, because it offers a solution. So here¼s what you do: Sit across from a lady you fancy
and <em>love</em> your food. Very... slowly... Sip your drink like it¼s the most amazing thing
you¼ve ever tasted. Hold each bite in your mouth and chew it to its fullest and swallow with in-
tentionality. Become aware of every movement of your hands (the most mundane things, holding
your fork, lifting your glass) and make them sensuous. Make eye contact (even if its uncomfort-
able), and let your eyes subtly imply that everything you¼re doing to the food will be done to her,
and more. And for goodness¼ sake let go of your feeling of foolishness during all of this because
seduction is serious business... I kid, a bit. The merits of your you-ness should be enough on
their own, no? And of course I¼m from Northern California and everyone knows we¼re nuts over
here (therefore all advice exists solely for the fun of giving it). I can also personally attest to the
speed-eating thing meaning nothing whatsoever about anything else. BUT. Sexy eating does have
its place, and it IS noticed. At least over here in crazy-land. :-) Although I¼ve heard a rumor that
there is no "dating" culture in Ireland? Is this true? Bummer if so. The whole date-thing definitely
makes said opportunities for blatant seduction (sans alcohol) a bit more likely.

cerandor (2007-06-08 09:28:04) Re: I&apos;m sorry but I&apos;ve had a glass of wine...
It¼s not that there¼s no dating culture in Ireland, just that it¼s less formal than the U.S. ver-
sion (as I understand it). You meet someone you like, you get together, you go out a few times
and eventually (probably) you end up as a couple. From what I can see, the main difference is
that steps two and three are typically reversed in the States. :) Of course, it varies from couple
to couple, but I don¼t know many people who treat dating as a massively important affair. Im-
portant, yes, but much more fun when you¼re not worrying about what the etiquette for date
number two is. :)

kaleandwine (2007-06-08 17:05:06)
Ah! Hence the importance of the Orgasmodollar, no? :-) So does performance actually hold
weight, then, in the decision-making process? This is entirely fascinating. I¼m pretty sure
we, over here, generally assume everybody does everything like us. Most American men would
probably <em>die</em> for such a system. Although to be honest I think movies/TV overplay
the rigidity of American dating a bit. It¼s not nearly so formal or nerve-wracking – but true,
the "dates" usually involve the successive hitting of bases (along with talking and all that, of
course), with a few plays preceding the Home Run. And one must admit that all of the ten-
sion does make the Home Run that much more spectacular. Although it does all depend on
the lady. My last three relationships (including the one that resulted in the ring), for example,
found <em>me</em> being the one who was eagerly disrobing while my dates told me it was
"too early". Aaah, culture. (aren¼t you all SO glad to know all of this...)

cerandor (2007-06-08 19:00:51)
To clarify: getting together doesn¼t require sex. Usually it involves a drunken snog, occasion-
ally more. I appreciate that relationships in the U.S. are probably not much more constrained
by habit and expectation than they are here, but my own experiences have been varied to say
the least. And yes, anticipation and delay can make the eventual experience all the sweeter.
Which is why, when I eat, I always save the best stuff for last.

(2007-06-08 10:41:09) Re: I&apos;m sorry but I&apos;ve had a glass of wine...
Ok - call me a nit picker (because I am, but I¼ve embraced it and grown as a person thereby), but
is there something I¼m missing between here: "Hold each bite in your mouth and chew it to its
fullest and swallow with intentionality." and here: "...let your eyes subtly imply that everything
you¼re doing to the food will be done to her, and more." Or have I sorely underestimated the
hunger (pun not so much intended as inflicted) for erotic cannibalism on the western seaboard
of the United States? :D P. Gleefully pedantic
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kaleandwine (2007-06-08 16:47:23)
Well, Sir Pedant, human flesh is just so <em>tasty</em>. Haven¼t you heard the secret to
American burgers? (Glad to see you¼ve embraced your nit-picking qualities. I¼m sure your
friends are all thankful for their bug-free state.) No. Really the crux of it all is that I was pleas-
antly tossed on red wine, which does sort of a... thing to me. In said state I¼d probably find
a head of lettuce sexy and would write about it as such. I¼ve been trying to convince myself
to avoid all communication while in said state, but to no avail. Sigh... So, fine. I was thinking
more of the non-literal aspects of eating, which involve scent and tongue and attention and all
that. Beyond the fact that I was imparting <em>stellar</em> advice I was also, mostly, jesting.
Mostly. Actually I was remembering one "date" I had, at about age 19, where the person at
the other end of the table was being quite intentionally metaphorical with his food. It persisted
beyond the laughter stage and... yes, ended up being quite effective. :-)

kaleandwine (2007-06-07 04:13:31) Fangoria
Seriously, you Irish lads! Bloodthirsty! ;-) Although... lambburger... mmm.... Well, darn. Make me
throw my hippie tofu stuff in the compost.

1.6.3 Mellowed by the Domestic (2007-06-08 23:35)

I’ve been in the mood for a rant all week but haven’t had the chance to commit one to the
electronic ether. It’s not like there aren’t things to rant about, after all. [1]This for example,
though there are issues closer to home too. Pharmaceutical companies and ecological fakery
have likewise appeared in my crosshairs.

Yet I’m not inclined to rant, now that I have the chance. Why? Well, I’m home now, up
in the north, beside the sea, and I’m wrapping up what’s actually been a pretty good day,
three-and-a-half hour bus trip notwithstanding. The weather here is spectacular, and there’s
only a light mist standing in the way of me getting a glimpse of the ISS as it passes [2]over-
head. Spending my time getting myself worked up seems like a bit of a waste right now. After
a week in which free time was at a premium, ranting doesn’t seem the best use of an evening
off.

Hoewever, just as a last note, I’d like to put something here as a reminder to myself: just
because one is taught that a story must have a beginning, a middle and an end, that doesn’t
mean that they have to appear in that order. Or, even, that any particular part has to ap-
pear at all. The trouble with paying attention in school is that when you need to forget those
lessons, you often don’t remember to do so until it’s too late.

1. http://obsidianwings.blogs.com/obsidian_wings/2007/06/are_we_disappea.html

2. http://www.heavens-above.com/

kaleandwine (2007-06-11 20:14:37)
The Obsidian Wings piece... absolutely appalling. I hope the boys are found, and (to be honest) this
story is proved false. I used to be really proud to be an American (so many of us did), but now it
feels like a mark I wish I could wash off. I spent the weekend with a couple who were very active -
in non-profits and protests - from the Vietnam era through the first Bush presidency. It was odd to
hear them sound so disillusioned (and almost depressed) at how far this country has fallen in recent
years, and how ineffective any efforts to the contrary seem to be. I just hope (hope hope hope) that
something turns around in 2008. At least there¼s that.
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cerandor (2007-06-11 21:28:05)
The optimist in me says that it¼s not going to take too much for the U.S. to rebound. The ideals
underlying your nation¼s birth are genuinely inspiring, speaking as an outsider who¼s done a bit
of reading on the topic. I suspect that more than anything, some education about that process that
goes beyond simple platitudes would work wonders. Of course, as an outsider, I could fairly be ac-
cused of pontificating from the mountaintop. I get to observe the issue rather than living with the
direct results.

kaleandwine (2007-06-11 22:32:14)
I¼m sure that the 30 % of Americans who <del>are idiots</del> adore Bush would accuse you of
such. Otherwise I think the outsider¼s viewpoint is increasingly valued. And with so many of our
policies (we being the behemoth nation that we are) extending outward, you might have to live with
the results. Our president took us to war while simultaneously cutting taxes and granting massive
handouts - in a way, I think we Americans suffer <em>least</em> of all for the terrible policies. We
suffer in our hearts, I suppose, but only if we know enough about our nation¼s history (as you do)
to realize what we stand to lose. I agree on education; to be honest I¼ve taken several American
history courses and learned little beyond the names and dates of key battles. It¼s sort of amazing
how easily our textbooks (which in general are very old and very dull) lose the truly inspiring and
important meat of who we are - something I might never have really appreciated (or understood)
had I not picked up a book or two on the subject in recent years. I can only imagine what might
happen if children had the opportunity to learn more than meaningless singsong phrases like: "In
1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue". You probably know far more about America than the aver-
age (even well-educated) American. Maybe if we dropped a few less bombs we could actually afford
to buy books and better ourselves... Another wish for the election year. Hmm, pretty sure I just
brought the rant to your door! Thanks, anyway, for the optimism and the opportunity to vent. :-)

1.6.4 From Rest to Work (2007-06-10 23:46)

It’s been a long and restful weekend, enjoying the sun and the sea at home, but it’s time to
get back to business. Many things have been put off and it’s time I dealt with them. I’ve found
a to-do list dating from before the recent holiday, and most of the items are still undone. As
a starter, I’ve posted the best of my Italy photos to Flickr and will get around to integrating
them into a holiday journal over the next day or two.

Writing Report: Resting and relaxing do not make for good spurs to the writing urge, and
I was forced to resort to character and conversation pieces to make my quota for the week.
5,199 words for the week in the end, giving a running total of 106,400. Hopefully, having
gotten my rest, I’ll manage to do something more substantial over the coming week.

1.6.5 Italy: Part One (2007-06-12 18:45)

Well, after a lot of inexcusable delay, here’s my journal of the recent trip to Italy, replete with
photos (presuming I’ve done this right). Before I kick off though, I’d like to thank [ LJ User:
pixiespiel ] for putting up with me and my habit of showing off my various pieces of trivia over
the course of the week. I can only assume it gets irritating fairly quickly.

May 24th: A flight in the early evening allowed for a day of general tidying and prepa-
ration for the off – my breakfast/lunch consisted of anything in the fridge that would have
gone off by the time I got back, for example. Eventually, I hefted my bags (heavier than
I’d hoped, due to my poor packing skills) and headed into town a little early in the hope of
securing some reading material for the plane. After that, I rendezvoused with my traveling
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companion and we hopped on the bus to the airport. Some fairly painless checking-in
procedures later, we boarded a flight that was only a little delayed before it lifted us up and
out of Ireland, heading for Italia.

The flight was over thick clouds for the most part, but they finally faded as we reached
Italy, offering a view of the Tuscan hills in the evening, guarding valleys filled with mist. We
were landing at Bologna, some distance from Florence, and as it was already late enough
when we got there, more traveling lay ahead. A friendly native on the bus to the train station
convinced us that Bologna itself might be worth visiting some day in the future, but all we
glimpsed as we passed through were long streets of shops filled with fashion items, any
history lying out of sight, in places where buses do not venture.

The train to Florence offered an example of Italian transportation that we’d become fa-
miliar with before too long: although the trains are numerous, it required us to pay close
attention and needed my companion’s Italian-language skills to make sure we caught the
right one. I’m not sure all the other tourists on the platform were quite so lucky, but they
looked like students, so it’s probably just an adventure for them. Luckily, we’d opted for the
swankier Eurostar train, so the journey was relatively swift and nonstop, albeit by now in
darkness.

[1]

It was closing in on 11pm when we hit Florence, so our sole aim was to reach the Ho-
tel Aldini and ditch our bags. Thankfully, our hotel was smack in the middle of town, so our
short walk afforded us views of both the Basilica di Santa Maria Novella beside the station
and the much more imposing Cattedrale di Santa Maria di Fiore (better known as the Duomo)
right beside our hotel. The piazza in front of the Duomo was packed, even this late at night,
and after a little uncertainty, we found the hotel on the Via del Calzaiuoli and deposited our
bags.

[2]
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Late though the hour was, taking to our beds at that stage would have been a waste
of good strolling time, so we set out to explore the highways and byways south of the Duomo.
Florence, it seemed, was a city that took to its bed reluctantly, with crowds gathering
wherever space could be found. We passed through the Piazza della Republica and the Piazza
della Signoria, but there was little sign of an equivalent of Irish pub culture. Around the city
centre, most places stayed open late but closed en masse, leaving only a few trendy bars still
serving. For our part, we grabbed some late night gelato, then retired to sleep.

[3]

May 25th: The next morning brought warning of the sole problem with staying so close to a
cathedral: the Duomo’s bells kicked off around 7am, signaling that it was time for Florence to
wake the hell up. We eventually complied, and after a perfunctory hotel breakfast, we headed
out into a blazingly sunny day. Not having any particular plan, we noted the long queue to
enter the Duomo and decided to try elsewhere.

[4]

Elsewhere turned out to be the Bargello, an old-style palazzo converted into a museum
that was more or less chock-full of statuary and renaissance knick-knacks. One particular
room contained pieces by Michelangelo, but really, everything in there was worth a look.
There were even some pieces of Turkish armour and weapons, though I couldn’t read the
signs to see where they’d been taken from.
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[5]

A short walk from the Bargello took us to the Piazza della Signoria, from where we
turned north, having decided to take a look at the original of Michelangelo’s David in the
Galleria della Accademia. However, this was to prove our first lesson in the need to prebook:
the queue was immense, and with the sun overhead, there was no shelter to be had. We
suffered it for a while and then headed further north, grabbing sandwiches which we ate in
the Piazza della Liberta. This patch of green would be a nice place if it was kept clean, but
it’s evidently too far from the centre of town and the major tourist haunts to garner the same
sort of attention.

[6] After that, it was getting well past noon, so we
headed back south along the Via Cavour for a siesta, passing through the Baptistery in front
of the Duomo and getting a good look at the gilded ceiling décor. After a short nap, we were
up again, just in time to enter the Duomo when the queues were at their smallest (and the
supply of ponchos to cover ladies’ shoulders were dwindling). It’s a massive space but devoid
of the excessive ornamentation of some of the churches in Rome and thus feels a little empty.
There was a chance to pay and explore the excavations under the cathedral, but instead we
opted for the Campanile next door.

[7] Just over 400 steps brought us to the top of the bell
tower and the second-best view of Florence. (The best is from the top of the Duomo next
door, but I missed out on trying that.) There were plenty of opportunities for photos, and
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the log jams on the narrow stairs were much more acceptable descending than ascending –
though not perhaps for my companion, who was wearing flip-flops. After that, a quick trip to
the Duomo Museum was in order, where we say the originals of Ghiberti’s Baptistery doors,
along with plenty of pieces salvaged from the various renovations of the cathedral itself.

Dinner was the last order of the day, and after scouting a few ristorante and trattoria
(and having noted what would be an ongoing trend of the Italian police and their sense of
style), we decided to sit down and think about it with a gelato in front of the unfinished
façade of San Lorenzo. After returning to the hotel to clean up, we decided to eat in Nuti, not
far from San Lorenzo, where the only downside was the occasional appearance of accordion
players, offering up the theme from The Godfather and “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” for
our delectation. The night being cooler than the one we’d arrived on, we went a-wandering
again, ending up at The Old Stove, an Irish pub which did nothing at all for the good name of
Ireland. Still, it kept us in drinks for just long enough to while away the last of the night.

[8] May 26th: This was a big day in terms of arranged events, as
we’d booked tickets for the Uffizi Gallery. Although it wasn’t as sunny outside as before, it
was still hot, and after breakfast, we headed down to the Piazza della Signoria once more,
only to spend a while trawling the nearby Mercato Nua for presents until our tickets came
due. Market stalls are a major feature in Florence, and this would not be our last visit to this
or any other markets.

We spent around 3 hours in the Uffizi, though it could have been far more. The gallery rooms
are arranged in chronological order, allowing one to see the development of art before, during
and after the Renaissance, and even the corridors are crammed with statues and lesser
artworks. Most of the statues, by the way, are copies of Greek and Roman originals, the
reason for which we’d discover in Rome. As with the other major galleries, photos were very
much frowned upon, and so I’ve little record of this place, save in my memories alone.

[9] Emerging into the sunlight, we headed across
the River Arno, crossing by the Ponte Vecchio, crammed with goldsmiths and jewelers (it was
crammed with butchers once, but the nobility complained of the smell). A brief lunch wasn’t
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the best we’d had or would have, but beyond lay the Palazzo Pitti and its Medici apartments,
with their sumptuous demonstrations of how the other half had once lived. Having no time
to explore the extensive Boboli Gardens though, we contented ourselves with wandering for a
few hours through the private dwelling places of the most famous of Florentine families.

Returning across the Ponte Vecchio, we ran into a wedding party crossing the other
way. No black cars here – just the bride and groom leading a modest procession of friends
and family members through the crowds of tourists. It was a little strange to see, but it
brightened the day just a bit. From there we went to the Mercato Nua to pick up a few pieces
we’d spotted earlier and from thence to the hotel for another siesta, which the weather and
the walking made just a little necessary.

Heading out later on, in search of water and some dinner, we ran into a group of sailors. Or
at least they may have been sailors: I’m not up to date on my Italian ceremonial military garb.
One thing I noted was that all of them wore daggers at their belts. Not sure if they qualified
as stilettos, but it all seemed quite appropriate. Dinner itself was a steak at a nice trattoria
near Mercato Nua, where I was relieved to have ordered my meal medium instead of my usual
medium-rare – it showed up as rare as I’d typically accept, but it was lovely for all that.

It was our last evening in Florence, so some more wandering was called for. We grabbed
some gelato at the same place we’d had it on our first evening and then set off, momentarily
joining the crowds watching an open-air play/opera in the Piazza della Signoria. Eventually,
we ended up in a high-fashion site – the Roberto Cavelli Café, where I treated myself to a
horrendously expensive mojito and my companion settled for some wine. Only when the wine
was depleted and darkness had thoroughly fallen did we finally head back to the hotel.

[10] May 27th: Our last morning in Florence was as cloudy
and grey as any we’d faced. We checked out of the Aldini after breakfast and lugged our
bags up to the train station to deposit them for the day. After that, we headed across to the
nearby Mercato Centrale, which was shut due to it being a Sunday. The stalls in the streets
all around were still doing major business though, and I even managed to pick up a few more
items, though as usual, I was more tentative than I needed to be in buying trinkets.
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[11] Having a few hours to waste, we made our way
to the Palazzo Medici e Ricardi. One of the smaller museums in Florence, this was the first
of the Medici Palazzos, built during their early banking successes. The highlights were a
beautiful ornate private chapel and an interactive display explaining the frescos that adorned
all four walls. The statuary too was impressive, though given all we’d seen so far, it was fairly
sedate.

By this time, the good weather we’d enjoyed in Florence was just about ready to break,
and we ended up sheltering in a café by the Duomo, having lunch. As the rain continued to
pelt down, it became clear that we’d have to walk through it to get back to the station. So we
did, reclaiming our baggage and enduring more Italian rail chaos (delayed trains, etc.) before
finally boarding. On the trip south, again on a Eurostar, we outraced the rain, but the view of
the countryside between Florence and Rome was just a little broken up by the endless series
of tunnels – an inevitable penalty of building your railway through hilly country.

1. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530143707/

2. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530143865/

3. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530144071/

4. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530144687/

5. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530145015/

6. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530048714/

7. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530145401/

8. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/530146007/

9. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539500939/

10. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539386540/

11. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539501405/

kaleandwine (2007-06-13 07:51:59)
Sounds amazing... You know, there is a time an place for trivia and I imagine traveling through Italy
might be it. So much history and intrigue! Your photostream alone is a fabulous educational experi-
ence (especially for those of us who are un-traveled); it¼s fun to tour this way. Thanks for sharing.

cerandor (2007-06-13 08:54:01)
No problem. The Rome section should be up some time later this evening. I wish I had your facility
with HTML though - I¼ve never taken the opportunity to just sit down and fiddle with it.

kaleandwine (2007-06-13 09:27:24) Yay, a chance to be slightly geeky!
The fact that you haven¼t fiddled with HTML probably means you have better things to do, no?
It¼s to your credit. Anyway, though, I¼m a huge fan of text-wrapping and therefore I will (hope-
fully not too obnoxiously) give you code. The secret is to add some extra text, specifically styling
(everything that comes after the word <em>style</em> in the code below) to your image tag. I basi-
cally copy/paste the same coding for every post/picture/etc: &lt;img src= &quot;(image url) &quot;
width= &quot;(width) &quot; height= &quot;(height) &quot; style= &quot;border: 1px; margin: 10px;
float: left; &quot; / &gt; You can set the float (alignment) to the left or right and the words will flow
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around your image. The margins can be set as you like them (or if you want margins on only a few
sides, you can be more specific with the command: margin-top, margin-right, etc etc). Hopefully
that works, should you ever want the effect. Of course you¼re welcome to <em>not</em> do so,
too... :-)

cerandor (2007-06-13 15:24:25) Re: Yay, a chance to be slightly geeky!
It would probably be slightly dishonest of me to claim I had better things to do. <em>Other</em>
things to do, yes... Regardless, thanks for the infoburst. I actually was once quite proficient at
DTP work, back when I was, oh, about 14 or so. (My dad being a teacher, I had access to Macs
very early.) I even dabbled in some proto-Web stuff on a Mac program called Hypercard. Ask your
geekish husband if that name rings any bells. :)

kaleandwine (2007-06-14 06:23:32) Re: Yay, a chance to be slightly geeky!
Hehe! And thus, cross-Atlantic geek points are earned. ;-) His royal Mac-ness informs me that the
<a href="http://www.twit.tv/">TWiT</a> dudes (Merlin Mann and Leo LaPorte, specifically) have
offered $50 to the first person who makes a Hypercard emulator for the Mac. So if you ever want
to fiddle with über-geek purpose...

cerandor (2007-06-14 09:31:22) Re: Yay, a chance to be slightly geeky!
Sadly, my coding skills (never particularly extensive) have long atrophied from disuse. That said,
I¼d love a Hypercard emulator, if anyone gets around to making one. I built an interactive atlas
during my first phase of writing, oohh, 14 years ago or so, and haven¼t been able to look at it for
years.

(2007-06-14 08:33:09) Re: Yay, a chance to be slightly geeky!
Ooooh - the secrets of the text wrapping! Of course, now I need to find/make a website or really
long comment on a board that allows HTML to use this on, but learning how to make the Tubes go
is never obnoxious. :) P.

1.6.6 Italy: Part Two (2007-06-13 18:42)

Being the second section of my Italian journals, concerning our stay in Rome. The layout will
be a bit screwy if your screen is of normal width (I’ve stuck in too many images), but it should
still be readable.

[1] May 27th: On arrival in Rome’s Termini Station, we pro-
cured a map from some friendly tourists and made our way to Amoroma, our lodgings on
the corner of Via Rattazzi and Via Carlo Alberto. The locale wasn’t the most immediately
appealing, and this was compounded when a mix-up made it look like we would have to
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share a room. Thankfully, it all got ironed out pretty quickly, and we were soon settled in
our very pleasant rooms. Glad to be back in Rome and keen to orient myself in a quarter of
the city I’d never visited before, I headed out for a solo walk and just about managed to avoid
getting lost, though I ended up seeing more streets than I’d intended to.

Evening was drawing on and dinner was our main concern, so we headed to La Mensa
di Bacco on Via Principe Amedeo, where the food turned out to be nice but the service
somewhat less than attentive. Perhaps it was just a busy evening, or perhaps we were tired
from our travels, but it was a little less than it could have been. Afterwards, I headed out
alone again to a nearby Irish bar, the Fiddler’s Elbow on Via dell’Olmata, where I was hoping
to watch a match the next day. A much nicer place than the Old Stove, and one that would
be worth returning to.

[2] May 28th: Amoroma turned out to be a much
nicer place to wake up in than Hotel Aldini. The showers weren’t en suite, but there was
not as much bell-ringing, and the breakfast was far more comprehensive. Having prepared
ourselves, we headed out to the nearby Santa Maria Maggiore, the nearby basilica, only to
find that its dress code was a little too comprehensive for my companion. We decided to put
that one off for a while and instead headed off down the Via Cavour towards the heart of
Ancient Rome.

[3] This route brought us down towards Trajan’s
Forum and Trajan’s Market, where we found that the Via dei Fiori Imperiali was crowded
with stands in preparation for a parade. It turned out that much of Rome was preparing for a
celebration at the end of the week, and so everywhere we went, we would see scaffolding and
tarpaulin. Undeterred, we headed around the back of Trajan’s Forum, past his awe-inspiring
column, and crossed the busy streets nearby to reach the massive marble bulk of the Victor
Emmanuel II Monument, constructed smack in the heart of Rome. It too was sheathed in
scaffolding, so we climbed as high as we could to enjoy the view and then passed through,
examining the artifacts of Italian unification on the way to something a little older.
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[4] From the rear of the Vittoriano, we reached the
Michelangelo-designed Piazza della Campidoglio, with its replica of a bronze equestrian
statue of Marcus Aurelius (who doesn’t look much like Richard Harris.) It’s a beautiful space,
but behind it is something even better: The Tarpean Rock, from which the Romans once
threw traitors, and below that, the ancient Forum and Curia, exposed for everyone to walk
through. So we did. There’s not too much I can say about being able to walk in the footsteps
of the Caesars and the everyday folk of 2,000 years ago. It’s something that everyone ought
to do at least once.

[5] From the forum, we headed up to the Palatine Hill, where
Augustus once dwelt. Sadly, we’d barely explored a quarter of it before the wind picked up,
throwing dust in our faces, followed by torrential rain. We and any number of others took
shelter in the old tunnels that ran through the hills, but with the rain refusing to slacken
much, we finally had to brave the thunder and lightning and head on. We had other places
to see, after all.

[6] We dashed around the Colosseum and sheltered
from the rain in a small café, where we had lunch amid similarly bedraggled tourists. Even
once we’d finished, the rain was still going on, but we passed around the huge bulk of the
arena in search of the entrance, only pausing for a little while to have our photos taken with
some of the Roman legionaries who always hang around for just that reason. Once inside, we
skipped the queue by paying extra to join a tour, and were taken around a couple of floors of
the edifice, having some of its history explained to us.
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At this point, I had to dash off: my team were in a major playoff match, and there
was a solid chunk of Rome between me and the pub I was planning on watching said match
in. So I dashed up some hills, past any number of ancient ruins, and got to the pub, only
to find that it didn’t open for an hour. Eventually I was led to the Druid’s Rock, behind
Maria Maggiore, where they stuck the match on a small set, which I watched with a fan of
the opposing team, likewise stuck in Rome. Sadly, the match did not end well. We lost 1-0,
missing out on promotion, and I sloped back to Amoroma in a mildly mopey mood.

After zonking out for a little while, I reunited with my travelling companion, and we
once again headed out for a late dinner. The venue this time was a trattoria on Via Principe
Amedeo, just across from the previous night’s ristorante. The meal, though, was one of
the best we’d had: I had pork chop with fennel and panna cotta with chocolate for dessert.
We even got chatting to a couple at the neighbouring table who were honeymooners from
Sacramento. However, all good things come to an end, and so we headed back to the hotel to
sleep once more.

[7] May 29th: Not just grey but wet – the rain started to
tip down shortly after we awoke, throwing the notion of walking across Rome to the Vatican
out of the window – not that it was necessarily ever going to happen. Accordingly, we headed
to Termini after breakfast and explored the warrens of underground passages there before
finally locating our Metro and heading across town to the Vatican Museum. There, amid the
downpour, we were disheartened by the sight of the queue with no end and responded as we
had in the Colosseum – paying extra to join a tour and skip a good chunk of it.

[8] I’m not a huge fan of tours in general – I prefer to wan-
der around and see things at my own pace – and our garrulous American hostess didn’t
have every one of her facts right (yes, I know I’m arrogant). However, she did a good job of
pointing us towards the most important exhibits, such as the statues of Apollo and Laocoon
and Nero’s porphyry bathtub, on the way to the Sistine Chapel. As an aside, the sheer wealth
of Greek and Roman sculptures in the Vatican Museum reveals just why everywhere else has
to make do with later copies – they have pretty much all of them.
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As for the Sistine Chapel itself, it’s overwhelming, even in the face of the huge crowds
that throng it all the time. Michelangelo’s ceiling and massive “Last Judgement” may
overwhelm the frescoes by other artists (including Botticelli), but it’s one of those sights that
can’t be conveyed by any kind of reproduction. Perhaps not my favourite part of Rome, but
still well worth queuing for and putting up with the maddened hordes of tourists.

[9] After that, the choice was to climb to the peak of St. Pe-
ter’s or descend into the catacombs. Given that it was still a grey and dismal day, we decided
to descend into the burial place of the popes. However, climbing might have been a better
option – other than the crowds around John Paul II’s dull resting place, there’s precious little
to see, and the experience is soon over.

Ascending into St. Peter’s, I found that the experience of having visited before wiped
the sheen off the overall impact. It’s certainly massive and imposing, but it doesn’t have
much to recommend it as a piece of architecture beyond that. The smaller artefacts, such as
Michelangelo’s Pieta (locked away behind glass) are lost to an extent in the cavernous interior,
and I couldn’t help comparing it to the church as a whole: oversized and oddly hollow.

[10] It was a relief to emerge into the light again
and find that the weather had eased somewhat. We headed through the great square
(cluttered with seats) and down the Via della Conciliazione to the Tiber. Heading left past
Castel Sant’Angelo (which I failed to take the time to go into again), we crossed over and
had lunch at a streetside café. After that, we wandered through the back streets of Rome,
emerging in the Piazza Navona and grabbing ourselves more gelato. This kind of exploring is
more my kind of thing, and it had a very nice ending when we reached the Pantheon. Sadly,
it was a little too cluttered by church paraphernalia, but there’s no place in Rome that I like
better. One and a half millennia of church occupation can’t hide the sheer majesty of the
place.
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[11] The long walk was rounded off with a couple of
tourist favourites: The Trevi Fountain and The Spanish Steps. Both were thronged, of course,
though the fountain was certainly the most difficult to navigate around. I tossed a coin in
the fountain for luck, as I didn’t need it to ensure I came back. I’ll do that all on my own. By
now, we were seriously footsore, so we headed to the nearby metro and returned to Amoroma
for a short break.

We had dinner that evening around the back of Maria Maggiore, in a nice trattoria on
Via Rosmini. As it was my last evening in Rome (my companion was staying another night
before heading on the rest of her holiday), an early evening wasn’t on the cards. We located an
Internet café where she tried to upload some of the photos from her camera unsuccessfully,
and then we headed to the Fiddler’s Elbow, where we fell in before long with a crowd of Dubs
who were in Italy for a wedding. Drinking and pool ensured, with me doing my best to hold
my own at both and more or less succeeding. For a change, we stayed there until the place
closed up, and only then did we finally return to our lodgings for a well-deserved sleep.

[12] May 30th: My last day in Rome started out
nice and sunny, and breakfast, packing and checking out were all achieved without too much
trouble. I dropped my bigger bag off at Termini and from there we headed straight to Maria
Maggiore. It was the only one of the three major churches in Rome I hadn’t seen – the others
being St. Peter’s and St. John Lateran, which I’d visited on my last trip – and I have to say
that I like it a lot more than St. Peter’s. Not a big, it’s richly decorated in the Byzantine style,
with a golden ceiling and pieces of art wherever you decide to look. Much nicer on the inside
than on the outside.

[13] From there we headed northwest, crossing var-
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ious hills and eventually coming to the Via Sistina and the head of the Spanish Steps.
Descending, we continued on our path, which brought us to the Piazza del Popolo and its
twin churches – about as far north as Rome’s tourist heartland goes. It was a nice place to
rest, and only after we’d done so did we try to investigate the churches. One was holding a
mass, but the other was quiet and so we spent a little time there, examining the niches with
their artworks paid for by the wealthy and devout.

[14] Lunch, shortly after, was probably the poorest
meal we’d had, grabbed in an Italian fast-food equivalent on the Via di Ripetta. Thankfully,
we had places to go and headed to the Tiber, where we walked south until we reached the
Ara Pacis, the massive Altar of Peace, enshrined in its glass conservatory. Again, with time
against us, we didn’t enter. Right beside it though was the Mausoleum of Augustus, which
provided perhaps the best “Ozymandias” moment of the trip. The tomb of the first emperor
has long since been looted of its marble and now lies overgrown and more or less forgotten,
with the only people visiting it on a regular basis those who need somewhere to walk their
dogs.

[15] The time had come to part with my travelling compan-
ion, and this occurred on the Via del Corso, Rome’s main shopping street. I had to wend
my way back to Termini eventually, but first I had an hour or two to kill, so I dropped in on
a couple of old friends: the Column of Marcus Aurelius and the Pantheon (I couldn’t resist
going again). The sun was doing me the favour of staying high and clear, and so I followed the
old route east from the Pantheon, across the Corso to the Trevi Fountain and the Quirinal
Hill. I paused there with the last of my gelato, but I was determined to get a little more
sightseeing in if I could.
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[16] From the Piazza del Quirinale, I made my way
to the Via Nazionale, which rises past the Piazza delle Esposizioni (under renovation, sur-
prise, surprise) to the Piazza della Republica. This was the last stop on my tour, for the
church of Santa Maria degli Angeli is built on the remains of the great baths of Diocletian
and was another of the churches that I’d never seen before. I enjoyed the history of the site
and taking a look at the church’s gnomon and the remaining extant portions of the baths,
but all too soon it was time to depart.

[17] Grabbing my bag from Termini, I had a partic-
ularly Ciaran moment when I went in search of platform 24 and the train to Fiumicino
Airport. I emerged from the bowels of the station and saw signs for platforms 1-23 and 25-26
in front of me. It took a few minutes of confusion before I realised I was actually standing on
platform 24. Despite this, the shuttle to the airport was swift and clean, and it had the nice
bonus of offering two farewell sights of Rome: part of the old Aurelian Walls and one of the 11
aqueducts that once supplied the city with all the water it needed.

I was early in the airport and had to linger a while before I checked in and before my
flight arrived, which did little good for my swiftly dwindling reserves of cash. Thankfully,
some English-language newspapers and magazines were available, so I grabbed copies of the
Guardian and the New Yorker to while away the time. Eventually, we took off at sunset and
before long were flying over the Tyrrhenian Sea.

The horizon was lost in a band of mist, so for the most part, flying was an eerie expe-
rience, with little to separate the sea below from the sky above. Only when we neared Corsica
did I have something to look at, but even as we passed over that island, waves of low cloud
were sweeping over it, leaving only the mountaintops where the sun was kissing the earth
goodbye. The last glimpse of land came over the French Alps, beyond which clouds piled up
to the north and west, presenting their own, wilder landscape. After that, there was nothing
left but darkness and home.

1. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539407224/

2. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539522145/

3. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539410166/

4. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539411032/

5. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539412006/

6. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539412404/
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7. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539412534/

8. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539526915/

9. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539413274/

10. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539527487/

11. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539413786/

12. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539528133/

13. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539414484/

14. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539528855/

15. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539415066/

16. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539529685/

17. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerandor/539416242/

kaleandwine (2007-06-14 06:31:12)
Assuming you saw this, but just in case... <a href="http://www.romereborn.virginia.edu/">Rome Re-
born</a> Pretty damn cool. Although I imagine their gelato¼s a bit dry. :)

cerandor (2007-06-14 09:37:18)
I¼ve heard of it but haven¼t had the chance to look around yet. Apparently, talks are underway to
put the whole thing into Second Life. Which just seems very odd to me for no particular reason.

(2007-06-14 16:45:25)
Bah - Rome, Schmome - there¼s only one Queen of Cities and she¼s
here: http://www.byzantium1200.com/ P. Why have the old Rome when you can have the New
Rome?

cerandor (2007-06-14 22:15:51)
The Pantheon. I win.

kaleandwine (2007-06-14 18:40:42)
Agreed. Although... I hate to say it but <em>Second Life</em> seems very odd to me for no par-
ticular reason, so I guess I¼m a bit biased. :-) I¼m actually more enthralled with the (real-life) 3D
model they built - which is huge and looks fabulous in the photos. Comes from being an archi-
tect¼s daughter, I guess (a childhood full of models). Ooh, and also the LOTR extras (which are
miniature/bigature-tastic), AND that scene from Raiders of the Lost Ark where the sunbeam shines
on the model of Tanis... Oh gods, must contain myself.

1.6.7 One for the Fans (2007-06-16 20:41)

Another Saturday evening, another excellent slice of Doctor Who. Unavoidably MAJOR spoil-
ers below the cut.

Having missed most of this season of Who for one reason or another, I appear to have re-
sumed watching just as it’s getting good. Very good. Last week we had "Weeping Angels", as
good an episode as I’ve seen in the new series. This week we got something very different -
"Utopia," an action piece that ties into the major, overarching plot and reintroduces two faces:
one familiar and one new, but long-expected.

The former is Captain Jack Barrowman, a fixture for part of the first season, who’s been
slumming it in Torchwood since then and has now been brought back with a major twist to
his character. (Apologies if this is old news for Torchwood fans - I’ve seen very little of that
series.) He slots back into the show very nicely, and the revelation of what he is is handled
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very well, especially with regard to the Doctor’s reaction to it.

The other introduction is one whom fans have been expecting for a while. To avoid giving
the entire game away, I’ll just refer to him as my favourite Doctor Who villain. His introduc-
tion is handled even better than Jack’s, with it occurring literally as everyone else is distracted
by the usual near-disaster. Suffice it to say that the last two episodes of this series are going
down as "can’t miss" in my book.

The only thing that really jars for me as a sci-fi fan is the setting. Why is it that the end
of the universe looks just like a quarry in Wales? Actually, that’s a little unfair. Everything
in Doctor Who looks like a quarry in Wales, and the production values on this episode are
pretty high for a BBC show. In any case, the story barrels along particularly well, with enough
nice touches to fill out the straightforward main plot. Nothing jars too much (apart from the
aforementioned quarry, which isn’t seen too much after the first ten minutes) and all bodes
well for what’s left to come.

(2007-06-18 13:50:41)
The end of the world IS a quarry in Wales. This is the way the world ends, not with a bang but with a
"boyo"! P.

1.6.8 Decompression (2007-06-21 23:34)

It’s been a hectic week thus far. In addition to overtime during the day, I had softball on
Monday evening, a film on Tuesday (Ocean’s 13, which rates high on the "meh" scale) and a
quiz on Wednesday (which I was helping to run and which seemed to go off well). Basically,
I was only in my house to eat breakfast and sleep. This evening, having gained a few free
hours, what did I do? Try to catch up on my writing. I suspect I have a problem.

It worries me a little how easy it is to devote an extra hour or more per day to overtime.
Shouldn’t my life be a little more full than that? Then again, I have many years of experience
at finding something to complain about in pretty much any circumstance. Rest assured that
I don’t actually mean it. When tired, I bitch. Fact of life.

Writing Report: Last week was another crazy one, though laziness also played a part. All
of the writing was done on Tuesday and Sunday, in two big doses. The total for the week
was 5,173 words, bringing the running total to 111,573. Yet again, a scattershot collection of
pieces. Some kind of retrenchment may be in order, though at the moment, I am trying to put
together something a little longer.

1.6.9 I’m So Ashamed (2007-06-22 10:20)

This is what comes of being too polite.

[1]
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1. http://mingle2.com/blog-rating

kaleandwine (2007-06-23 00:52:44) What the–?
<a href="http://mingle2.com/blog-rating"><img style="border:
none;" src="http://mingle2.com/img/bb/blog _rating/pg.jpg" alt="What¼s My Blog Rated? From
Mingle2 - Online Dating" /></a><p>Mingle<sup>2</sup> - <a href="http://mingle2.com">Online
Dating</a></p> Well hmm. Don¼t feel <em>too</em> bad. Seeing as I semi-regularly use the words
sh*t and f*ck, have some nudity, mild sexual content, and violence (for god¼s sake, Wednesday¼s
post was about murder and cannibalism)... <em>I should have at least gotten a PG-13!!</em> Al-
though I imagine there¼s a lesson here. It might be that one should exercise Extreme Caution while
dating someone whose blog rates an "R". I¼m already afraid of them. ;-) * stars applied to protect the
family-friendly nature of this blog.

1.6.10 Perils, both Off- and Online (2007-06-26 10:11)

Our softball team suffered yet another defeat yesterday, but there were reasons for it: one
of our better players rather gruesomely dislocated his little finger in the first innings, and
since we had only one sub (your humble narrator), we were a man down for the rest of the
match once he was taken away for treatment. We performed fairly well thereafter but never
managed to catch up. On such a bleak and grey evening (midsummer? hah!), getting to the
pub afterwards was the best kind of victory.

In the interest of destroying all productivity, everywhere, here’s a dangerous link: [1]The Om-
nificent English Dictionary in Limerick Form. I doff my hat both to the person who thought
this up and the people who are making it a reality, against all probability and wisdom.

1. http://www.oedilf.com/db/Lim.php?

kaleandwine (2007-06-26 18:37:12) zero willpower
Ooh, that website has got to be the most marvelous thing I¼ve seen in a long time! It¼s so... so... oh
dear... My employer, she loved my activity for working I showed great proclivity Then I found a website
click, click: day and night. Dear God, what¼s that thing: <strong>productivity</strong>?

kaleandwine (2007-06-26 18:53:44) Last one, I swear. I really need to do work now.
The batter he was quite a ringer. On dreams of homeruns he would linger. But his hopes they were
dashed, because something was smashed. The ball? Well no, ¼twas his finger. Sorry. :-)

cerandor (2007-06-27 08:55:27) Re: Last one, I swear. I really need to do work now.
Impressive. I used to love the nonsense rhymes of Edward Lear as a child. Sadly, the talent for
putting them together quite escapes me. It might be a fun exercise to try though...

kaleandwine (2007-06-27 21:33:46)
Not so much impressive as just old habit - I used to write them as notes to my best friend when I was
bored in school. It was funny how quickly, after seeing that site (and Lear¼s), everything came back.
It¼s worth trying sometime - once you get into the mindset the things come fast and easy. Sort of
like having a song stuck in your head, only more fun (because instead of singing bad Bryan Adams
lyrics you get the satisfaction of having just "poemed"). I bet you¼ll succeed if you try You¼re too
good with words (I won¼t lie) Let the metre and rhyme Take up all of your time Then you¼ll be
quite as tossed-up as I! Hmm. On second-thought, maybe better to stick to prose. Especially when
your time is so short and the shadows so long... Here¼s to summer and the free-flow of words. :)
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1.6.11 This is Your Brain on Zen (2007-06-27 20:49)

One of those moments: Emerging from work after a long day, replete with overtime, and es-
caping from the shadows to catch the first decent patch of sunlight in several weeks. Just
at that moment, the iPod offers up the first few chords of Bowie’s "Heroes". It lasts just long
enough for me to make it across the Liffey via the Sean O’Casey Bridge. As does the sunlight.
Not quite summer, but there’s a hint of promise there.

Writing Report: Overtime makes it tricky to get down to writing on any kind of regular sched-
ule, and Monday has been a write-off (no pun intended) for a while. Still, I managed 5,222
words for the week, bringing the running total to 116,795. Most of it was an effort at putting
together a synopsis for a longer piece. I need to get more organised about what I’m going to
write. I also need to stop writing down what I need to do and just do it instead. Sigh...

1.7 July

1.7.1 This Sporting Life (2007-07-03 11:26)

Another poor result at softball: after having won our second and third games, we’ve fallen
to several straight defeats. Partly it’s a lack of practice, but mostly it’s because we haven’t
had any consistency - we’re good at fielding one week, appalling the next, good at batting the
other, woeful the week after. Hopefully, a few more games will even us out. In the meantime,
this kind of sporting performance is pretty familiar to me.

I’ve never been particularly sporty. Like most boys, I had the usual fantasy of dazzling people
with my skills on the football pitch, but my dodgy eyesight gradually killed off that kind of
ambition as I got older. In any case, I suspect I’m temperamentally disinclined to excel at
sports. My passion is all for reading and learning, leaving no more than mild interest for most
kinds of physical activities.

I’ve been interested in a variety of sports over the years, and the routine has been pretty
much the same. I get involved enough to develop a degree of competence - enough to avoid
embarrassing myself - but then lack the drive needed to actually become good at what I’m
doing. Eventually, I tend to fade away, occasionally dusting off whatever skills I’ve acquired
for a repeat performance.

Snooker was my first sport, helped by a Christmas present of a tiny snooker table, and to
this day I enjoy a game of pool when I get the chance - which isn’t that often. When I was
around 12, I took up running with my Dad and did a couple of 10-k runs, finishing in around
50mins each time. Road running is something that just doesn’t appeal to me that much
though, and I didn’t keep it up. Golf came next - Northern Ireland has any amount of golf
courses, and it was the one sport I felt I could be actually good at. Sadly, moving to Dublin
and the student lifestyle pretty much killed off my activity there, and I haven’t played in years.
In fact, if you discount salsa and the gym (which both suffered from interest drift), softball is
my first real sporting effort in a long time.

Of course, there’s something to be said for actually having the physical capacity to play,
as well as the interest. My hand-eye coordination is nothing to write home enough, but I have
the good fortune to be generally healthy without having to work at it. All the same, I think it’s
the mentality that makes the difference. To be really good at a sport, or any physical activity,
you have to have dedication and actually enjoy it - or at least the sense of achievement that
comes from performing well. Greatness comes, perhaps, when the mind provides the impetus
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and the body the ability.

I may never reach the level of "very good" in any sport, let alone "great", but if going to softball
has reminded me of anything, it’s the satisfaction to be found in small improvements. I can
actually throw a ball in a respectable fashion now - a skill that’s eluded me for years - and
I can hit the ball every now and then too. Of course, there’s always a hitch, and for me it’s
actually judging whether the ball coming my way is hittable or not. Maybe with a little more
practice and a smidgen of dedication, even that one might be overcome.

kaleandwine

cerandor (2007-07-05 09:00:11)
Both my dad and my PE tacher were keen on the notion of me taking part in sports. As a result, I
ended up playing a few things - I got stuck on the school basketball team for a brief period, and I
had a few run outs in the local Gaelic football team. I generally enjoyed them, and my height gave
me a few advantages, but my dodgy eyesight and lack of enthusiasm inevitably meant that such
escapades were short-lived. At least sticking with running has inevitable benefits - I¼ve no doubt
you¼d leave me behind, gasping and wheezing, on those woodland trails. Still, there are worse
places to be stranded, I¼m sure...

kaleandwine (2007-07-05 19:05:33)
Worse places to be stranded: a bridal convention, Mars, anywhere in Nevada. Here, though, you¼re
right - a good stranding¼s always on the table. It builds character. :) Nah. Although I do have a se-
cret desire to bring my sister running and take her up the "most fun" (aka the most steep and dark)
trail, talking all the while about the Bigfoot that was supposedly sighted there... then "accidentally"
ditch her for a short while. Wouldn¼t it be so fun?

cerandor (2009-08-16 12:26:10)
Hey there Kalin. Nice to hear from you again - hope things other than distance from your computer
have been going well for you and Rob (to whom I¼d like to wish a happy birthday, given the season
that¼s in it). Your replacement comment seems to have gone missing - I¼ve never been required
to do anything like that, and I suspect it would have passed by unnoticed if you hadn¼t brought it
up. So thanks for that, and best wishes for the moment. I look forward to hearing more from you
when you get the chance. I¼ve been missing imagery of deep Californian forests to inspire me...

1.7.2 Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow: In Technicolor! (2007-07-06 15:36)

Yesterday evening was a time of cinematics. I belated got around to watching Fantastic Four:
Rise of the Silver Surfer and was somewhat pleasantly surprised. For the first two-thirds of
the movie anyhow. Julian McMahon is still a disaster as Doctor Doom, and the denouement
was an underwhelming fudge. But as a family movie (which it very evidently was), it was
pretty good for the opening hour, and much better than the first film, even if I have my doubts
about the origin of some of the better bits.*

I did have one experience that I don’t doubt will be repeated, just before the film began.
I’ve been avoiding - as much as possible - anything to do with the Transformers film in an
effort to ensure that my expectations, low as they are, aren’t inadvertently raised. Yesterday,
for the second time in a week, I kept my eyes averted from the trailer (clamping my hands
over my ears has no real effect on the noise levels), only to have the person sitting beside me
declare once it was over that it looked fantastic and that they were now enthusiastic about
seeing the film itself. Seeing as neither of them is really the sort to be blown away by CGI,
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this is as positive an endorsement of the trailer as I could possibly have. For the movie itself,
though, I’ll maintain my low expectations.

One trailer I did allow myself to watch yesterday was the teaser for The Golden Compass,
the adaptation of the first in Philip Pullman’s "His Dark Materials" trilogy. I’ll admit that I’ve
only read the first book in the series, but the trailer looks promising. A very nontraditional
fantasy setting with some wonderful visuals and a cast that’s appealingly broad, rather than
packed with English Shakespearean actors. Much like the early Lord of the Rings trailers, it
isn’t quite perfect, but it could be something very much worth waiting for later this year.

I don’t have the issues to hand, but it seemd to me that one of the my favourite bits of
FF:RotSS, in which Reed delivered a verbal bitch-slap to the General, was lifted directly from
an issue of Marvel’s Ultimate line of comics. Specifically, it may even have been a word-for-
word lift from a scene in Warren Ellis’s Ultimate Galactus trilogy. Given that the first movie
cribbed some of its best bits from Millar’s Ultimate Fantastic Four, this wouldn’t be much of
a surprise. However, it does point out the importance of good writing...

theanonamerican (2007-07-06 15:38:28)
Yes it was. Only in the comic, Reed says it to Nick Fury, which makes it much cooler. :)

cerandor (2007-07-07 01:03:50)
That was the way I remembered it, all right. I quite like Reed as a character, and that was a par-
ticularly funky piece of dialogue for him. The Lawyer was impressed too, but I think any piece of
self-affirmation that ended with "and I¼m dating Jessica Alba" would have impressed him.

(2007-07-06 16:28:17)
You should really read the other two "His Dark Materials" books. The second, "The Subtle Knife", is
a brilliant, dark middle act and sets things up perfectly for "The Amber Spyglass", wherein things go
completely nuts - in a good way. P.

(2007-07-06 16:30:42)
You should really read the other two "His Dark Materials" books. The second, "The Subtle Knife", is
a brilliant, dark middle act and sets things up perfectly for "The Amber Spyglass", wherein things go
completely nuts - in a good way. For the record, I thought FF2 was extremely poor and the ending
sucked suppurating baboon testicles. My expectations for Transformers (keeping in mind I was an
Action Force child), I¼ll keep to myself. P.

(2007-07-06 16:31:38)
Crap, double post...LJ playing silly buggers. P.

kaleandwine (2007-07-07 21:44:42) shameless geekery
(This comment is Independent of how I feel about the movie...) You might need this.
Just install it on some Mac and keep it a secret, checking late at night when no
one is around... :) <a href="http://www.robknight.net/kaleandwine/transf-cntdwn-uk.wdgt.zip
"><img src="http://pics.livejournal.com/kaleandwine/pic/0000wg08" width="315" height="84" bor-
der=¼0¼/></a> And then when you find that keeping expectations low is an uphill battle (as it
will invariably become as everyone and their brother goes nuts about the trailers, which will be ev-
erywhere), just <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEnVTtwVt-Q">Watch This.</a>. It was
made before the movie came out, by someone who feels like you. You¼ll be pleasantly reminded of all
of your doubts... just don¼t look at the comments thread (where the real movie is discussed).
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cerandor (2007-07-07 21:54:18) Re: shameless geekery
Ahahaha. Thank you for that. Consider my expectations once more lowered to safe levels. I look
forward to actually discussing the damn thing in a few weeks time. Although I should also probably
point out that I¼m a very rarified form of Transformers geek - the sort who read the U.K. comics
series. We tend to look down on those who only saw the TV series. (I¼m always amazed at how
minority groups spend more time subdividing themselves than they do banding together...)

1.7.3 The Tether and the End (2007-07-07 02:05)

It’s been a bit of a strained week. Five days in which the very minimum amount of time was
spent in the apartment which was bought and paid for. A dearth of sleep which engendered
something of a disjunction between perception and reality. Sleep deprivation-induced halluci-
nations are not generally considered a good way to end the day. (Or begin it, for that matter.)
The only remedy is sleep - deep, sweet and lengthy. You’ll excuse me if I indulge. In the
meantime, though: bookkeeping.

Writing Report: A little belated, but last week wrapped up with 5,228 words for the week,
giving me a running total of 132,023. (A review of the year revealed I was 5,000 words out,
having missed a week somewhere.) Most of this was accounted for by Stuck in the Mud, a
lengthy short story with a couple of familiar characters. Not quite finished yet, it’s fun to see
where it’s going.

1.7.4 Refresh the Screen (2007-07-09 00:15)

I’ve made a change to the layout of my LJ, opting for a more business-like scheme. I quite
like it, and seeing as I was having trouble loading the old one, it’s a good time to change. This
whole weekend, in fact, has been an opportunity to kick back and catch up. The week before
was neverending - a combination of overtime and having something on every evening saw to
that - and by deliberate contrast, I kept the energy expenditure over the Saturday and Sunday
to a minimum. It seems to have worked. I feel rested and prepared for Phase Two. Now I just
have to figure out what Phase Two is...

Writing Report: Part of the weekend’s work, of course, was writing. I managed to get a
little done on Monday, but the rest was offered up on the Saturday and Sunday mornings. I
brought "Stuck in the Mud" to a close at just over 10,000 words, giving me 5,398 words for
the week and 137,421 for the running total. Now I need to figure out what’s going to occupy
my brain for the next few days, as this week looks like a reverse of the one before - a relaxed
week followed by a weekend with no time for any writing at all.

1.7.5 Two Things (2007-07-12 11:04)

1. On the bus on Tuesday (belated reporting, I know), I espied half of a tatoo sticking up
above the neck of a fairly average teenager. A brief glance was enough to confirm what it was:
the Heroes symbol, as seen on Hiro’s sword and various other places. I have to applaud the
young man’s taste, but I hope for his sake that the show doesn’t suffer a Lost-like downturn
in its cool-factor. Still, even if it does, the symbol is abstract enough for him to get away with
it after a few years of shame...

2. Went to see Die Hard 4.0 (Live Free or Die Hard in the States) yesterday evening. As
somebody else pointed out, it wasn’t really a Die Hard movie. Several times, Bruce Willis
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was actually chuckling at how ridiculously over the top the action was. However, it was still
good fun, not feeling the need to apologise for its excesses. That said, one bit of lazy writing
really bothered me: in order to get the action going, the supporting good guys (FBI, etc.) were
painted as almost moronically inept. As a result, the bad guy was never really the threat he
might have been. Is it really so hard to portray intelligent characters in these films?

laerfan (2007-07-12 13:45:28)
I agree with you about the FBI guys. Tim Russ¼ character (who plays Tuvok in Star Trek: Voyager)
and his partner were especially dumb. However. It WAS a Die Hard movie. It may have had the
OTT factor thrown up a notch or two, but the same basic premise was the same as the other movies:
Terrorist has brilliant evil plan, John McClane gets thrown in the mix pretty much by accident, evil
doers get shot and blown to bits, etc. etc. That¼s what Die Hard is. And it¼s fantastic.

cerandor (2007-07-13 12:00:54)
It¼s a fair comment that it does count as a <em>Die Hard</em> movie. I tend to think in terms of
the first film, ignoring the fact that the OOT-ness came in with the second one and hasn¼t departed
since. That said, the notion of John McClain as an everyman hero is pretty much superficial now.
I enjoyed the fourth movie, as I¼ve enjoyed the other sequels, but none of them are a patch on the
original.

laerfan (2007-07-13 13:19:16)
Gotta love Alan Rickman. However, "Die Hard With A Vengeance" is my favourite. So fast, so clever
for what it is and the bomb sequences are amazing.

kaleandwine (2007-07-12 23:13:07)
(thinking out loud) 1. Thank goodness it¼s a pretty symbol. For awhile there was some sort of
Simpsons-tattoo fad here. Another good show (at least for a time), but... um, they¼re puffy, yellow
cartoon characters. Can¼t really get around that one by telling people (with a hint of mystery in your
voice) that it¼s a "tribal sign", can you? 2. Okay, I¼m admittedly envious of your frequent movie-
going, and (unfortunately) haven¼t seen this one. But isn¼t the whole <em>Die Hard</em> premise
that America would be hell-in-a-handbasket if it weren¼t for cowboy John McClane? Therefore he
needs to be dusty, tough, flawed in that renegade way - and smarter than everyone else. But not in a
way that makes him elitist. Therefore all other good-guys must bumble. :) Actually I agree with you.
At the risk of opening myself to the usual girls-hate-action-movies comments, I¼ll say that the lack
of intelligent scripts/characters these days drives me up the wall. Can¼t we have explosions, CG,
<em>and</em> mental stimulation?

(2007-07-13 01:09:17)
Yeah - it was called Serenity. :) P.

cerandor (2007-07-13 09:48:49)
<em>...the lack of intelligent scripts/characters these days drives me up the wall. Can¼t
we have explosions, CG, and mental stimulation?</em> Does this count as a spoiler for
<em>Transformers</em>? :)

kaleandwine (2007-07-13 17:26:53)
Um... uh... no? :) Well damn, I imagine <em>any</em> way I answer that is a spoiler, isn¼t it?
Oh, this is all too hard! The torture, the <em>torture!</em> ;)
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1.7.6 Sunshine and Showers (2007-07-15 23:57)

It makes no sense. How, exactly, on a wet Saturday in Limerick, does one get more sunburned
than during an entire week in Italy? Answers on a postcard, please.

Just finished a softball weekend in Limerick. Despite weather than turned the pitches into
several different variants on a theme of mud and a general lack of success on the part of our
team that was all to do with our batting and little to do with our fielding, it was a lot of fun.
Not even as boozy as had been promised, which I consider a good thing. To be repeated at
some stage, perhaps, but not just now.

Writing Report: A solid 5,130 words this week, bringing the running total to 142,551. Most
of these words were used to create a story called "Recall Device", which I’ll read over later
and consider how successful it was. The rest was the result of something new, A Spear of
Ironwood, about which I will explain more later.

1.7.7 Wanton Destruction (2007-07-16 10:44)

I haven’t actually got around to watching the iBlending of an iPhone yet, but I did come across
[1]this discussion of it this morning. I suspect the reactions to the blending are more interest-
ing than the act itself, but one of the comments did make me pause and think. The comment
in question suggested blending a bible wrapped in the Stars and Stripes, thereby having a go
at the sort of people who read blogs like Pharyngula specifically to get annoyed. That led me
to wonder what my criteria for being against the destruction of an item would be.

The fact is, I’d be reluctant to destroy any item in which its creator had invested time, energy
and passion. Mass-produced items (iPhone, bible, flag) are fair game, but one-off works of art
generally aren’t. This includes the holy books of other religions that are painstakingly created
by hand, or even a flag that is hand-sewn. Sacrilege and blasphemy are not exactly major
bars to someone without a religion of their own, but disrespecting another person’s hard work
just because of a difference of opinion is a line I’d be reluctant to cross.

Prior to the creation of the printing press, bibles were just as valued and as carefully cre-
ated. The beautiful illuminated gospels created in the British Isles during the Dark Ages are
rightly famed, and no one in their right mind would consider sticking them in a blender. But
a mass-produced reproduction, regardless of how expensive it is? Why not?

1. http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/07/for_everyone_who_hates_apple.php

kaleandwine (2007-07-16 20:16:10)
It¼s an interesting ethical quandary. All of my earlier histrionics (on this) aside, I¼m inclined to
agree with your assessment. My only hesitation would be if the material thing being destroyed was
not bought by its destroyer (as in: <em>I stole your iPhone and now I will burn it, muahahaha)</em>.
I suppose that¼s rather obvious. Hmm. Although I might have some reservations about them blend-
ing the bible/flag - not because I particularly care about either as a <em>thing</em>, but I think
symbolic destruction can become a bit of a slippery slope. I¼d hate to see the anti-Pharyngula trolls
burn an octopus, or something, as retaliation - or for America to slide into Fahrenheit-451 territory
(sometimes I swear we¼re only a few steps away from it). That said, this was really nothing more
than a savvy PR move for a blender company. They¼re rather genius, I¼d say, for inflaming the one
population who might be most inclined to spread it all over the web for them... :)
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cerandor (2007-07-17 09:37:40)
It was a great PR move - the video has popped up everywhere, and I¼ve seen numerous com-
ments from people who want the $400 blender in question. Obviosuly these are people who favour
<em>extreme</em> smoothies... As for the fear of tit-for-tat burnings and blendings, that¼s cer-
tainly a real concern. I would tend to worry more, though, about the potential for paralysis when
every action is prejudged on the likelihood of it offending someone. I have no particular inclination
to cause offence to anyone, but the sort of people who seek out offence wherever they can certainly
offend me.

kaleandwine (2007-07-18 18:00:28)
<em>I would tend to worry more, though, about the potential for paralysis when every action is
prejudged on the likelihood of it offending someone.</em> Very good point. In fact, could you re-
mind me of that about once a month or so? "Doing what seems right", "doing what I want to do"
and "being nice" don¼t always align, and it gives me much worry. You seem entirely polite, though
- I¼d find it hard to imagine you offending (at least in this online format), no matter your stance
on an issue. And as an aside, the campaign worked on me, too. Thank god I¼m good at resisting
consumer urges, or I¼d be down $1000 for the blender <em>and</em> the damn phone. (The
husband, however, is another matter entirely and is currently looking into all of the things he can
sell to allow for the iphone. He played with one for about 20 minutes the weekend they came out,
and is <em>In Love</em>. Just like everyone else who¼s touched one. Do you suppose Steve Jobs
implanted the things with pheromones? :)

cerandor (2007-07-18 18:07:19)
Your husband probably knows about this already, but I¼m a recent convert: <a
href="http://fakesteve.blogspot.com/">The Diary of the Real Steve Jobs</a>.

goblin_insane (2007-07-17 00:36:27)
It all depends what you feel the meaning attached to the item is and what meaning is begin construct
through the act of destruction. I don¼t think whether or not it is mass produced is actually all that
important. Adorno and Horkheimer specifically wrote about the "culture industry" and how mass
production lead to standardisation and with it a loss of authenticity with in the item. They severely
held uniqueness above all else when it came to culture. This is somewhat in line with the angle I feel
you are coming from here. The other side of the coin is Fiske and DeCerteau who empower everything
and leave the consumer (the user etc...) with complete ability to ascribe what ever meaning they want
to an item. Detaching everything and allowing any item to take on the preferred meanings for identity
formation and what not... Me I sort of the think the more social construction approach where mass
produced items can hold significant cultural meaning but that this is not something that is freely
ascribed by the individual but is subject to the discourse and power/knowledge that surround the
object. So to that extent it is not the value or the necessarily the uniqueness but the myths and
symbolic power that surround the object that are relevant to whether one should care or not about
destroying an item. or in non-pretensious goblin - what Kaleandwine said but with a dash more sup-
port for those poor consumer items :)

cerandor (2007-07-17 09:47:21)
Interesting to hear from someone who¼s actually studied this. You¼re probably right that I would
tend to favour uniqueness over placing the power of ascribing the value of an item in the hands of
its possessor. This might derive more from my English Studies background though - rather than
uniqueness, I¼m thinking in terms of a respect for the connection between creator and created item.
Uniqueness plays its part though - destroying a printed book is one thing, destroying the first draft
of a manuscript is another. Of course, this viewpoint gets sticky when I consider items of natural
beauty, with no ascribed creator. Interesting issue though. As for social construction, the main
example that always sticks out for me is a national flag (growing up in Northern Ireland, there were
planty to choose from). In terms of destruction though, is there a difference between a full-size flag
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suitable for a flagpole and the plastic sort that three-year-olds wave at parades? Or is the destruction
an offence to the symbol rather than the physical item?

kaleandwine (2007-07-18 18:24:57)
(with a long-winded patriotism that came out of nowhere, is sort of surprising, and hopefully not
<em>too</em> off-topic...) Hmm, I wonder at how differences in upbringing might change one¼s
opinion of a national flag...? Although I detest the current administration, I grew up (as did every
American) saluting the flag on a daily basis, and studying its history/meaning in depth. I suppose
it¼s the closest I¼ve come to religious ritual - compulsory for sure, but still moving. As I¼ve re-
sumed studying our history I¼ve become much more likely to protect this flag, because it is the
simplest way I can imagine to represent what America is supposed to stand for. I wouldn¼t deny
anyone the political statement - but it seems important to state that flag desecration IS a political
statement. I¼d hate to see it done carelessly, especially if it¼s in a public forum. I¼m sure the
Pharyngula comment was a joke (and I laughed). But on rethought... If we dislike the sort of people
who wave around the flag (in the interest of bigotry, intolerance, domination, etc), wouldn¼t destroy-
ing a flag in their honor be <em>validating</em> their misuse/misinterpretation of the symbol? I
have a hard time thinking of our flag (at least the large cloth version, which is usually hand-stitched
- or appears so) as anything but a symbol of America. The little plastic ones, though... those seem
like symbols of symbols and are frigging everywhere. Whereas the large flags are expensive and re-
quire conscious choice to buy/display, the little ones are <em>handed out</em>, probably to people
who don¼t really care all that much. I suppose it does speak to the uniqueness issue. And anyway,
if we didn¼t trash them with some regularity we¼d be overrun by now. :)

goblin_insane (2007-07-19 12:09:09)
For there is a difference between a full size flag and the ones at a parade but that is highly depen-
dent on what is the dominant discourse surrounding it and this can change. However there is also a
contextual issue that is relevant here. The destruction and how it is enacted is also a key part of the
symbolism at play here. The interesting thing about all of this is that none of it is trans-historical
of even trans-geographical because different societies place different meanings and as such this is
how we end up with different cultures. The complexity however lies in the encoding and decoding
of the object because if you want something to mean a particular thing it is important like with all
languages and texts that the person reading it interprets it accordingly. This interpretation will be
dependent very much on the network of shared meanings and differences that we learn and incor-
porate as social beings and on where we place power via authority on the subject. (e.g. the way we
recognise doctors as a source of knowledge ). There is an interesting piece of analysis that I think
you would find interesting it is by a sociologist called Howard Becker, and is a framework on ¼art
worlds¼ and how the making of an ¼authentic¼ piece say a manuscript is dependent on a social
network of ordinary people performing everyday tasks such as making the pens he writes it with
etc.... can¼t think of the title of the work will try and dig it out for you. So effectively what I am
saying is the symbolism is highly important as with out it we don¼t have meaning and can¼t make
sense of the world we live in. This is what Raymond Williams refers to as culture. As a linguist you
probably did some semiotics and studied Saussure who tried to map the signifier and the signified
that make up representations, so a lot of the above may ring some bells as a majority of social con-
structionism is grounded in his work.

kaleandwine (2007-07-18 18:05:25)
Pretentious? Nah. If it stems from my comment I¼d call it "what I said <em>plus ten</em>", be-
cause you made good points and actually backed them up. :) What did/do you study? Can I ask?

goblin_insane (2007-07-19 12:12:41)
Oh I am a sociology and economics student. Have to say I really love sociology, I have focused most
of my studies towards identity and symbolism so a lot of the above is very close to a number of
assignments I have done. (thus making it very easy to waffle on if you know what I mean :P).
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1.7.8 Writing about Writing (2007-07-18 00:05)

It’s late, and I really should have done some writing today (and yesterday). Circumstances
(and procrastination) having dictated otherwise, I’m going to direct my attention elsewhere.
Specifically, I’m going to do a little writing about writing. Apologies to everyone for whom
some of the following proves familiar: this is intended to be something of announcement, so
I’m giving myself some leeway to backtrack.

Those of you who still pay attention to my writing reports might have noticed a trend over
the last few months: a lot of short stories and precious little in the way of a coherent direc-
tion. Well, that has hopefully changed. Over the last few days, I’ve put together the rough
shape of a novel that I’ll be focusing on for the next while. Its working title, as I’ve already
alluded to, is A Spear of Ironwood.

In the past, when I’ve been working on a novel, I’ve been deliberately vague about its progress
in this journal. This time out, I’m going to try to offer up a little more information. Not to the
extend of giving away the plot - regardless of the quality of the prose or the appeal of the char-
acters, I have a certain regard for the appeal of suspense - but rather, relating to the process
of putting the book together. Keeping track of this could prove both useful and enjoyable for
myself, and someone else out there might get a kick out of reading it too. You never know.

For the moment, the book exists in the form of a scrap of the first chapter and a slowly
expanding .rtf depository for synopsis, characters and ideas. In addition to that, there’s a
cloud of notions coalescing in my brain. I’m enjoying the process of moulding them into
shape and I’m finding that it’s coming pretty easy at the moment. Hopefully, it’ll stay that
way.

Next Up: Where the Story Came From

kaleandwine (2007-07-18 18:44:17)
<em>someone else out there might get a kick out of reading it too.</em> Um, yes, that would be me.
:) Writing about writing sounds lovely! I always have at least fifteen questions I¼d love to ask you
(but don¼t for obvious reasons that begin with giving you time to write instead of comment), so I look
forward to this very much, whatever form it takes. (and btw - Diary of Steve Jobs? Brilliant. Can¼t
wait to share it...)

1.7.9 Your personality flaws... (2007-07-20 10:44)

...give me adequate cause...

Ahem. The person who came up with the following quiz is quite possibly insane, but it’s
fun anyhow. Not massively pleased about my result - I was shooting for "Haughty Intellec-
tual," but apparently I’m not arrogant enough.

Your Score: Robot

You are 71 % Rational, 0 % Extroverted, 42 % Brutal, and 42 % Arrogant.
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You are the Robot! You are characterized by your rationality. In fact, this is really ALL you are
characterized by. Like a cold, heartless machine, you are so logical and unemotional that you
scarcely seem human. For instance, you are very humble and don’t bother thinking of your
own interests, you are very gentle and lack emotion, and you are also very introverted and
introspective. You may have noticed that these traits are just as applicable to your laptop as
they are to a human being. You are not like the robots they show in the movies. Movie robots
are make-believe, because they always get all personable and likeable after being struck by
lightning, or they are cold, cruel killing machines. In all reality, though, you are much more
boring than all that. Real robots just sit there, doing their stupid jobs, and doing little else. If
you get struck by lightning, you won’t develop a winning personality and heart of gold. (Robots
don’t have hearts, silly, and if they did, they would probably be made of steel, not gold.) You
also won’t be likely to terrorize humanity by becoming an ultra-violent killing machine sent
into the past to kill the mother of a child who will lead a rebellion against machines, because
that movie was dumb as hell, and because real robots don’t kill–they horribly maim at best,
and they don’t even do that on purpose. Real robots are boringly kind and all too rarely try to
kill people. In all my years, my laptop has only attacked me once, and that was only because
my brother threw it at me. In short, your personality defect is that you don’t really HAVE
a personality. You are one of those annoying, super-logical people that never gets upset or
flustered. Unless, of course, you short circuit. Or if someone throws a pie at you. Pies sure
are delicious.

To put it less negatively:

1. You are more RATIONAL than intuitive.

2. You are more INTROVERTED than extroverted.

3. You are more GENTLE than brutal.

4. You are more HUMBLE than arrogant.

Compatibility:

Your exact opposite is the [1]Class Clown.

Other personalities you would probably get along with are the [2]Hand-Raiser, the [3]Emo Kid,
and the [4]Haughty Intellectual.

*

*

If you scored near fifty percent for a certain trait (42 %-58 %), you could very well go either way.
For example, someone with 42 % Extroversion is slightly leaning towards being an introvert, but
is close enough to being an extrovert to be classified that way as well. Below is a list of the
other personality types so that you can determine which other possible categories you may fill
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if you scored near fifty percent for certain traits.

The other personality types:

[5]The Emo Kid: Intuitive, Introverted, Gentle, Humble.

[6]The Starving Artist: Intuitive, Introverted, Gentle, Arrogant.

[7]The Bitch-Slap: Intuitive, Introverted, Brutal, Humble.

[8]The Brute: Intuitive, Introverted, Brutal, Arrogant.

[9]The Hippie: Intuitive, Extroverted, Gentle, Humble.

[10]The Televangelist: Intuitive, Extroverted, Gentle, Arrogant.

[11]The Schoolyard Bully: Intuitive, Extroverted, Brutal, Humble.

[12]The Class Clown: Intuitive, Extroverted, Brutal, Arrogant.

[13]The Robot: Rational, Introverted, Gentle, Humble.

[14]The Haughty Intellectual: Rational, Introverted, Gentle, Arrogant.

[15]The Spiteful Loner: Rational, Introverted, Brutal, Humble.

[16]The Sociopath: Rational, Introverted, Brutal, Arrogant.

[17]The Hand-Raiser: Rational, Extroverted, Gentle, Humble.

[18]The Braggart: Rational, Extroverted, Gentle, Arrogant.

[19]The Capitalist Pig: Rational, Extroverted, Brutal, Humble.

[20]The Smartass: Rational, Extroverted, Brutal, Arrogant.

Be sure to take my [21]Sublime Philosophical Crap Test if you are interested in taking a
slightly more intellectual test that has just as many insane ramblings as this one does!

About Saint _Gasoline

I am a self-proclaimed pseudo-intellectual who loves dashes. I enjoy science, philosophy, and
fart jokes and water balloons, not necessarily in that order. I spend 95 % of my time online,
and the other 5 % of my time in the bathroom, longing to get back on the computer. If, God
forbid, you somehow find me amusing instead of crass and annoying, be sure to check out
my blog and my webcomic at [22]SaintGasoline.com.
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Link: [23]The Personality Defect Test written by [24]saint_gasoline on
[25]OkCupid Free Online Dating, home of the [26]The Dating Persona
Test

1. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

100&score2=100&score3=100

2. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

100&score2=0&score3=0

3. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

0&score2=0&score3=0

4. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

0&score2=0&score3=100

5. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

0&score2=0&score3=0

6. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

0&score2=0&score3=100

7. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

0&score2=100&score3=0

8. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

0&score2=100&score3=100

9. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

100&score2=0&score3=0

10. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

100&score2=0&score3=100

11. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

100&score2=100&score3=0

12. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=0&score1=

100&score2=100&score3=100

13. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

0&score2=0&score3=0

14. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

0&score2=0&score3=100

15. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

0&score2=100&score3=0

16. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

0&score2=100&score3=100

17. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

100&score2=0&score3=0

18. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

100&score2=0&score3=100

19. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

100&score2=100&score3=0

20. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/describescore?testid=4741219933576750506&score0=100&score1=

100&score2=100&score3=100

21. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/take?testid=13372526327873131397

22. http://www.saintgasoline.com/

23. http://www.okcupid.com/tests/4741219933576750506/Personality-Defect

24. http://www.okcupid.com/profile?u=saint_gasoline

25. http://www.okcupid.com/

26. http://www.okcupid.com/online.dating.persona.test
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goblin_insane (2007-07-20 10:21:46)
Why do I feel P. would manage to hit the mark on this one :P

(2007-07-20 16:33:33)
I got Spiteful Loner (again, not arrogant enough for Haughty Intellectual). So watch it. :) P.

kaleandwine (2007-07-21 01:04:29) 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
<strong>Your score: Robot You are 71 % Rational, 0 % Extroverted, 0 % Brutal, and 28 % Arro-
gant</strong> See, I knew that we got wedding-party-paired together for more reasons than just our
height. Like, we¼re both totally emotionless and dull! Maybe we should just communicate in bi-
nary from now on, eh? Although seeing as you¼re apparently so proud of yourself I imagine that
you¼re a shiny-brushed-metal Mac and I¼m one of those damn PCs. I probably run Vista, poorly.
<em>*shudder*</em> –Oops, I mean: <em>*freeze*</em> That said, I have to admit that your bru-
tality score scares the crap out of me. You and P. both, huh? So, so terrifying... ;)

kaleandwine (2007-07-21 02:59:03) Re: 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
Okay, on reread that was the snarkiest comment ever (can robots be snarky?). I was highly amused
at the time and such a state always clouds the word-vomit protector. That said, the quiz-author¼s
<a href="http://www.saintgasoline.com/">blog</a> is pretty funny. Aye, he be crazy. But he¼s a
crazy athiest who bags on Ann Coulter and writes about Mermaid vaginas and imaginary bats. Can
you beat that?

(2007-07-23 10:42:34) Re: 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
Only 57 % brutal - within the margin of error. I¼m nice really. Just don¼t cross me... :| ;D P.

1.7.10 An Answer to the Old Question (2007-07-20 15:53)

The cliched question to ask a writer is "Where do you get your ideas from?" Writers a lot better
than I have their own answers for this*, but I prefer Warren Ellis’s version, which essentially
states that you get them everywhere: from everything you read and see, from your friends and
your enemies, and from the bits of your brain that wake you up at 0417 in the morning with
a strange craving for custard.

Sometimes ideas arrive fully formed, and sometimes you have to hammer them out from
a handful of disparate elements. There’s a little alchemy in there and a lot of hard graft. With
regard to A Spear of Ironwood, however, I can be a little more precise.

I suspect that most people who write fantasy and science fiction have settings that they’re
particularly fond of, be they worlds, cities or galactic empires. Given that I enjoy the act of
creating these settings, I’ve come up with more than a few, but my favourite one is still the
first: a fantasy world that I first put onto paper (and computer screen) nearly 20 years ago.
Back then, I was creating it for gaming purposes rather than as a setting for stories, which
remained the case until my Dad asked me, "Why don’t you write a story about it?" Thus began
the hobby/obsession that’s entertained me for most of the last two decades.

Over the years, I added and expanded to this world, even when I wasn’t directly writing
stories set in it, and gradually it became more and more messy and filled with contradictions.
So, a couple of years ago, not long before the writing spurt that is still more or less ongoing,
I decided it needed a revamp. A document, if you will, that laid out the basics, creating a
skeleton on which I could hang stories in future. During spare moments at work, I began to
put together an .rtf file I called (with only a little hubris) "A Tale of Years".
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It took me a little longer than I expected to finish it. What started out with myths and legends,
covering centuries in the sweep of a sentence, got bogged down as the tale shifted into a "his-
toric" mode, where invasions, wars and battles and the people who fought in them had to be
given a moment or two to shine. Not that these were less fun to write - otherwise I wouldn’t
have spent so much time on them. In the end, the "Tale" came to just over 27,000 words, of
which all but the first 4,000 or so were concerned with these historic times.

As a result of all this effort, I now had my treetrunk of history, from which stories could
branch out. It paid off in spades too - of the three novels I wrote during my year of 10,000-
word weeks, both Malq and Dead Man’s Troubles shared this setting (albeit several thousand
years apart), and although Windshadow & Crumbledust has its own setting, there are links.
(I have a cosmology of sorts in my head, but I’m not going to get into that now.)

Those of you who pay attention to my writing reports will have noticed an ongoing theme
of writing a lot of short stories without any particular sense of progression or thematic unity.
Likewise, I’ve been complaining about the need to sink my teeth into a big project, preferably
another novel. Last week, I managed to put together the shape of a novel in a fairly short time,
and the fact that I was able to do so is mostly down to the work I did on "A Tale of Years".

The story began precisely with the desire to write about a particular type of protagonist.
Specifically (without giving away too much), a female character who inhabited typically male
roles: a warrior and a general. The thought immediately struck me that I’d already created
just such a character in the process of putting the "Tale" together. As with most of the char-
acters in the latter part of the "Tale", I hadn’t conceived of her prior to writing about her in the
history, but she was even more anomalous than most, given that she stood at cross-purposes
to the sweep of the history that the "Tale" followed. (Sometime midway through writing it,
I realised it was being written to a specific audience within the world it described.) This, of
course, made her all the more interesting for me.

As a result of the work done of "Tale", I had a ready-made plotline in which she played a
major role. By taking what was there, I could expand the bare description of her existence
and give her life (hopefully) while employing the setting I’ve been tinkering with for years.
When finished (and it will probably change as I get further into it), the story will span 15
years of her life, from the age of around 17, as her world changes around her and she has to
determine whether those changes are for the better or not.

It’s a story I’m very much looking forward to writing.

I like Harlan Ellison’s answer, which is "Schenectady".

kaleandwine (2007-07-21 00:47:23)
... And I reading. This is delightful. Perhaps I haven¼t read enough in the genre, but it seems to
me that strong female leads are somewhat rare - especially written by men, especially in worlds that
are as richly laid out as this one. More women would would be inspired by fantasy, I think, if we had
such characters to follow. I¼m so intrigued.

cerandor (2007-07-21 10:24:24)
I don¼t think they¼re that uncommon, but they¼re certainly in a minority. The most famous char-
acters in the genre are usually either male (Gandalf, Conan, etc.) or male idealizations of female
figures. David Eddings "Belgariad" is one example of a series with strong female characters (some-
times slightly to the detriment of the men). Right now, I¼m still feeling my way into the story and
beginning to appreciate exactly what I¼m letting myself in for. 15 years of story is no small thing,
even when it¼s broken down into four or so highlighted periods.
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theanonamerican (2007-07-21 11:33:03)
George R. R. Martin did a good job of strong female characters in the Song of Fire and Ice series.

cerandor (2007-07-21 15:21:14)
True, though horrible, horrible things tend to happen to them. Or they¼re horrible, horrible people.
But that¼s true for the men as well. Janny Wurts and Raymond E. Feist¼s "Mistress of the Empire"
series is another example of fantasy with a strong female lead.

(2007-07-28 02:49:31) Good female roles
(apologies in advance for the lack of apostrophes - darn keyboard!) Strong female roles in fantasy
do tend to be a little scarce but interesting ones include- -Lois McMaster Bujold - earlier stuff in
the Vorkosignan series -Sheri Tepper is supposed to be great for strong female characters, but Ill
confess Ive never read any of it -Robin Hobb -Diane Duane -Tamora Pierce has to get a mention
though theyre children´s books -Terry Brooks "Running with the Demon" series -Anne McCaffrey
- though theres romance in there too and of course the ones already mentioned - Wurts, Eddings
etc. Sorry - I know theres going to be someone I think of later and Ill be cursing myself, going "HOW
could you forget him/her!!" but so sue me. Youre lucky I can picture any of my bookshelf at the
moment.. Denise

kaleandwine (2007-07-21 19:45:38)
True - I think it¼s one of the reasons I like the series so much - the women feel very real. And the
events (although utterly depressing sometimes) do as well. This is great. I got into Fantasy through
my mom, who tends toward the very-drippy fantasy-romance sort of stuff (the women are strong
but must also be tamed by men with glistening abs, etc every 30 pages). I tried departing from this
fluff through recommendations from old (male) friends – but the stories veered the other way, with
women absent or mainly busty/lusty/weak. Not that I¼m looking specifically for female characters,
but it¼s always nice. Bookstore guidance is so helpful... I appreciate this discussion.

theanonamerican (2007-07-21 19:58:55)
You are a fan already? Excellent! So what do you think of it?

kaleandwine (2007-07-21 20:44:14)
I <em>adore</em> it. I believe I was a fan about 5 pages into <em>A Game of Thrones</em>,
honestly. But then it kept getting better. I think Ciaran described the story as "opening up, and
up and up" and it has. Which is marvelous. I¼m impressed with how real everything feels - the
characters and the action and the brutality. Again my experience here is limited, but many books
seem to fall under a clear "good vs evil" sort of plotline. I like that this does not - or if it does, it¼s
very subtle. Once you catch onto a book¼s ulterior motive it¼s usually fairly easy to see where
the plot will go, but GRRM has managed to keep that sense of surprise pervasive throughout.
Absolutely masterful. I¼ll probably look into his other books when I¼m done with these (I¼ve
been reading far less than I¼d like to - I hope to change that this week). Still, choosing books
in the sci-fi/fantasy genre seems a matter of individual taste. I enthused about <em>A Game of
Thrones</em> to my mom and she picked it up last week. I was very pleased when she said, as
we were out in the redwoods last week, that I live in a Godswood. But then she confessed that the
book was far more depressing than something she¼d choose and she might not continue with the
series. So hmm, to each their own. But that¼s certainly why I pay close attention when you all
mention things: if you have a "taste", for books at least, it¼s similar to mine. I be thankful. :) (But
god, I can never be <em>brief</em>, can I? Sorry)

cerandor (2007-07-21 20:24:44)
Romance in fiction tends to bug me - but that may just be my cynical side speaking. I know it¼s
an expected facet of the average novel, but I¼m pretty sure you can write a good book without it.
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Or at least I hope so: I tend not to write much in the way of romance myself ("Marguerite" was the
rare exception), and I can promise you that the central character in this book isn¼t about to swoon
into any man¼s arms, glistening abs notwithstanding.

kaleandwine (2007-07-21 21:21:04)
I¼m sure you can write a good book without it. I¼m a fairly romantic person (as much as any girl,
I suppose) but typical romance irritates the hell out of me. Love seems like a very individual thing,
and it¼s very easy to let the telling of it become coy, or preachy, or... so predictable. I always won-
der what authors are thinking as they write it. Are they living out their fantasies? Remembering
high school? Do they ever write the passages with gritted teeth because they know that they must?
Much of the (strictly) "Romance" section feels as uninspired as porn - a way to make money by
giving the public exactly what they want. Of course (as always) I¼ve been moved and motivated by
slightly different things than the average girl, and cannot relate to the average love story (I could
give a rat¼s ass about glistening abs or "bad boys", for one). Occasionally love is written quite
well, and oddly enough I¼ve found in most cases the authors were over 30. Adult love is very
different from the typical moony-love that¼s out there (and typically marketed to the under-25
set and bored housewives). More rich, more rare, harder to find, not so <em>needy</em>, not so
in-your-face. Even then it¼s a nice addition (if it fits) but not remotely necessary.

1.7.11 An Embargo Lifted (2007-07-22 23:48)

Well, after several months of avoiding as much of Transformers teasers as I could, I finally got
around to watching it this evening. Was it worth the embarrassment involved in hiding my
face whenever the trailer came on? Well, read on...

These are, of course, initial reactions, without any thought put into them and presented
while still under the influence of sugar, popcorn and big goddamn explosions. But you know
what? I enjoyed the hell out of it. Sure, there were things I would have done differently,
and the hyperkinetic nature of the direction tended to obscure rather than highlight some of
the action sequences, but there were plenty of those to go around, and rather spiffing they
generally were.

It was an old-fashioned, good-hearted action movie, rather appropriately for the Transformers:
there were bad guys (the Decepticons) and good guys (everyone else). There was a minimum
of death (I’m not sure, but I can only remember one fatality from each species front and centre
on-screen, though I’m not counting the bad guys in that). There were plenty of cheesey lines,
many of which were drawn from Transformers lore, and more than a few laughs. The em-
barrassing humans weren’t too embarrassing, and the Decepticons were appropriately evil,
though they might have done with a little more screen time.

Probably the most surprising thing was how competent the humans were put forward as
being. Usually, the military in this kind of film is there to make up the numbers and get
tossed around a little, but here they held their own (while getting tossed around a little).
Given the current political atmosphere, that may rub some people the wrong way, but in four
years time, a film that gives them the benefit of the doubt may no longer seem so strange.
And, after all, it’s a film about big alien robots. Political realism was never going to be high on
the agenda, methinks.

Writing Report: 5,020 words this week, giving me a running total of 147,571. All of them
in the service of A Spear of Ironwood, of course. I’m continuing to write the first chapter and
getting a bit bogged down in exposition. Rewrites will be needed somewhere down the line,
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but at the moment I’m still getting back into the habit and hammering out the shape of the
story ahead. Rushing into it is something I don’t feel too compelled to do.

(2007-07-23 08:43:01)
It was a big ad for toys, cars and the US military (all 4 services got a look in) - but it wasn¼t <i>just</i>
a big ad for toys, cars and the US military. Fair play to writer and director, they managed to stow all
that baggage and carry it along in an enjoyable story. It exceeded my (admittedly ultra low) expecta-
tions. Bonus points go for the Cthulhuesque library under the Hoover Dam - complete with standard
issue in-case-of-horrible-things-that-man-should-not-wot-of-break-glass 12 gauge shotguns and the
hither-to unrecognised advantage of having a Republican Secretary of Defence in said situation. :) Of
course, what I was really thinking during the final showdown was that they now have all the CGI they
need to make a really good Battletech movie... P.

cerandor (2007-07-23 10:08:36)
Actually, I was thinking of Battletech from the first moment of the attack in the desert. The distance
shot of the ¼copter Deceptcon stomping through the base was a major Battletech moment. Who
knew that Donald Rumsfeld secretly wanted to be Jon Voight?

(2007-07-23 10:18:56)
And if they can do Battletech - they can do WH40K... :) P.

goblin_insane (2007-07-23 11:14:41)
Holy crap *falls off chair* some one check if there are pigs in the sky :P Man I had to say I had a
lot of fun at this movie, though I went to it with the expectations of it being an old school summer
block buster like Independence day ,Jurassic Park etc... with little hope that it have much or any
relevance to Transformers. Surprisingly enough I thought it felt very transformy from the stupid
speeches Optimus made to Starscream getting on Megatron¼s badside :) Even Coaching _hun who
was not looking forward to this came out going it was the best movie this summer :)

theanonamerican (2007-07-23 11:23:36)
Yeah, I enjoyed it too. My only niggle with the film was the standard one... there was too much
eye-candy which led me to be a little desensitised to it. That being said, none of the effects looked
fake, and the ¼Battletech¼ scene at the start was pretty damn rocking.

cerandor (2007-07-23 13:31:45)
They certainly seemed to do their best to cram in as many references for the Transformers fan as
possible. And though Megatron snarling at Starscream was a little gratuitous (it seemed like he was
saying out of habit, rather than for any good reason), it didn¼t make me cringe nearly as much as
hearing Prime say: "Oops. My bad."

kaleandwine (2007-07-23 15:25:50)
Haha - <em>yes!</em> I¼m glad you liked it. :) I for one thought it was fantastic fun, and plan to see
it again so I can fully appreciate the awesome <del>explosions</del>, um, plot? Few things can beat
real cars morphing into gigantic otherworldy robots. I mean, really. That said (hehe) I knew about 20
minutes into it that your method of total-avoidance was brilliant, because I watched the trailer like 50
times and was unfortunately brainwashed into expecting something Spielberg-esque. And that was
<em>sooooo</em> Michael Bay. I loved the robots but for awhile I might have been okay with them
killing all of the humans so we could just watch the Transformers do more of their Transforming
and stuff. Okay, so I didn¼t read the comics and all, but... I have to admit to totally slapping my
head during that whole get-the-glasses-without-waking-dad scene, because (wtf?) I think it was 2
hours long. Also chuckling a bit when it was revealed that our nation¼s most secretive organization
is employing a bunch of very hot grunge-fashionistas from (apparently) all over the world, who can
remove that most-secret-data via a <em>flash drive</em>. I was a bit bummed that there was no
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<em>Soundwave</em> voice to totally freak me out. And most of all: if you¼re going to go to all
the trouble of storing Megatron and that doomsday Allspark-thing in a DAM, then the very least you
could do is blow up the damn dam! Predictable? Yes. But it would have been <em>awesome</em>.

cerandor (2007-07-23 22:58:57)
Glad you enjoyed it likewise. There were so many references for fans that I¼m pretty sure I missed
a few - rather than blowing up the dam, they should have had Prime and Megatron smacking seven
bells out of one another on top of it, after all. Perhaps this is what Michael Bay was born to do -
take away the bad langauge and sexual innuendo (well, some of it) and give him an unlimited budget
for explosions. He¼ll be as happy as a pig in shit, and kids will get the kind of movies that¼ll send
them bouncing down the road and terrorising their parents out of sheer overstimulated glee. I have
to admit I¼m probably going to go back and watch it again with the eyes of a ten-year-old. Shame
my youngest brother is now seventeen...

(2007-07-24 13:19:39) Heckuva Job, Voighty
Grunge? Like, that¼s sooo paeleo. They were clearly Geek Hipsters (Geeksters?). While we¼re
picking nits here - I¼m not sure that luring the lethal alien warbots into a densely populated area
without even trying to evacuate it and then blatting away good-o with heavy ordinance and air strikes
was terribly responsible (collateral damage, what collateral damage?). P.

kaleandwine (2007-07-24 20:14:07) Code Monkies
Geek Hipsters? <em>What?</em> You find me one real geek who looks like that (and <a
href="http://www.tastyblogsnack.com/">Justine Ezarik</a> doesn¼t count because she¼s basi-
cally a paid promoter and sets off every girl-alarm I could possibly have). This area be de hub of de
internets and stuff... and I can tell you that the cool geek kids wear wrinkled T-shirts, yesterday¼s
sweatpants, and no shoes (cans of TAB/bags of Doritos are optional accessories). Because: why
dress yourself up when you¼re already a Google-stock-optioned genius? Hmm, although maybe
it¼s different if you¼re going to work for the NSA... I could be wrong. Anyway, I love this nit-picking.
If any of us are going to see the movie a second time it¼s very important that our expectations be
properly lowered so we can enjoy it like kids again. Although I have to side with the Bay-meister
here... since when does any American Sec of Defense give a snot about "collateral damage"? :)

(2007-07-25 08:39:53) Re: Code Monkies
My original comment had some snark to that effect (and something about US military rules of en-
gagement in urban areas), but I self censored to avoid getting too political. Bottom line was - I liked
the movie. That¼s my story and I¼m sticking to it. :) P.

cerandor (2007-07-25 09:27:07) Re: Code Monkies
Actually, as I mentioned above, almost all of the collateral damage was implied, not shown. No
Transfomer actually landed on (and squished) a puny human. Even Megatron, at his worst, only
pinballed one of them off a car. It actually became quite entertaining, noting how many close
shaves there were...

kaleandwine (2007-07-25 18:51:47) Re: Code Monkies
True! As you mentioned before - it was all sort of like destroying sandcastles (or pillow-forts or
some such); guilt-free violence, purely in the interest of fun. In fact (wow, epiphany strikes) I¼m
going to take back some of my thoughts on Michael Bay; perhaps his failure to fully/realistically
render humanity was what made this work so well...

kaleandwine (2007-07-25 18:45:56) Re: Code Monkies
:) I liked it too. I should probably (similarly) stick to it. But in truth I¼m enjoying the banter as
much as the movie, so... popcorn, anyone? :D
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1.7.12 Painful Decision Time (2007-07-23 23:59)

After a bit of a review of what I’ve written thus far on A Spear of Ironwood, I decided to junk
it and begin again. Too much exposition and too little happening does not make for a good
read, and this way, I only lose around a week’s work. Less, in fact, as I’ve moved the start of
the story forward a bit in order to mix the exposition (sadly inevitable in a fantasy novel) in
with some actual narrative progression. Better to make the decision now than to come back
and have to fix a lot more later. Besides, I like the new opening a lot better.

The three novels I wrote last year were all written with differing degrees of preparation. Malq
was laid out in a fairly detailed fashion for most of its length, Windshadow & Crumbledust
had basic chapter treatments, and I made up most of Dead Man’s Troubles more or less on
the fly. With A Spear of Ironwood, I know some things before I start, but I’m still in the process
of evolving the story.

To deal with the problems that an evolving plot throws up, I use a text file to gather all
ideas relating to the story. A notepad might serve me better, and I do carry one around with
me, but the fact is that I spend most of the day in front of a computer screen, and my USB
key means that I can take this more-or-less universally readable file with me wherever I go
and add it it using a basic word processor. I prefer WordPad to Word and TextEdit on the Mac
to either of those.

The ideas files for the previous three novels were simple things: numbered lists of notions
that occurred to me as I was in the process of thinking about the book. Often these related to
things I wasn’t going to get to write about until a long time later, so I had to put them some-
where or I’d forget about them. Usually, these ideas ended up weaving together, supporting
the story by linking into one another. It’s one of the nice things about writing - there comes
a point, when you get familiar enough with the characters and their situation, that you’re no
longer deciding what’s going to come next as finding it out. I’m already getting a few hints of
that here, which is a good sign.

The ideas file here is a little more complex than before, being split into three sections. The first
is a basic synopsis, which I’m slowly expanding as new notions occur to me and I shift around
the ideas in my head. The second is a list of the main characters and brief descriptions, which
I don’t want to go into too much detail on, as they’re mostly in my head at the moment and
comfortable there. The last bit is the list of random ideas, which deal with everything from
the way the characters dress to the decisions that they make at various parts of the story and
why they do what they do. Right now, things are just getting thrown in there, but sooner or
later they’ll get plucked out and used. Knowing that they’re there, I can even engage in a little
foreshadowing and the other tricks that make us writer-folks look so clever...

This probably seems a little disorganised, and it is really. I need to do a map or two at
some stage, if only for my own uses. A while back, when I still had my laptop, I came across a
deom of a program called [1]Scrivener, which is designed to pull together all the source mate-
rials for a book and all drafts. It looked like a pretty great tool, and I plan to see if I can’t make
use of it when I become laptop enabled once more. Nonetheless, the simplicity and utility of
the ideas file seems likely to remain the basis of my big projects for a while yet.

1. http://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.html

kaleandwine (2007-07-24 20:30:47)
I¼m really enjoying this series; I¼ll try not to be <em>too</em> overzealous with my comments,
or demanding with questions. In fact don¼t ever feel you must answer, k? Actually I¼m tickled
because I have a notebook and two folders (one at home and one at work) full of Textedit/Textmate
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lists and paragraphs and whatever, tons of random things that I don¼t want to forget but rarely ever
use. All of this not for writing books but for accomplishing various other projects, especially at work.
But now (wow) I can totally see the potential for writing there. Intriguing! Such a process works in
that moment of creative <em>burst</em> - at least for me. In fact I think that slight disorganization
this way leads to more inspired connection-making when the time is right. But it also means that
I¼m usually in a constant process of revision as I progress with the project, usually so that the new
addition/connection (whatever it is) is smoothly conveyed throughout. Wouldn¼t it be sort of the
same for a story? I suppose that is why I¼ve always had a difficult time imagining writers tackling a
book as if it¼s a straight line. I almost envision a <em>dotted</em> line - easy enough to follow (and
mostly complete on its own), but with spaces along the way that can be filled up later as idea/need
strikes. Hmm. Although I suppose that could get daunting as the pages pile up. I for one would no
doubt muddle myself into a hole - probably why I¼m not a writer of anything beyond posts and the
occasional childish rhyme! Still: the process is fascinating to think about, so thanks. :)

cerandor (2007-07-25 09:33:18)
I have a whole bundle of papers and notepads in various places, but I have to keep away from those,
otherwise I find myself just tinkering with them rather than doing anything productive. They¼re
handy for browsing through when I run short of ideas though. I also have a text file for new story
ideas and so forth. I tend to write linearly - one chapter after the next - but my brain has a tendency
to leap ahead to interesting scenes and moments; hence the need for the ideas file. I know that other
writers (George R.R. Martin, for one) work on chapters individually, but I think I¼d find that difficult.
Martin¼s stories are made up of multiple narrative threads though, whereas mine tend to be a little
more straightforward, so maybe the style of the story contirbutes to the manner of writing it.

cerandor (2007-07-25 09:34:55)
Oh, and yes - sometimes you get a great idea halfway through that requires changes to what has
gone before. That can be a pain in the ass, and it¼s an obvious problem with my method, hence it
had better be a <em>really</em> good idea...

1.7.13 The Zen of Harry (2007-07-29 23:37)

It’s been a Potter kind of week. Saw Order of the Phoenix on Wednesday and finished Deathly
Hallows this evening (about 24 hours after borrowing it from a friend. Both were okay. Not
great, but far from bad either. I suspect that as a result of the hype, they’ve slightly escaped
the standard continuum of criticism. As long as they’re not blatantly bad, they succeed for a
lot of people as long as they deliver what’s expected of them. From my point of view, it seems
that sometimes the books and films deliver rather too much. Rowling (and her directors, to a
lesser extent) could do with a good editor.

I’m coming to what ought to be the end of a long reading binge, in fact. Ought to be, if it
wasn’t for my habit of buying another few books whenever the pile gets low. On Saturday,
I picked up Philip Pullman’s "Dark Materials" trilogy using an almost-forgotten book token.
Before I get around to reading them though, I have a book on the basics of philosophy (to
follow one read a few days ago on the Enlightenment), a couple of Tom Paine pieces and one
of Jack Vance’s fantasy novels. So, I’ll be going for a little while yet, I think.

Writing Report: Restarting A Spear of Ironwood feels like it was the right decision. I got
in 5,954 words this week, well above quota, giving me a running total of 153,525. Best of
all, the writing was done in a fairly regular fashion, on the weekday evenings, except for one
evening when I didn’t have the free time. The 5,000 word quota gives me the freedom to let
my diligence slip, and I think I’ve abused that recently. Hopefully, that comes to an end now.
I’ll have more thoughts on the writing of ASoI soon, but for now, it’s been a good week.
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kaleandwine (2007-07-30 20:56:19)
How you manage to read so much, write so much, see so many movies - on top of work and social
life - is an utter mystery to me... Are you <em>sure</em> you don¼t have some sort of time-travel
device? :)

cerandor (2007-07-31 09:28:23)
Actually, my social life has been kind of quiet for the last little while, partially because the person
who might otherwise be taking up that free time is currently on holiday in Peru. She¼s also largely
responsible for the reading binge, having loaned me a bundle of books I¼ve been meaning to read
for ages. Mostly, I¼m just taking advantage of the time available to me. As for writing, most of that
gets done in the brain while I should be doing other things. I¼m a relatively quick typist, so 1,000
words a day takes up around half an hour at most.

1.8 August

1.8.1 In the midst of nothing... (2007-08-05 19:48)

I suspect the last few weeks of major-league input have overtaxed my brain somewhat. I’m
starting to have trouble focusing on what I’m reading, and my ability to sit in front of a com-
puter screen and type for anything longer than half an hour is not what it once was. I feel
the need for some countryside, and as my next visit home is going to be consumed with the
issues of my sister’s wedding, foresight suggests that something else is necessary. Hence, a
week in a new country - Spain - has been prescribed and paid for. A month away, to be sure,
but undoubtedly to be appreciated when it comes.

The issue of writing in small lumps is something that’s been concerning me lately. While
there’s much to recommend being able to sit down for an afternoon and crank out several
thousand words, that’s not going to be too productive if it only happens once or twice a week.
Worse, the act of leaving large gaps between writing tends to ruin any sense of continuity in
my writer’s brain.

Writing in segments gets easier the more quickly you can pick up the threads from where
you left them off and continue the tale in a logical and stylistically consistent manner. Obvi-
ously, the bigger the gap between two acts of writing, the harder it’s going to be to do that.
Most advice I’ve read about writing has tended to put the need to write regularly front and
centre. The benefit of this goes beyond simply getting words down on paper (virtual or other-
wise). It also helps the brain to maintain a feel for what it’s being asked to produce.

As stated above, I’m struggling to write a decent amount in any single session. Problematic
as this might be, it has the advantage that over the last few weeks, my writing has become
more regular. Where I might have earlier written my weekly total in two or three large lumps,
I’m now more likely to serve up five quick sessions, separated by no more than a day. Hence,
I’m getting into the style I want for A Spear of Ironwood more quickly than I might have been
otherwise.

Two problems have arisen, though: First, each of the sessions is pretty short, not going
much above 1,000 words for the most part. This is mostly down to the low weekly total, and
the result is that I don’t get much into the ’zone’ of writing before it’s over. Secondly, well, I’ve
allowed myself to get distracted. One of those short story ideas that comes along occasionally
has invaded my brainspace and demanded to be written out. Hence, I’m also working on a
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short story called ’Life & Death on the Edge of Unreason’ that ought to be cleared out of the
way in a matter of days. After that, it’s back to the main event.

1.8.2 Gone (2007-08-08 10:45)

Well, [1]this is a depressing bit of news to start the morning on. Of course, there’s a chance
that some specimens of the Yangtze River Dolphin still exist somewhere, but even if they do,
the species’ days are numbered. It’s perhaps a sign of progress that the extinction is down to
simple human encroachment rather than deliberate hunting (as in the cases of the Passenger
Pigeon, Tasmanian Tiger and Steller’s Sea Cow), but it’s not much comfort. China as a country
is desperate to join the capitalist Premier League, and for the people forming the foundation of
that effort, saving an endangered animal can’t have been as high a priority as getting food on
the table every evening. As a result, one more has moved categories, from "going" to "gone".

1. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/6935343.stm

kaleandwine (2007-08-09 07:16:57) Goodbye to a Goddess
Sigh. Such a beautiful animal, and such a sad story. I hope this is a wake-up call to the world. It
seems like dams, boating and pollution played a big part, but if unregulated fishing is largely to blame
(as some have theorized), it gives me a bit of hope. Some level of regulation of the fisheries - as in mon-
itoring populations and eliminating/reducing by-catch - might make the fate of the other species in
the Yangtze seem a little more promising. Such changes have been moderately successful elsewhere...
There are so many issues with China that it¼s hard (in all honesty) for me to feel anything positive
about the country. This growth in population and industry feels unsustainable on so many levels. I
imagine that most nations wreak similar social/environmental havoc on their way to the top - I know
we did. But I have some optimism: China¼s making the climb <em>right now</em>, at a time when
news races across the planet at lightning speed. A part of me hopes that the Chinese government will
want, so badly, to stay in the world¼s good favor (or moderately close to it) that they¼ll try to improve
things. A little reform and regulation could go a long way, I think.

1.8.3 A little something for the brain? (2007-08-09 11:21)

This was inflicted on me last night, so I feel entirely justified in inflicting it on others now.

"You have two pieces of string. Both pieces take exactly one hour to burn from end to end.
However, they do not burn at uniform rates. Using these two pieces of string, how do you
measure out exactly 45 minutes?"

It took me about 1-2 hours of somewhat distracted thought to get the answer. I’m sure
someone else can do better. (I’ll post the answer tomorrow if no one else does.)

(2007-08-09 10:57:26) Logic puzzles!
I feel it should be pointed out that your questions were answered while you tried to figure it out, so
you should do the same!

cerandor (2007-08-09 13:12:52) Re: Logic puzzles!
True - but there¼s enough in the statement to allow anyone to figure it out. P. already has, for
example - after two near misses.
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(2007-08-09 13:29:06) Re: Logic puzzles!
Really?! Oh, I feel bad now that it took me so long! I blame the Armenian.. (a statement which looks
quite odd out of context)

(2007-08-09 16:34:05) Re: Logic puzzles!
Well, the second near miss was me stubbornly arguing the details of my first answer. Which is
totally out of character for me. :) P.

kaleandwine (2007-08-09 17:57:40)
Hmm. So I¼m probably missing something glaring, but here goes: (any one else should stop reading
now if they still want to try this) So you have the two strings. Light them both at the same time:
String A you light at one end, and String B you light at <em>both</em> ends. You know that String
B will burn out in exactly 30 minutes. Once it does, you immediately light the other end of String A.
It should burn itself out in 15 minutes. 45 minutes total. Not sure if I¼m right (and if I¼m off-track
please let me know how), but it definitely made for a good morning commute. So thanks! :)

cerandor (2007-08-09 20:00:30)
Got it in one. Impressive. I have others (which were likewise inflicted on me) that I¼ll probably post
up at a later date.

kaleandwine (2007-08-09 20:14:58)
Yay! It took me awhile to feel certain that lighting it at both ends would in fact take half an hour,
but after that the rest came pretty quickly. I imagine that¼s how it goes for most people... Sounds
like it was a mindblowing night for y¼all. :) Do post more - at least on my end they¼re a nice
distraction from the daily worries etc. Although let us know if you¼d prefer we not try to answer in
the comments field - I wasn¼t sure, but I went for it anyway. Hope I didn¼t ruin it for anyone.

cerandor (2007-08-09 21:19:07)
No, answering in the comment field is fine. If people click through to it, they know what to expect.
I¼ll have another one tomorrow.

1.8.4 Another Infliction (2007-08-10 09:58)

Another puzzle from the banks:

There are two rooms: A and B. In room A are three light switches. In room B are three
lightbulbs, each connected to one of the switches. All of the lights are currently off. Starting
in room A and using only the switches, how can you walk into room B and know which of the
three switches corresponds to each of the three bulbs?

(2007-08-10 09:21:51)
The banks will make an effort to think up new ones now..

(2007-08-10 09:52:48)
I assume you get only opportunity to set the switches and look at the result on the bulbs. P.

cerandor (2007-08-10 10:07:19)
Yep, just one trip from room A to room B.
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(2007-08-10 13:37:31)
And there¼s no cheating with other people, or mirrors, or anything else like that! D

theanonamerican (2007-08-10 16:34:29)
Hey! Who let you into our gang?

(2007-08-13 09:18:07)
I¼ve been told I have a nickname, I thought that was the entry requirement to the gang?! Anyway,
I was the one cursed with the logic puzzles.. D

kaleandwine (2007-08-10 19:30:25)
Damn it... someone who¼s already heard this gave me a one-word clue that was far, far too helpful.
I¼m tempted to put the answer up but would feel sort of lame doing so, as the biggest part of the
solution wasn¼t my own. Oh, poo, an opportunity lost! I¼m looking forward to the banks thinking
up more, though, should the banks feel so inclined. :)

cerandor (2007-08-12 15:35:42)
That one was more lateral than logical, so a one-word clue would give the game away all right. Hope-
fully, more will be forthcoming.

(2011-01-17 11:56:19) Residual heat
switch on two lights, wait a bit swithch one off. Go into the next room you will have one light on (the
swicth you left on) one cold bub (the one that was never on) and one bulb that is off, but warm. Love
logic puzzles.

1.8.5 Some Writing Things (2007-08-13 23:54)

Just back from softball late in the evening, after a pint or two and a game that should have
gone our way but didn’t. In theory, I ought to be turning to the bed behind me, but there’s
a residual fizz in my brain and a need to get some words imprinted on the electronic ether
before I succumb to the haunting dreams. Therefore, some thoughts on what I’ve read and
what I’m writing.

I’ve just finished reading Jack Vance’s Tales of the Dying Earth, one of those seminal fan-
tasy pieces that I really ought to have picked up and devoured at some stage in the past.
I’ve now read it, thanks to Gollancz’s Fantasy Masterworks series, and there’s much to rec-
ommend it. Baroque high fantasy, treading on the border of whimsical faery tales at times,
but retaining a pleasantly debauched humanity and offering up protagonists who are more
interesting than sympathetic. The use of high, verbose language is something I always enjoy,
even if I don’t indulge that much, and it’s a pleasure to read someone who does it well.

The main lesson learned though is in the way Vance structures the four books that make
up this volume. Each one, to a lesser or greater degree, is a collection of short stories, some-
times linked by an overarching plot and sometimes not. Each story-segment though advances
within itself, avoiding dawdling or self-regard as much as possible. This speaks to one of my
biggest problems when I write - my tendency to overwrite and spend time detailing scenes
that add nothing to the whole of the story. I need a structure of some sort to push me on,
and I have to keep reminding myself when enough is enough and to move the characters and
events onwards when they’ve lingered long enough.

Of the previous books I’ve written, Malq suffered least from this problem, which is why it’s
the most complete, even though the odds of getting it sold are slim. The structure of the
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story pushes the protagonist to move on, even when he’s disinclined to do so. Dead Man’s
Troubles likewise has a hook that keeps the characters moving, even if the first third is mostly
exposition and establishing characters and needs rewriting. Luckily, I know what needs to
be done and am working on the necessary pieces. Windshadow and Crumbledust suffers the
most from this. The story is my favourite of the three books, but there are long scenes and
chapters when the main characters hang around waiting for the plot to catch up with them.
Something needs to be done about that, and when I get the chance, I’ll apply thought to it.

With regard to A Spear of Ironwood, I’m coming to understand that this is a major weak-
ness of the first part of the book. Later on, the protagonist can forge her own path and I
can move the story forward with her, but in the early sections, she’s at the whims of others
and in the midst of events that she can’t have any great effect on. I need to sit down and
think this one through, perhaps shifting the emphasis of the story so that what she can do for
herself is brought to the fore while the sections in which she’s more passive are pushed into
the background. Largely, this is a problem I caused for myself, thanks to a lack of thought
over the fine details of the story. It can be fixed, I just might have to do some more discarding
along the way.

Writing Report: I noticed that I hadn’t filed a writing report last week, so here’s two to make up
for it. Two weeks ago, I managed 5,390 words, bringing the running total to 158,915 words.
Last week, it was 5,217 words, for a running total of 164,132 words. About half of that was
"Life and Death on the Edge of Unreason", which is now done and cleared from my brain. The
rest was A Spear of Ironwood, but may become subject to the need for rewriting, depending
on the issues mentioned above. I’m also closing in on the point where I can claim a week off.
I’m going to try and time that for my week in Spain, where I plan to bring no laptop but plenty
of pens and paper. Computers are fine for writing stories, but nothing beats scribbling on a
page to work out the shape of the plot and basic details of characters and their relationships.
If I’m lucky, it’ll set me up for the rest of the year.

kaleandwine (2007-08-14 05:29:02)
Hmm, I¼m thinking out loud here. For me, sometimes life¼s moments of powerless/inaction lead
to the most interesting insights into personality... How people interpret the events around them (es-
pecially when they cannot affect them) says a lot about who they are and what they may become.
I¼m not sure what level of inner-mind detail you¼re using in your writing. But if I imagine a woman
who¼s in the beginnings of adulthood, with enough latent strength to one day be a leader: she¼s
doing a lot of learning and thinking, even when being <em>physically</em> passive to the greater
activities around her. This is where her uniqueness develops, no? Always important stuff, although
I imagine a challenge to write. That¼s of course why we leave it to you. :) I don¼t mean to be
presumptive, it¼s just interesting to think about. It¼s a gift that you let us follow this process of
creation (no matter how much of it may have to be chucked), so thanks. For one reason or another,
these posts tend to reinvigorate my sense of creativity.

cerandor (2007-08-14 09:33:15)
You¼re right that being in a place of powerlessness can bring out the personality of a character.
In a way, that¼s the point of the start of the book - she¼s in the midst of momentous events to
which she¼s mostly a witness rather than an actor, which are setting the stage (unknown to her)
for much of the rest of her life. Obviously, she gets more involved as the story moves on, but right
at the beginning that isn¼t the case. This may be just an issue of getting the book started though.
Finding the right narrative style and point-of-view is key. I enjoy mucking around with these things
(much easier to experiment in short stories) and I get the feeling that once I¼ve nailed down the right
approach here, the rest should start coming a lot easier. The bulk of the story remains as appealing
as ever, it¼s just that hacking through the surrounding foliage is taking longer than I thought...
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1.8.6 Gogglebox Tyranny (2007-08-15 10:41)

Apparently, NTL/UPC is finally getting around to adding a PVR service to their cable system,
several years after the rest of the world got one. This can only be a good thing. I only watch
TV in the evening, at dinner, and given the time that usually happens, my choices are often
limited to soaps and "Time Team". Doesn’t say much for the richness of modern media. Being
able to watch programmes I’d otherwise miss is tempting - I know I could dust off the VCR,
but this is the age of consumer convenience, after all. If it requires me to move more than a
finger, I’m not sure I want to know...

Of course, there is always the threat of returning to my former status as a square-eyed addict
(my parents often had to physically drag me away from the set), but I don’t think that’s a
huge problem. Becoming a little less linear makes TV more appealing, but it also makes it
easier to be selective. You identify the things you know you like and the things you may be
interested in and you line them up for your own delectation. Browsing, the real time-sink,
becomes unnecessary.

Then again, being able to follow the newest "Deadwood", "Lost" or "Sopranos" as it appears
carries its own risk of addiction.

goblin_insane (2007-08-15 10:34:16)
where did you see this? cause my problems would be solved :)

cerandor (2007-08-15 11:52:45)
¼Twas in the free Herald this morning. Hasn¼t appeared on the Web site yet - unsurprisingly. The
interesting thing was that the photo caption indicated that the service would be at no extra charge
(which I don¼t believe for a moment).

goblin_insane (2007-08-15 12:58:43)
checking virgin¼s site today (ntl UK) their is an installation fee (£150) and depending on which
package you get the cost per month is £5 - free.

cerandor (2007-08-15 13:28:46)
The installation charge I was expecting, but the monthly cost makes a lie of the story. Is Virgin
the same company as UPC though? I thought Virgin got NTL UK and UPC got NTL (and Chorus)
Ireland.

goblin_insane (2007-08-15 15:11:07)
well I would expect them to roll out something similar

cerandor (2007-08-19 14:55:26)
It¼s up on the site now, under digital TV extras. ¬49 installation for existing users and ¬7.50
per month thereafter. Not too bad a deal.

1.8.7 Wedding Dominoes (2007-08-20 23:31)

I’m back up home for the week, doing my bit to help out for my sister’s wedding, which is
on Thursday, and the metaphor for the whole thing that sprang into my head this morning
was one of those over-the-top domino runs. Specifically because the preparation for the event
takes a lot longer than the event itself, and once the event actually kicks off, it’s going to take
on a momentum of its own that won’t necessarily be susceptible to anyone’s control. Plus,
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any mistakes in the preparation won’t become apparent until some of those dominoes don’t
fall the way they ought to. Hopefully, that won’t be the case here.

In the meantime, I’ve been keeping up with my writing and having some fun with it. In
an effort to get A Spear of Ironwood moving, I’ve stepped away from writing the narrative itself
and turned to a tool that helped me out on Malq: the long-form synopsis. Essentially, this
involves writing out the story based on whatever notes or ideas I have but fleshing it out as I
go along.

It’s long-form because it’s more than simply a chapter-by-chapter breakdown. While I don’t
use any dialogue or deep insights into the characters, I do try to lay out in some detail just
what they’re going through and what sort of conflicts are cropping up. This format encourages
me to be inventive. I’m taking a sentence or two and expanding it to five or six paragraphs at
a time, fleshing out the story as I go. The two main benefits are getting a firmer grip on the
story in my mind and occasionally coming up with an idea or two that improves the whole
thing.

The potential drawback is that by the time I’ve finished the synopsis (after over a week or
so of work, I’m no more than a quarter of the way through it), I’ll be tired of the story and
want to move onto something else. Malq languished at the synopsis stage for a long time
before getting written, though that may have been just as much due to the fact that I didn’t
get into the habit of writing regularly and at length until a couple of years ago. I don’t think
this is too much of a problem here - if I do get tired, I’ll turn to a short story for a week and
allow my brain to recover from story indigestion.

The long-form synopsis also allows me to work through any problems I might see with the
structure of the story as I’ve put it together. I can write it straight through, then return to
fix it the next day if I see the need, whereas doing the same to a fully-formed narrative would
require a lot more work. For example, Dead Man’s Troubles was written without the benefit
of a synopsis (or any sort of plan beyond the most nebulous kind, for that matter) and I only
nailed the way it was supposed to work when I was a third of the way in. Rewrites are needed
and will be attended to. This synopsis should help me avoid anything major of that kind for
ASoI.

Writing Report: I wrote 5,606 words of the ASoI synopsis last week, bringing the running
total to 169,736 words. I should earn myself a week off either this week or next, which I
intend to take while I’m in Spain. Not that I’ll be doing nothing - I’ll be bringing pens, pencils
and plenty of paper. Something to look forward to.

kaleandwine (2007-08-22 15:36:37)
A domino-run is perhaps the best wedding analogy I¼ve seen. My own wedding was somewhat
non-traditional, and required more setup than I¼d ever thought possible. But somehow all of the
prep-work made it that much easier for us (and our exhausted helpers) to step back and just have fun
with the Big-Day momentum... A few things did flow in unexpected ways, but it was actually quite
cool. Sort of like when your dominoes jump your pre-made track and form little side cascades that
are more beautiful, and interesting, than what you originally designed. None of our guests knew the
difference, of course, but for us it made for some fabulous surprises. If things (must) deviate from the
plan for you all, I hope it goes just as well. In any case, congratulations to your sister! And good luck
with the synopsis - sounds like an excellent way to work.

cerandor (2007-08-22 19:50:33)
It¼s going well so far. I¼ve been helping out with various small bits and pieces (I was persuaded to
come home early to act as a taxi driver) but no major hassles have cropped up. Other than trans-
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porting the very fragile wedding cake, that is. Photos will be forthcoming eventually.

1.8.8 There and back again (2007-08-22 20:52)

When you go halfway around the world, even mundane things take on a new level of interest.
I’ve been to California twice and both times, I made sure to visit the shores of the Pacific, an
ocean that until those visits was just a rather large feature on a map. Strolling along with my
feet in the surf, it was about as far away from home as I’ve ever been.

Since then, I haven’t actually done any surf-strolling. Until today, that is. The summer
seems to have arrived in Northern Ireland at about the same time I did, and today was as
warm and pleasant a day as I’ve seen this year. So I headed down to the beach in front of
my house and went strolling, avoiding rockpools where possible. The funny thing was, having
done the same thing in California and at home brought those two places that bit closer to-
gether. The human mind has an exceptional ability to draw connections, and sometimes just
doing so is enough to brighten up a day.

kaleandwine (2007-08-24 06:01:19)
Perhaps we have switched climates for a time - today was cold and nearly rainy... the ocean as grey
as the sky. I like the thought of that - we need the wet, and weddings always benefit from sun. I
hope that I get to see an Irish sea someday, so I can compare it to my Pacific. But in the meantime I
wonder if the waters are all the same, as all the seas do connect... If I¼ve learned anything in these
last several months, it¼s that the world isn¼t nearly as big as I thought. :)

cerandor (2007-08-24 12:17:20)
Well, today is grey enough, but not raining, and yesterday (the wedding) saw its fair share of sun. All
went well in the end, even with an excessive amount of set dancing (for which I¼m paying today), and
the bride and groom are off on their honeymoon tomorrow. As for the many seas/one sea thought,
that has occurred to me as well. No matter where you are in the world, that piece of coastline in front
of you is connected with every other by one body of water. Quite comforting to think that no matter
how far you go, you¼re only one sea voyage away from home.

1.8.9 Notebook Scribbles (2007-08-24 23:21)

The return from Dublin was, as bus trips on this particular route tend to be, aggravating. In
a "stuck in a bus station with nothing to do" kind of way. The only thing I had to hand was a
notepad and pen, which amused me for a while. Below the cut lie the results of 45 minutes
of attempting to stave off boredom through pre-net-style blogging.

A new definition of purgatory: Stuck in Newry bus station, waiting an hour for the next
connection to Dublin, with no book, no sweets, an iPod about to run out of charge and a bag
too hefty to toted anywhere in comfort. Also, no laptop, which would have saved my sanity in
similar situations, once upon a time.

Thank your deity of choice, then, for a purloined biro and a notepad - one of many - that
I happened to bring with me on this trip. Writing may take more effort than reading, but that
only makes it an even better way to waste time. And although typing is more efficient, writing
longhand has the advantage of allowing the brain to work an extra few steps ahead of the
written word. Even if the inevitable result is an illegible scrawl, taking the effort to decipher
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it reveals something a little more fully formed than is usually the case.

The need for distraction is the result of a bus that missed its connection by a quarter of
an hour. How this happened, I’m not sure, as I was successfully catching up on my sleep at
the time, but seeing as said bus normally arrives 20 minutes before the connection, I can only
assume a combination of factors were involved. A large proportion of that, no doubt, was the
result of mixing bank holiday traffic and working tractors on narrow country roads. Seeing
as I was only recently defending the right of farmers to drive their tractors where they like, I
have to interpret this as a poke in the eye from an increasingly irony-fuelled universe.

The temptation is to encourage bus drivers to peel off down side roads in the hope of arriving
in time to make that ever-more-elusive connection. A foolish temptation indeed: driving in
Ireland, one is faced with the problem that veering off the beaten track will lead one onto, well,
a beaten track. The buses already head down the straightest routes and the roads most likely
to accommodate them, and an adventurous spirit only makes them candidates for becoming
stuck in a manner not unlike Dirk Gently’s sofa.

Which raises the question of why I take the bus at all, rather than the inevitably more di-
rect, faster and rarely delayed train. Well, I do take the train occasionally. Despite the extra
expense, which doesn’t bother me half as much as other factors, there are times when I just
want to get home (either one) with the minimum of fuss and hassle on my part. Most of the
time, though, more of a balance is required. The bus leaves me five miles from home, the
train more like 30. Hence, whoever is collecting me on the far end faces less of a round-trip
of their own.

There are extra compensations too. My ability to read on the bus seems to have lately re-
turned, and after 12+ years of making the trip, sleeping the A-B away is not a problem.
Moreover, the new motorway has reduced Newry-Dublin travel times to a minimum and taken
such traffic black holes as Balbriggan entirely out of the equation.

But the time for that connection draws nigh, and my wrist is cramping from unaccustomed
exertion. So, in hopes of a happy and swift journey to come, I shall draw this gratefully to a
close.

My optimism was misplaced. I ended up waiting another 45 minutes for the connection,
for a grand total of an hour and a half cooling my heels in the Newry sunshine (a particularly
rare breed). The odds are that I will take the train next time. Assuming, that is, that the next
trip occurs before I’ve forgotten about the latest saga of disappointment from the annals of
Ulsterbus.

Writing Report: Having a week off allowed me to wrap up writing before the weekend came
around. 5,582 words for the week and 175,318 for the running total means I’ve earned that
week off, which I’ll be using at the start of September, to avoid the need to employ someone
else’s laptop while in Spain. All of the above words related back to that long-form synopsis,
which is progressing nicely.

kaleandwine (2007-08-26 09:32:51)
Ah man, I laughed out loud. Feel free to get irritated and scrawl things onto paper more often, it¼s
totally brilliant. Anyway, I have to be sort of an ignorant American and ask a question. What do
farmers grow in Northern Ireland? I don¼t know if it¼s fact or fallacy, or if you¼re aware of it or not,
but the standard storyline here is that Irish soil is full of stones and the only crops that grow there
are potatoes (and poorly, at that). Surely that¼s a holdover from the famine, no? So... what else? *
You should know that I really make an effort to not comment on <em>every</em> one of your posts.
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I always think I¼ll give you a nice break from my incessant intrusions, and then... well, there¼s a
post and then I have something to say and then... damn! No resolve. No resolve at all. :)

cerandor (2007-08-26 23:02:06)
Comments are always appreciated. I only avoid commenting more because I prefer to have some-
thing worthwhile to say. As for the farming, (and given that my mum¼s family are mostly farmers, I
have something of an insight) we grow a whole range of stuff. Potatoes, yes, but also various grains
(barley and wheat, mostly), rapeseed for the oil and silage for feeding cattle in winter. Some kids get
summer money picking potatoes, I was always too lazy. We also have plenty of pasture for cattle and
lambs. I¼ll get around to posting photos from home over the next couple of days. As for the stones,
we picked them up and built walls from them years ago. The Mourne Mountains are covered in the
things.

1.9 September

1.9.1 I am returned! (2007-09-07 19:13)

(Yes I know, you didn’t realise I was gone. Hush.)

Too little time to post anything of worth here at the moment. Thoughts on the south coast of
Spain, driving a convertible, the Alhambra and the dilemma of choosing between a 16GB iPod
touch and a 160GB iPod classic will arrive shortly. Along with photos.

But first . . . drink.

kaleandwine (2007-09-09 09:30:13)
<em>(Yes I know, you didn¼t realise I was gone. Hush.)</em> Oh, moan moan... Of
<em>course</em> we missed you. We were just uncharacteristically quiet about it. :) Welcome
back! I¼m much looking forward to the rundowns. Although I must say that if you happened to be
having those iPod thoughts <em>while</em> driving a convertible - IN SPAIN - I might have to kill
you. Just a warning.

1.9.2 After Holiday, Before Work (2007-09-09 12:01)

So, going for drinks two hours after getting off a plane and without having had anything to
eat beforehand was not the wisest of ideas. Even though I did my occasional party trick of
trying to doze off after a few drinks, no real harm was done the next morning. I’m still rested
after my holiday, and if not quite looking forward to getting back to work, certainly feeling up
to facing it.

I’m not going to go through a complete rundown of the holiday. It wasn’t activity-packed
(quite the opposite, for the most part), so there wouldn’t be much point, I think. Instead,
some highlights.

First of all - the scenery. The south coast of Spain is tourist country, where masses from
the U.K., Ireland and elsewhere come to sizzle for a week or two every year. That conjures up
thoughts of golden sandy beaches and huge hotels and apartment complexes. Well, we were
staying in Almunecar, slightly off the beaten track, and while there were apartments aplenty
and more being built wherever we looked, the main point of interest was the mountains. This
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is hilly country, right down to the beaches, which tend to shingle and black sand, not gold.
The apartments are being built wherever a slope can be tamed, and the streets wind back and
forth like drunken teenagers.

The motorways and main roads are literally cut through mountains and over valleys, leading
to a surreal rhythm of bridge-tunnel-bridge, etc. Which brings me to point two: our car. We
decided to be extravagant and hire a convertible, ending up with a gunmetal-grey Peugeot
307, more than flashy enough for our purposes. I don’t drive as often as I’d like, but even
so, I’ve never been one for the romance or excitement of the road. Driving with the top down
along roads carved through the Sierra Nevada might just have inspired something extra in me
though. It’s an experience not to be missed.

The big outing of the week was to the Alhambra, that famous fortress palace caught between
the Muslim and Christian histories of Spain. It more than lived up to its billing. Perched on
a rocky hilltop overlooking Granada, it offers fantastic views, inside and out. We just about
made it in time for our booking at the Nazrid Palace, and I’m glad we did. Any descriptions
of mine would pale before the chance to see it for yourself. I’ve posted some photos on Flickr
- apologies for the iffy quality of some of them. My camera ran out of juice halfway through
and I had to resort to the cameraphone.

Apart from the Alhambra, most of the week was spent in the apartment, writing and re-
laxing (and taking a dip in the pool), or visiting Almunecar, down the hills. We did go visit
Nerja once though and found ourselves a small cove where waves gratefully hammered at the
steeply sloping stand. I’m not confident enough in my swimming to get out of my depth in
that kind of swell, but it was still more than enough fun to try to stand my ground as the
waves did their best to toss me around. The biggest of them not only knocked me off my feet,
it also swamped the first few rows of sunbathers, who’d thought themselves safe before the
deluge.

At the end of it all, I’d got a marginal tan and added a country (Spain) and a sea (the Mediter-
ranean) to my list. Would I go again? Certainly, if I was in need of that kind of a break. But
next time, something more active, perhaps.

kaleandwine (2007-09-11 06:14:53)
I¼m quite in awe of the abilities of your cameraphone, to be honest - many of those shots have quite
an arty, timeless feel to them. Of course much could be said for the subject matter... Sounds like
a marvelous week. It¼s interesting to finally see photos from the country. Several of my California
friends count the southern end of Spain among their most favorite places. And from what I can see,
it actually looks quite a lot like the hills, towns, and coasts that span from Santa Barbara up through
Monterey. Similar terrain, at least - only with pretty architecture dotting the hillsides (rather than
occasional stripmalls and developmental mishmash). Perhaps Californians love the area because it
looks like home - only far more beautiful. :) There¼s certainly something to be said for driving on
open mountain roads... That same span of coast I mentioned is lined by Highway 1, which winds in
and out of canyons and valleys - over bridges and beside the sea - for the length of our coast. The
year after I got my license a friend and I spent four days driving it in my father¼s car. Our ride was
certainly not as decadent as a convertible Peugeot, but still - I¼ll never forget the meditation of that
trip.

cerandor (2007-09-11 09:14:24)
The cameraphone is fine in bright light but pretty poor otherwise. Also, the colours tend to be a
bit washed out, compared to a proper camera. I suspect that the subject matter helped immensely.
There were moments (especially on the drive north from Motril on the coast to Granada) when the
car would crest a rise and reveal a valley below, through which the road swooped and banked. Pretty
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exhilarating for someone who doesn¼t drive that often. There was even a motorway being built
halfway up a mountainside. I¼m tempted to go back when it¼s finished, just to try that one out.
Then again, California driving sounds like it has an appeal all of its own.

1.9.3 That iPod Thing (2007-09-13 12:48)

My faithful iPod is rapidly approaching its 5th birthday. A 10G, 2nd-generation hunk of bat-
tery, hard-drive and screen, it looks like a dinosaur compared to the sleeker current versions,
with their colour screens and svelte forms. Yet it still does the job that it was bought to do
- provide music on the go - very nicely, and apart from replacing the battery once, it’s been
maintenance free. There’s no particular reason to replace it, other than a desire for the shiny
and new, yet I’m coming closer and closer to doing just that. Unfortunately, it’s no longer a
simple case of buying the latest and most capacious offering...

The upper tier of Apple’s iPod product tree currently has two branches: The 160G iPod classic
and the 16G iPod touch, which features the swanky interface and sleek form of the iPhone.
Which is, in fact, a cut down iPhone, devoid of phone, camera or bluetooth but offering twice
the memory capacity. If I’m going to go the upgrade route, one of these two options will be my
choice. The question is, which one?

As a rule, I don’t carry around very many devices. My phone goes in one pocket and my
iPod in another. My camera stays at home unless I decide in advance that I’ll need it - most
times, the camera phone serves just fine. As such, it doesn’t bother me that the iPod touch
is a cut-down iPhone. Getting either the touch or the classic will leave me in much the same
state as currently, albeit with a bit of extra functionality.

The massive hard drive stuffed into the classic is a draw, but to be honest, I’ve never filled the
10G hard drive on my iPod, and that’s with backups of all my useful PC data. A 160G iPod
would be overkill unless I went on a mad music slurping spree, which I’m too damned lazy
to contemplate. The 16G of the iPod touch would likely do me fine, and leave space for a few
extras here and there.

The interface of the classic has been updated, but the functionality remains that of my old
iPod, more or less. The touch, with its customisable software interface, is much more appeal-
ing. Whatever it can do now will undoubtedly be added to in the months ahead. Moreover, the
wifi and web browsing are a major lure. Wifi hotspots are becoming more common in Dublin
pubs and cafes, and whereas lugging a laptop around is more usable, its a little clunky. The
touch could be the perfect compromise.

In fact, my choice is fairly clear cut, the more I think about it. I don’t need the massive
capacity of the iPod classic, whereas I’ll likely get a fair amount of use out of the iPod touch.
The only problem? The iPhone, which is about to make its debut in the U.K. and will likely
appear here in Ireland about 6 months later. It has everything the iPod touch does, together
with those phone functions. A lack of 3G is hardly a problem, given the dire experience of
using 3G at the moment, and if the camera isn’t anything to write home about, it’s at least
the equal of my current model. Holding out for the iPhone will allow me to reduce my pocket
luggage down to a single lump, perhaps making space for a genuine camera. But holding out
requires (shock horror!) not actually buying anything for half a year or so. Sigh. Which makes
this whole spiel something of a futile exercise. Apologies for wasting your time...
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goblin_insane (2007-09-14 01:00:22)
My advise ignore the iphone and get the itouch :) The biggest reason I can give for this is using the
music player eats the battery and leads to annoying issues with talk time (the battery life on both the
itouch and iphone isn¼t exactly hot). Remember also they both have wifi and video capabilities and
this too will play into the factor (I have a good conversion program if you want for the ipod). Well that
is my brief and quick two cents (either way I¼m jealous though I don¼t think I would by an itouch
over the classic cause I have a 30 gig and it simply isn¼t big enough :) )

(2007-09-14 08:35:22)
Here¼s a thought - is there any Skype-like VOIP that you could mount on the iTouch to make it a
de facto iPhone (assuming you could jack a mic into it somewhere)? Sounds like an extreme mod
exploit if I ever heard one, but the mic probably requires serious monkeying about. P.

cerandor (2007-09-14 09:20:41)
I assume there will be one - plenty of accessories hook into the iPod connector (including a dicta-
phone accessory). The fact that you can write programs for the iPod touch and iPhone (which use
the same cut-down version of OS X) means it¼ll probably be easier than you think.

goblin_insane (2007-09-14 10:47:05)
This won¼t work due to Ireland not having Wifi everywhere so while making calls will be doable
recieving them will be a pain in the bum :) (also if you do manage to leave the wifi on all the time
that will be a real battery eater.)

cerandor (2007-09-14 11:20:28)
Where wifi can be found, it¼s usually advertised. There are a few pubs that have it, and Starbucks
is spreading like a cancer. And it might make a useful home phone on my own network. So not
entirely useless, and it doesn¼t have to be left on all the time - only when you want to make calls
out. For receiving calls, of course, that¼s a different matter.

goblin_insane (2007-09-14 11:55:52)
yeah true but unfotunatly most of those hotspots are not free :( (damn I wish I was having your
dilemma :P)

cerandor (2007-09-14 12:45:23)
Well, I¼ve waited five years to upgrade. I reckon I¼ve earned it. I would have done so earlier,
except my technology doesn¼t tend to break down much, thus reducing my excuses for buying
the newest and shiniest things.

cerandor (2007-09-14 09:24:06)
Well, although size isn¼t an issue for me, it¼s one of the drawbacks of the iPhone. Trading up to
16G for an iPod touch is fine, trading down to 8G for an iPhone isn¼t. Perhaps by the time it comes
out here, the iPhone will be a 16G, 3G machine. Battery life is something I can take as a tradeoff for
the convenience of combining two devices into a single, sleeker form.

kaleandwine (2007-09-14 14:51:21)
Ah, dilemma! Such a nice one to have, really. Here are my thoughts. If you really need an iPod (or
really "need" to buy something asap - I understand that, too), it does indeed sound like the itouch
is for you. It¼s a fantastic product, and yes, probably something you could hack into a bit if you
wanted to add some phone capability. But the iphone... To be honest, I¼ve yet to be so impressed
with <em>any</em> Mac product that Rob has bought home. I would recommend it to everyone - it
is worth both the wait and the price. Indeed many of the phone¼s functions will be on the itouch, but
the phone features are (to me) the most impressive part about the product. Unbelievably user-friendly
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- and the email client is fantastic. Rob sends emails from his iPhone <em>faster</em> than he can
from his computer. The functionality has absolutely changed the way he communicates while out in
the world - for the better. And the fact that we¼ve been in incredibly remote places and still been
able to send, say, complex emails with photos in them, etc etc - in seconds - is amazing. All of these
features have been worth far more than the simple "all machines in one package" concept - which I
had imagined would have been the biggest advantage. No no, it¼s much more than that. But the
iPhone is <em>not</em> a replacement for an ipod. I¼d think of it more as a tiny laptop with lots
of functionality, and a hint of your itunes playlist. Indeed, Rob uses his laptop far less than he used
to... but he also still uses, every so often, his old iPod (same generation as yours). My advice is that
you hold out for the iphone but keep your ipod even after the purchase. If you use your ipod at the
gym, etc, you¼ll probably want to keep doing that - for the storage capacity, but also due to the fact
that you¼ll be loathe to get the thing dirty in any way (trust me). OR... if you really want a new
iPod, perhaps one of the new 8G nanos? Small and cheap, and still cool. If you purchased a nano
and (later) an iPhone you¼d still be paying the same price that you would have been paying for the
iphone alone (before the price reduction that made us all bonkers, damn being an early-adopter). Just
a thought. My goodness, good luck. These decisions are difficult, and I know quite well what holding
back "the Mac lust" does to one¼s insides. :) At least you can feel confident in the fact that whatever
you buy will blow you away. Yay, Apple.

cerandor (2007-09-15 09:42:13)
As you say, it¼s a nice problem to have. Not even that much of a problem, as I can wait if needs
be. The iPod nano solution has merit - last time I considered buying, the plan was to get an old-style
iPod and a shuffle for gym use. The new nano is so dinky that it¼s just as useful for that idea. Plus,
it makes it easier to hold out for the iPhone next year. As for the Mac lust, well yes. I¼ve resisted
the desire (actually need rather than desire) to buy a laptop for a good long while now. Once Leopard
hits the shelves, the stored funds shall be unleashed and I¼ll be mobile again. It¼s been too long...

(2007-09-15 19:33:01)
(It seemed almost a requirement that I forward Rob to this one... Hope you don¼t mind.) :) Leopard
- only a a month or so, eh? Worth the wait, I¼ll imagine. And as for the iphone wait... maybe not so
long either. It seemed that when we last discussed this (a few months ago) the UK was set to get the
iphone in ¼08. Now it¼s here... I¼d still guess Ireland won¼t be long. As a side-note... whenever
you get the laptop, check out iWork 08. Two days with Pages/Numbers and my job is already a
hundred times easier.

ext_51711 (2007-09-15 18:48:50)
I don¼t think I¼ve ever been beaten to a discussion about technology purchases by my wife. I¼m
so impressed. And she hit all the important points as well. I¼m inclined to say waiting for the
phone is the best bet. It is the cornerstone of what Apple is trying to do right now with this new
method of interaction with your mobile devices. The iphone¼s utility cannot be understated. There
is also an interesting set of images on Flickr from Macworld magazine showing an obvious difference
in quality in the screens of the touch and the iphone: http://www.flickr.com/photos/macpublishi-
ng/1383840882/ If you can wait and I know how hard it is I think you¼d ultimately be very pleased
with the phone.

cerandor (2007-09-15 21:08:19)
It¼s probably a good sign for a relationship when being outdone by your significant other elicits a
feeling of pride rather than resentment. Not that a little competitiveness is a bad thing of course.
I¼m inclined to agree with waiting for the iPhone, as you say. Going for the iPod touch will leave
me with a redundant device if I want to get the iPhone, whereas opting for the nano or the classic
at least gives me options. I suspect the nano might come out of left field and steal the prize. It¼s a
handy little machine and cheaper than the classic if I¼m going for the iPhone further down the line.
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kaleandwine (2007-09-19 06:39:20)
By the way, have you purchased? Do you love it? Just curious... and maybe desiring some vicarious
un-boxing joy. This morning I was forced to admit that I sometimes take apart the empty iphone box
and just look at it. It¼s a <em>box</em>. But Apple boxes their things so well! This is very, very
bad. Very bad. I¼m pretty sure the whole of my existence is supposed to pin on the fact that I hold
others back from buying shiny things. But did you buy the shiny thing? :)

cerandor (2007-09-19 08:35:17)
No purchases as yet. Rest assured that they¼ll be mentioned here when they occur. After all, I took
photos of my dearly departed laptop when I received it. The love of unboxing seems entirely rational
to me...

1.9.4 Return to the Grindstone (2007-09-16 17:54)

Back to work on the writing this week, hence the return of:

Writing Report: Another week on the long-form synopsis gave me a total of 5,238 words,
for a running total of 185,842. The hiccup of the week off was easily overcome, seeing as I
was thinking about writing for most of that, and I’ve now more or less cleared the synopsis.
Another evening’s work should do for that, and then I’ll have a better idea of what needs to
be done with regard to A Spear of Ironwood. In the meantime, I’m working on another project
that I aim to have finalised by next weekend. More on that soon, hopefully.

1.9.5 Word’s Dietary Habits (2007-09-19 14:53)

Have I mentioned before that I hate Microsoft Word? Because I do, you know. At work, the
PCs have three word processor options: Notepad, which is useful for typing out HTML but
pointless for anything more complex; Wordpad, which is an underdeveloped and unsatisfying
halfway house; and Word itself, which is usable, if aggravating, but prone to occasional be-
trayals. I use it on the home PC as well, not having a Mac for the moment, which is where the
trouble began.

As a rule, I save all my writings in RTF format. Word files can be bulky, and I don’t need
much formatting beyond indents. Plus, I like to be able to work on whatever program is avail-
able to me (such as when I go home to NI and use the iMac). Normally, this isn’t a problem.
The worst that can happen is that Word will garble something and I’ll have to strip out a
bunch of gibberish to restore the text to its original (non-gibbering) state. One of those small
inconveniences that I’ve become so accustomed to that it barely registers as a problem.

Except yesterday, I opened up a file and Word choked on it, demanding I select an encod-
ing option (Unicode, etc.) to make the file readable once more. None of them did. And this
wasn’t just a case of Word’s formatting bumph becoming visible - the text itself had been
chewed up and spat out. All but unrecognisable and certainly not open to manual restora-
tion. Thankfully, it was a smallish file - two days work, or so - and not particularly critical.
But still, I have to wonder what if it hadn’t been? What if one of the major files I backup
regularly had gotten that way? I don’t check them all that often, so the backups could have
gone too. That’s a lot of work to lose.

Looks like I’m in for another round of print-out backups. I’ve been away from the Mac too
long.
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aeredhal (2007-09-19 15:11:55)
By any chance have you been bitten by that bastard docX format problem? I never noticed all my new
docs from word 2007 were going into docx, which can¼t be read by previous versions of word.... argh

cerandor (2007-09-19 15:15:10)
Not sure. As I said, I tend to save things in .rtf. This looks like the file might have become corrupt
somehow. I¼ll do some research when I get time though.

lainey316 (2007-09-19 15:16:50)
EditPlus? TextPad? Souped up notepad, so they¼re text editors not word processors, but much
better feature-wise.

cerandor (2007-09-19 23:20:10)
I¼ll have to look into them, at least for the moment. A text editor is all I need, truthfully, but features
like spell check and word count are very useful, as is basic (ruler-based) formatting. Which is why
Apple¼s Textedit suits me down to the ground.

(2007-09-20 08:26:48)
By weird serendipity, the guy beside me just found a site called youconvertit.com where you can
convert documents, audio, video to a plethora of different format types (for example .doc to .pdf
without distiller, wmv to mp3 or aac, mp4 to mov etcetcetc). Haven¼t used it yet, but if it does what
it looks like it does, it be the groovy. P.

cerandor (2007-09-20 09:29:13)
Very useful. Thanks for the tip.

lainey316 (2007-09-20 09:18:42)
EditPlus does most of that, and as I keep getting told, it¼s only $30 :)

kaleandwine (2007-09-20 15:00:24)
<em>One of those small inconveniences that I¼ve become so accustomed to that it barely registers
as a problem.</em> Quite a telling statement, no? The "industry standard" is such crap that we¼ve
all come to expect the worst, as if it¼s a necessary part of our day. Absolutely maddening. I¼m
sorry for the loss. Could you possibly save the file in text-only (txt) format, and try it again? Hmm.
Youconvertit sounds good, and beyond that I¼ve heard good things about OpenOffice... I¼ll save my
Mac-program glowing for when you have a Leopard on your lap. :)

cerandor (2007-09-20 21:20:36)
I have a deep backup somewhere on my old USB key. I¼m going to check it and see if the uncor-
rupted file is there. Hopefully major remedies will not be needed. Saving to text is unlikely to work,
as the file is pretty garbled. Hopefully it¼ll be cleared soon.

cerandor (2007-09-20 22:07:33)
Turns out the deep backup had an uncorrupted copy. So no loss, thankfully. However, I really
should sit down and check everything some time soon, just in case. Jolts like this remind you why
having a plan for backups, rather than just randomly saving, is important. Leopard¼s Time Machine
is looking very appealing...

theanonamerican (2007-09-20 23:57:45)
If you send those files to me, I can probably come up with some kind of script that can check all
that for you automatically. As for the Word stuff, yeah, it¼s shite. I use OpenOffice.org most of the
time, and it works grand. RTF is essentially a markup format though, so it is basic text. if you send
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the file to me, I can probably clean it up for you.

kaleandwine (2007-09-21 06:19:42)
They <em>do</em> make things perfectly, don¼t they... But in the meantime, glad to hear about
the recovery.

1.9.6 The Time Draws Closer (2007-09-21 14:38)

Despite missing my Macbook to an increasing degree over the past few months, I’ve held off
on jumping in on the purchase of a replacement. Partly that’s down to a desire to wait for
Leopard. Partly it’s because I wanted to save up a cash lump to ease the pain of the payment.
But there was another reason too. Now, [1]this shows up and indicates that the final piece
may be on the way.

Not only was the last Macbook update an anaemic speed-bump, but the rest of the Mac lineup
have been turning aluminium while the Macbook has remained clad in black and white plas-
tic. Moreover, amid all the hype about iPhones and iPods, rumours about new Macs have
frankly faded away, with only hints of a slim notebook trickling out to untrustworthy ears.
This rumour, though, seems likely enough. The only question is, how soon is the near future?

If I was a betting man, I’d say that the aluminium Macbook release will show up not long
before or after Leopard. A new operating system always goes better with a new machine to
show it off on, and the consumer side of Apple’s laptop business is probably the biggest sin-
gle chunk of Mac business. Maybe the European Apple Expo is too soon, but some time in
October isn’t too far-fetched. Either way, I’m waiting...

1. http://www.macrumors.com/2007/09/21/slim-aluminum-macbooks-soon/

1.9.7 Phase Two (2007-09-23 19:20)

I’ve been hinting at this for a few weeks now and working on it for a little longer, but a birthday
seems to be a good time to bite the bullet. Phase Two is now active.

Phase One, of course, was starting to write in the first place. 10,000 words a week was a
little over the top, but I got a lot of useful work out of it. 5,000 words a week is a good deal
more sustainable, and it leaves me time to do other things as well. Such as - Phase Two.

Phase Two is something altogether more nerve-wracking: posting my stories up on a reg-
ular basis for others to read and critique. I’ve dabbled with this a little on this journal, but
only in a very piecemeal fashion. This is something different. This is a guarantee of one story
a week, of varying length. At first, there’ll be reposts of older items, but new stuff will show
up quickly, along with edited older pieces.

There are a few benefits to this. First off, it forces me to deal with the editing issue: ei-
ther doing not enough, or getting so fixated on it that I never actually finish. Likewise, it
forces me to show my work to others, pushing me out of my area of comfort. As much as I
enjoy writing, there is an eventual need for an audience, if I’m going to get better. Finally, it
allows me to build up an online portfolio for . . . Phase Three?

Well, enough wittering. A very basic site is up and running (kudos to Mick for the help
and hosting), to be improved and added to over the coming weeks. [1]Head on over and let me
know what you think.
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Writing Report: A slightly fragmentary week of writing, but 5,232 words were the result,
for a running total of 191,074. The long-form synopsis is now done, giving me an idea of what
I need to do with A Spear of Ironwood, but the rest of the week was taken up with minor
stories and pieces.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/

waider (2007-09-23 19:34:46)
Hey, sorry I couldn¼t make the birthday drinks - recovering from a bit of running in Phoenix Park :)
Good job on the writing, and good luck with it. I¼m heading on over there now to check it out.

kaleandwine (2007-09-24 05:47:53)
Fantastic! Nice layout, nice content (of course)... very exciting. A birthday seems as good a time as
any to debut such a thing; a present to both you and us. :) Happy birthday, by the way. It¼s still
the 23rd, by our clock... I know at least a few people (sci-fi/fantasy fans and writers alike) who would
probably be very interested to read. I¼m guessing your goal is a wider audience, but I thought I¼d
ask first - would you mind if I promoted this a bit?

cerandor (2007-09-24 09:01:00)
Thanks for the kind words. The birthday has been the planned launch date for a while. Inevitably,
I didn¼t get all the polishing done that I wanted, but I figured it was better to catch up as I went
along than delay things again. The layout is a theme from a Wordpress site. At some stage, I may try
to modify it a bit. Feel free to pass along the address. Getting eyeballs in front of the stories is the
point at the moment, so there¼s very much an open-door policy.

laerfan (2007-09-24 11:03:58)
Site is cool, really like the layout. Good to see two favourites, "Derelict Station" and "The Axeman"
making the debut of the site. Nice one!

1.9.8 Something old... (2007-09-30 22:50)

It’s been an odd kind of week. Lots of little things to take care of and new experiences. Sitting
on the authoritative side of an interview table, for one. Which gives one an insight into what
it is that people look for when they’re hiring. No doubt I’ll have forgotten by the next time I
get to sit on the wrong side.

Hopefully next week will be more organised and productive, but I can’t complain about how
this one ended. A day of sport ([1]good, [2]bad and [3]indifferent), decent company and a
serious attempt at food overdose in Jo’burger. Never was I more glad that the words "there’s
always room for dessert" were actually true.

Writing Report: Found it difficult to get back down to one project this week, so I ended
up doing a couple of small things and tinkering with Dead Man’s Troubles a little. A total
of 5,198 words for the week and 196,272 for the running total. Need to get back to a more
productive course for the days ahead though.

New Story: As promised, a new story has just gone up on [4]Cerandor Stories. [5]Cutglass
Labyrinth is a bit different to what’s there already, being slightly surreal. I hope you enjoy it.

1. http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/football/eng_div_1/7008072.stm

2. http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/rugby_union/irish/7018298.stm
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3. http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/motorsport/formula_one/7020434.stm

4. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/

5. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=10

(2007-10-01 10:35:45)
Slightly annoying Jo¼burger site here: http://www.joburger.ie/ But don¼t let that put you off - their
burgers are a million times better than their taste in web design. P. Not shooting for a commission,
honest.

1.10 October

1.10.1 Three Books and an Ambition (2007-10-03 23:19)

Having chewed my way through the majority of Lois McMaster Bujold’s "Vorkosigan" series
of books recently (fine sci-fi from a distinctly female perspective and featuring an intriguing
hero), I was in the need for something new. Thus, while in Waterstones earlier today, I took
the chance to stock up for the next few weeks. In the process, I gained three books and an
ambition, of which more anon.

The first book was William Gibson and Bruce Sterling’s The Difference Engine. Good steam-
punk is thin on the ground, and I’m a sucker for both that and books written in collaboration.
By which I mean by two noted writers, rather than one noted writer handing off the grunt work
to a younger partner. Since the story I’m writing in an effort to get over my current dearth of
inspiration is a steampunk/pulp piece, it’s probably a good idea to see it done properly.

The second book is Michael Moorcock’s Elric, part of the Fantasy Masterworks series, col-
lecting The Stealer of Souls and Stormbringer. Through gaming and general literary osmosis,
I’m about as familiar with Elric as I can be without having read any of the books in which he
features. Such is Moorcock’s reputation, that this is another book I’m long overdue perusing.

Last is another fantasy classic. One of the big books of the genre, in fact: Robert E. Howard’s
The Complete Chronicles of Conan. I’ve noted this heavy hardback in Waterstones for a while
and have been considering the purchase. Today seemed as good a day as any to jump for
it. Even more so than Elric, Conan is well known even by those who’ve never read Howard’s
work. A legion of mighty-thewed barbarian heroes may have followed in his wake, but this
one’s the original. It should be instructive to see just what about Howard’s creation deserves
such a legacy.

Oh yes, and that ambition. Perusing the fantasy/sci-fi stands (they always get lumped to-
gether), I noted numerous examples of the popular Sci-Fi Masterworks series and the afore-
mentioned Fantasy Masterworks series that followed it. What caught my eye in particular was
the name of one author: Gene Wolfe. Not because I’ve read any of his stuff (I haven’t, but I
plan to), but because he’s the only person I’ve seen to have an entry in both series. Now that’s
an example I’d be all too happy to live up to. A long-term aim, no doubt, but still...

mytholder (2007-10-03 22:39:13)
I think you¼ll be pleasantly surprised by Howard¼s stuff.
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(2007-10-03 23:56:56)
I think you¼ll like The Difference Engine for lots of reasons. :) And the first Elric book is good.
Wasn¼t so taken with Sailor on the Seas of Fate. P.

kaleandwine (2007-10-05 00:12:29)
Ah, ambition is always a good thing. Especially one like that. And now that you¼ve written about
it... Never underestimate the mysterious power of Blog Blackmail. :) As a completely unrelated aside,
I believe that you have a twin and he was just hired at my gym. Of course my memory¼s probably
shady by now, but the resemblance is pretty striking. Same face (especially the profile), coloring,
posture, build - although perhaps a few inches shorter. He even speaks with an accent. I¼d guess
Canadian? Anyway, it¼s fascinating. Always good to know you have a stunt double available, if you
need one...

(2007-10-05 08:39:09)
Taking this tangent and running with it - I have several clones running around the place (though
having long hair and a beard for a long time certainly helped with the "hey, you¼re the image of a
friend of mine.."). I met one once, in fact - which was very strange for both of us. One of the things
that would be interesting to see fall out of Facebook would be the hammering home of the realisation
that everyone has an army of look-alikes out there, who previously you¼d have been dimly aware
of, but who now you can track down and put names to. A facial recognition search algorithm will
really bring this home (expect it to be a major internet craze in about 3-5 years, or when ever they
get it working reliably). There¼s got to be something really strange about being able to track down
someone who bears a frightening resemblance to yourself and then, via social networking sites, be
able to look how they organise their life, who their friends are etcetc. It¼d be almost like watching a
parallel universe... P.

1.10.2 Books (2007-10-05 09:50)

Book meme yanked from [1]Pharyngula.

Titles in bold are those I’ve read. Titles in italics are those I’ve partially read - something
I very rarely do.

Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell
Anna Karenina
Crime and Punishment
Catch-22
One Hundred Years of Solitude
Wuthering Heights
The Silmarillion
Life of Pi : a novel
The Name of the Rose
Don Quixote
Moby Dick
Ulysses
Madame Bovary
The Odyssey
Pride and Prejudice
Jane Eyre
The Tale of Two Cities
The Brothers Karamazov
Guns, Germs, and Steel: the fates of human societies
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War and Peace (lurking on my bookshelf, waiting...)
Vanity Fair
The Time Traveler’s Wife
The Iliad
Emma
The Blind Assassin
The Kite Runner
Mrs. Dalloway
Great Expectations
American Gods
A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius
Atlas Shrugged
Reading Lolita in Tehran : a memoir in books
Memoirs of a Geisha
Middlesex
Quicksilver
Wicked : the life and times of the wicked witch of the West
The Canterbury tales
The Historian : a novel
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
Love in the Time of Cholera
Brave New World
The Fountainhead
Foucault’s Pendulum
Middlemarch
Frankenstein
The Count of Monte Cristo
Dracula
A Clockwork Orange
Anansi Boys
The Once and Future King (Only read "The Sword in the Stone".)
The Grapes of Wrath
The Poisonwood Bible : a novel
1984
Angels & Demons
The Inferno
The Satanic Verses
Sense and Sensibility
The Picture of Dorian Gray
Mansfield Park
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
To the Lighthouse
Tess of the D’Urbervilles
Oliver Twist
Gulliver’s Travels
Les Misérables
The Corrections
The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
Dune
The Prince
The Sound and the Fury
Angela’s Ashes : a memoir
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The God of Small Things
A People’s History of the United States : 1492-present
Cryptonomicon
Neverwhere (Sort of - saw the TV show and read the graphic novel.)
A Confederacy of Dunces
A Short History of Nearly Everything
Dubliners
The Unbearable Lightness of Being
Beloved
Slaughterhouse-five
The Scarlet Letter
Eats, Shoots & Leaves
The Mists of Avalon
Oryx and Crake : a novel
Collapse : how societies choose to fail or succeed
Cloud Atlas
The Confusion
Lolita
Persuasion
Northanger Abbey
The Catcher in the Rye
On the Road
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
Freakonomics : a rogue economist explores the hidden side of everything
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance : an inquiry into values
The Aeneid
Watership Down
Gravity’s Rainbow
The Hobbit
In Cold Blood : a true account of a multiple murder and its consequences
White Teeth
Treasure Island
David Copperfield
The Three Musketeers

The list does expose some of the author’s own preferences - a lot of Neal Stephenson, Neil
Gaiman and, oddly, Ayn Rand. But it’s still interesting to dissect my own habits. The few
books that I’ve partially read are those that I studied in college and wasn’t enamoured by. I’ve
read almost no Dickens: Harsh Times put me off him in much the same way as Emma put
me off Austen and Dubliners put me off Joyce. I’ve also read very little in the way of French
literature, which tends to come in off-puttingly large tomes. A lot of books on the list are ones
I’ve read in the last couple of years. I’ve brushed up on my classics and read a few books that
I’ve been meaning to get to for years. Still plenty more to go, of course, but that’s the point of
having a list, isn’t it?

1. http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula

(2007-10-05 10:47:43)
Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell Anna Karenina Crime and Punishment <b>Catch-22</b> One Hun-
dred Years of Solitude <b>Wuthering Heights</B> <b>The Silmarillion</B> Life of Pi : a novel The
Name of the Rose * Don Quixote <i>Moby Dick</i> <i>Ulysses</i> Madame Bovary The Odyssey *
Pride and Prejudice Jane Eyre The Tale of Two Cities The Brothers Karamazov <b>Guns, Germs, and
Steel: the fates of human societies</B> War and Peace Vanity Fair The Time Traveler¼s Wife The
Iliad * Emma The Blind Assassin The Kite Runner Mrs. Dalloway </i>Great Expectations</i> Amer-
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ican Gods * A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius Atlas Shrugged Reading Lolita in Tehran :
a memoir in books Memoirs of a Geisha Middlesex Quicksilver Wicked : the life and times of the
wicked witch of the West <i>The Canterbury Tales</i> The Historian : a novel A Portrait of the Artist
as a Young Man <b>Love in the Time of Cholera</B> <b>Brave New World</B> The Fountainhead
Foucault¼s Pendulum Middlemarch Frankenstein The Count of Monte Cristo <b>Dracula</B> A
Clockwork Orange Anansi Boys The Once and Future King The Grapes of Wrath The Poisonwood
Bible : a novel <b>1984</B> Angels & Demons The Inferno The Satanic Verses Sense and Sensibil-
ity The Picture of Dorian Gray Mansfield Park One Flew Over the Cuckoo¼s Nest To the Lighthouse
Tess of the D¼Urbervilles Oliver Twist Gulliver¼s Travels Les Misérables <b>The Corrections</B>
The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
<b>Dune</B> <b>The Prince</B> The Sound and the Fury Angela¼s Ashes : a memoir <i>The God
of Small Things</i> A People¼s History of the United States : 1492-present <b>Cryptonomicon</B>
Neverwhere A Confederacy of Dunces <b>A Short History of Nearly Everything</B> <i>Dubliners</i>
<b>The Unbearable Lightness of Being</B> Beloved Slaughterhouse-five The Scarlet Letter <b>Eats,
Shoots & Leaves</B> The Mists of Avalon <b>Oryx and Crake : a novel</B> <b>Collapse : how soci-
eties choose to fail or succeed</B> Cloud Atlas The Confusion <b>Lolita</B> Persuasion Northanger
Abbey <b>The Catcher in the Rye</B> On the Road The Hunchback of Notre Dame <b>Freakonomics
: a rogue economist explores the hidden side of everything</B> Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Main-
tenance : an inquiry into values The Aeneid Watership Down Gravity¼s Rainbow <b>The Hobbit</B>
In Cold Blood : a true account of a multiple murder and its consequences White Teeth Treasure Island
David Copperfield The Three Musketeers Hope the HTML comes out. The asterisks are books on my
shelf but unread. P.

kaleandwine (2007-10-06 07:17:19)
<strong>Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell</strong> Anna Karenina Crime and Punishment
<strong>Catch-22</strong> One Hundred Years of Solitude Wuthering Heights The Silmarillion
<strong>Life of Pi : a novel</strong> The Name of the Rose Don Quixote Moby Dick Ulysses
Madame Bovary <strong>The Odyssey</strong> Pride and Prejudice Jane Eyre <strong>The Tale of
Two Cities</strong> The Brothers Karamazov Guns, Germs, and Steel: the fates of human societies
War and Peace Vanity Fair The Time Traveler¼s Wife <strong>The Iliad</strong> <em>Emma</em>
The Blind Assassin The Kite Runner Mrs. Dalloway <strong>Great Expectations</strong> Amer-
ican Gods A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius Atlas Shrugged Reading Lolita in Tehran
: a memoir in books <strong>Memoirs of a Geisha</strong> <em>Middlesex</em> Quicksilver
<strong>Wicked : the life and times of the wicked witch of the West</strong> The Canterbury
tales The Historian : a novel <strong>A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man</strong> Love in
the Time of Cholera <strong>Brave New World</strong> The Fountainhead Foucault¼s Pendulum
Middlemarch <strong>Frankenstein</strong> The Count of Monte Cristo <strong>Dracula</strong>
A Clockwork Orange Anansi Boys The Once and Future King <strong>The Grapes of Wrath</strong>
<strong>The Poisonwood Bible : a novel</strong> <strong>1984</strong> <strong>Angels &
Demons</strong> The Inferno The Satanic Verses Sense and Sensibility <strong>The Picture of Do-
rian Gray</strong> Mansfield Park <strong>One Flew Over the Cuckoo¼s Nest</strong> To the
Lighthouse <strong>Tess of the D¼Urbervilles</strong> <em>Oliver Twist</em> Gulliver¼s Travels
<em>Les Misérables</em> The Corrections The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay The Curi-
ous Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time <strong>Dune</strong> The Prince <strong>The Sound
and the Fury</strong> <strong>Angela¼s Ashes : a memoir</strong> The God of Small Things
A People¼s History of the United States : 1492-present Cryptonomicon Neverwhere A Confeder-
acy of Dunces A Short History of Nearly Everything Dubliners The Unbearable Lightness of Being
<strong>Beloved</strong> Slaughterhouse-five <strong>The Scarlet Letter</strong> Eats, Shoots &
Leaves <strong>The Mists of Avalon</strong> Oryx and Crake : a novel Collapse : how societies
choose to fail or succeed Cloud Atlas The Confusion Lolita Persuasion Northanger Abbey <strong>The
Catcher in the Rye</strong> On the Road The Hunchback of Notre Dame <strong>Freakonomics : a
rogue economist explores the hidden side of everything</strong> Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Main-
tenance : an inquiry into values The Aeneid <strong>Watership Down</strong> Gravity¼s Rainbow
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The Hobbit In Cold Blood : a true account of a multiple murder and its consequences White Teeth
<strong>Treasure Island</strong> David Copperfield The Three Musketeers This seems a funny list
to me - an awful lot of Jane Austen and Charles Dickens, and then Dan Brown? I read most of these
in high school - when not force-fed Dickens it was Faulkner. And they wonder why American children
don¼t like books... In any case, it¼s clear I should be reading more. ALways nice to have something
to live up to.

(2007-10-09 14:55:12)
<b>Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell</b> Anna Karenina <b>Crime and Punishment</b> <b>Catch-
22</b> <b>One Hundred Years of Solitude</b> <b>Wuthering Heights</b> <b>The Silmarillion</b>
Life of Pi : a novel The Name of the Rose <i>Don Quixote</i> <i>Moby Dick</i> Ulysses* Madame
Bovary <i>The Odyssey</i> <b>Pride and Prejudice</b> <b>Jane Eyre</b> The Tale of Two Cities
The Brothers Karamazov Guns, Germs, and Steel: the fates of human societies War and Peace*
Vanity Fair The Time Traveler¼s Wife <i>The Iliad</i> <i>Emma</i> The Blind Assassin The Kite
Runner Mrs. Dalloway <b>Great Expectations</b> <b>American Gods</b> A Heartbreaking Work
of Staggering Genius Atlas Shrugged Reading Lolita in Tehran : a memoir in books Memoirs of a
Geisha Middlesex Quicksilver Wicked : the life and times of the wicked witch of the West The Can-
terbury tales <b>The Historian : a novel</b> A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man* <b>Love in
the Time of Cholera</b> <b>Brave New World</b> The Fountainhead Foucault¼s Pendulum Mid-
dlemarch <i>Frankenstein</i> <i>The Count of Monte Cristo</i> <i>Dracula</i> <b>A Clockwork
Orange</b> Anansi Boys The Once and Future King The Grapes of Wrath* The Poisonwood Bible
: a novel* <b>1984</b> <b>Angels & Demons</b> The Inferno The Satanic Verses* <b>Sense and
Sensibility</b> <b>The Picture of Dorian Gray</b> Mansfield Park <b>One Flew Over the Cuckoo¼s
Nest</b> To the Lighthouse Tess of the D¼Urbervilles Oliver Twist <i>Gulliver¼s Travels</i> <i>Les
Misérables</i>* The Corrections The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Night-Time <b>Dune</b> The Prince* The Sound and the Fury <b>Angela¼s Ashes
: a memoir</b> The God of Small Things* A People¼s History of the United States : 1492-present
Cryptonomicon <b>Neverwhere</b> A Confederacy of Dunces A Short History of Nearly Everything
Dubliners The Unbearable Lightness of Being Beloved <b>Slaughterhouse-five</b> The Scarlet Letter
Eats, Shoots & Leaves The Mists of Avalon Oryx and Crake : a novel Collapse : how societies choose
to fail or succeed Cloud Atlas The Confusion <b>Lolita</b> Persuasion Northanger Abbey <b>The
Catcher in the Rye</b> <i>On the Road</i>* <i>The Hunchback of Notre Dame</i>* Freakonomics :
a rogue economist explores the hidden side of everything Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance :
an inquiry into values <i>The Aeneid</i> <b>Watership Down</b> Gravity¼s Rainbow <b>The Hob-
bit</b> <b>In Cold Blood : a true account of a multiple murder and its consequences</b> White
Teeth <i>Treasure Island</i> <b>David Copperfield</b> <i>The Three Musketeers</i> Copying Paul,
* is books I own but haven¼t read. And I¼m also using italics for books I sort of read, ie in abridged
versions or whatever. That is the most I have ever used HTML, and now I want a nice lie down and a
cup of tea cos I¼m <i>exhausted</i>! Though it is a pretty good list to work on..

(2007-10-09 14:56:49)
I keep forgetting to put my name on this! Btw, Paul and Kalin, you REALLY should read Neverwhere,
it¼s excellent. Denise

1.10.3 The Joys of Family (2007-10-07 21:56)

I’ve just had the experience of having my two younger brothers staying with me for the week-
end. Partly because one of them has a birthday five days after mine (our combined ages
making a total of 50) and partly just because they’ve never gotten around to doing so before.
It was a lot of fun having them down and hanging around, but I do worry that I’ve lost touch
with them a bit. Given the differences in ages, and the fact that I moved away from home
and they haven’t, maybe that’s inevitable. Still, it’s nice to have them down here. Perhaps
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they might come down more often in the future, and I might make more of an effort to stay in
touch.

Writing Report: Spent most of the week working on a pulpish short story, a mode of writing
I’m not very familiar with. After the brothers had headed home this afternoon, I wrapped up
with one of the pieces of writing I occasionally tinker with and add to. Seems I’m suffering
from a certain lack of inspiration at the moment. Total for the week was 5,923 words, putting
me over 200k for the year so far, at 202,195.

New Story: Another story just gone up at "Cerandor Stories". This one is [1]Down the Rabbit
Hole, another relatively brief piece. Longer stories will show up, I hope, once I’ve mastered
some of the intricacies of the site.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=11#more-11

1.10.4 The Great Exposition of ’07 (2007-10-17 15:22)

It’s been a fairly busy week, all told. Rather unexpectedly so. Back on Monday, I seemed to
be looking at an abundance of free weekends. Now, it seems I’m fully booked until Sunday.
Not quite sure how that happened.

I’m trying to get on with writing in the midst of all this. Reading some Moorcock and
Howard has pushed me back towards writing some more traditional narrative fantasy.
Sometimes dropping the grim and gritty in favour of high adventure can provide a welcome
relief. Plus, it offers me the chance to see how two masters of the genre cope with a problem
that I’ve been wrestling with for a while.

A while back, I stopped writing A Spear of Ironwood and turned instead to putting to-
gether a long-form synopsis in order to give me a better idea of where the story was going
and what it was going to do when it got there. As my writing reports have revealed, finishing
the synopsis hasn’t resulted in me jumping back into the story. The work progresses though,
and I hope to reach that stage soon.

The main problem with the story at present is that it covers nearly two decades in the
course of the main character’s particularly interesting life. Once the synopsis was finished,
I had to decide what to leave out, rather than what to put in, if I was going to bring the size
of the planned story back to manageable levels. What needed to be shown, and what could
merely be referred to in the course of the action, were the key questions.

It’s an oddity of storytelling that "show" seems to work better than "tell". If there’s a
piece of action or a dilemma, getting the reader as close as possible to it enhances the
immediacy and involvement. That which is only referred to is distanced from the reader,
whether through the device of flashbacks or one character merely reporting things through
his or her own words. Of course, that distancing can be used to the writer’s advantage, but
it’s always seemed quite a clunky tool to me, and one I try not to overuse.

The problem I had with A Spear of Ironwood is the same one I formerly had with Dead
Man’s Troubles, which is overweighted with narrative digressions (something to be dealt
with in editing). However, exposition is unavoidable in fantasy, all the more so as the
fantasy becomes more divorced from everyday life. Readers have to be provided with enough
information to hook them into the story and to allow their suspension of disbelief to ride out
the bumpier shifts in narrative direction.
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I generally try to find a balance somewhere between leaving putative readers in the
dark and providing reams of detail about the Lost Kingdom of Excessive Verbiage. If I tend
to err on the detail-light side, it’s probably because I’m well aware that I could quite happily
write about the history, politics and sporting successes of said kingdom until the cows come
home. Even I know that a scene of Ogthrar the Mighty cleaving his way through a horde of
Moominites is unlikely to be improved by a two-page digression on the Tripartite Schism of
the Moominites six centuries earlier.

In their Elric and Conan stories, Moorcock and Howard take different tacks to this
problem. Moorcock is particularly sparing when it comes to providing flavour text for
the readers. He tends to stick with what his characters know, and although he refers to
thousands of years of history, only the broadest of details are offered, except when they’re
about to become relevant in a potentially lethal way to his albino protagonist.

Howard generally feels himself freer to digress onto issues of race and history, as well
as the personal histories of the characters. His barbarian protagonist is a creature of the
here and now, but his opponents come from the distant past, even if their futures are
often somewhat curtailed. I was amused to find a history of Conan’s world at the front of
the hardback I recently bought. Although it makes awkward reading, it does indicate that
Howard agreed with the notion that providing a detailed and consistent backdrop to his
stories would enhance their flavour.

All of which doesn’t advance me much further to my goal. I’ve sketched out most of
the action that needs to be included in A Spear of Ironwood, but the proof of the pudding
will come in turning that into readable prose, in which the gaps within the narrative are
carefully joined through exposition and supported by enough background material so that
readers don’t get the feeling that it’s all coming from nowhere (even if it is). After all, I have
the advantage of having the story and much else besides in my head. All I can do is create an
image of that through my writing.

Writing Report: A Saturday finish brought me to 5,040 words for the week, giving me
a running total of 207,235. Most of that came from a short piece called "The Sleeping God,"
more than a little inspired by my reading of Howard and Moorcock recently. I’m likely to stick
in that vein until I get back to something a little more long-form.

New Story: A new piece went up on Cerandor Stories at the weekend. [1]The Moun-
tain is a fairly recent creation, a dream tale with allegorical leanings. A little clunky, perhaps,
but hopefully enjoyable.

Internet Miscellanea: Three things the Internet told me during the past week. 1. In-
diana Jones lost his virginity to Mata Hari. 2. There’s a Star Wars wiki called (obviously)
Wookieepedia. 3. The Ulster-Scots language is a [2]scam. (Actually, I already knew the last
one, but not all the details. For a list of some of the words that I actually grew up with, check
out [3]this.)

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=12

2. http://skinflicks.blogspot.com/2007/10/ulster-scots-scam.html

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_Ulster_English

kaleandwine (2007-10-19 08:05:25)
(chatterbox night) 1. That language scam is fascinating. In some vague (and I¼m sure unrelated and
probably offensive) way it makess me think of the "Ebonics" movement we had here awhile back. 2.
I¼m not sure if it aired in Ireland, but <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The _Young _Indiana
_Jones _Chronicles">The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles</a> was a fabulous show, and one episode
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dealt with exactly that issue. Might be worth finding on DVD. That said, it¼s worth noting that
at the time the show aired I was an adolescent and very much in love with the lead actor (um, as
<em>Indy)</em>, so I¼m extremely biased. Hmm. :) 3. I wondered if you had abandoned Spear of
Ironwood completely - I¼m glad to hear that¼s not the case. Perhaps all of this forethought produces
a better end-product? If anything the process makes for interesting reading for the rest of us. And I
liked <em>The Mountain</em>, by the way. I realize that I tend to throw a lot of praise your way but
I hope you know I do mean it - even the stories that you think of as "clunky" flow very nicely and are
a treat to read. Especially if you¼re writing/editing at the one-a-week rate. Quite inspiring, really.

cerandor (2007-10-19 13:17:50)
2. I remember watching The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles years ago. It was never wildly popular
here, and I didn¼t see much of it, but the idea was appealing. Apparently, there was an Irish-centric
episode with Yeats and O¼Casey, which I¼d be intrigued to see. 3. It wasn¼t dead - I¼d just
underestimated the amount of prep work required. I should be getting back to it in the next few
weeks.

1.10.5 Shoelace Secrets (2007-10-22 10:52)

For years, shoelaces have been the bane of my life. A walk to work or through town would
never be complete without the need to hunker down every five or ten minutes and retie laces
so tightly that I would be running the risk of gangrene. It didn’t matter what type of shoes
they were, but if one pair happened to be a little better than another, they might get worn
more often. Oddly, the shinier the shoes, the quicker the laces seemed to make their burst
for freedom.

This weekend, I seem to have solved the problem. How? Rather than using the usual under-
over knot that comes naturally as a right-hander, I reversed it. More on a whim than anything
else, but it seems to have done the trick. Thus far this morning, my laces have remained reso-
lutely knotted. It just goes to show, doing something out of the ordinary can have unexpected
benefits.

Writing Report: Despite one of the weirder weeks I’ve had in a while (Wednesday being
particularly memorable), I cleared 5,177 words for the week, giving me a running total of
212,412. Most of that was in pursuit of another pulpish short story, "Shadow’s Manse". I’ve
yet to master the knack of propelling the narrative quick enough for my tastes, but it’s fun
making the effort.

New Story: Another new story up on Cerandor Stories this weekend. [1]Shopping Trip is
a very short piece, dwelling on the world of the Courier and the people in it. It may also have
been posted on this journal in the past, but I can’t recall if that’s the case. Although it only
appeared this morning, I actually saved it to the site last night, so I still made my deadline -
that’s my story and I’m sticking to it.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=13

1.10.6 (2007-10-26 12:33)

The office where I work is currently in the midst of a transition. We’re moving floors, from the
second to the fourth (which is slightly smaller). The advantages will be a better view for me
and the possibility of some more exercise (I take the stairs rather than the lift where possible).
The disadvantages will be along the lines of having less nonwork space: the kitchen we’re get-
ting will be too small for people to gather in. However, all the main moving will happen over
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the weekend. Right now, the second floor is littered with packing boxes and dismembered
computers.

It’s an odd feeling to see the accoutrements of 8-hours-plus of your daily life packed up and
ready for transport. A reminder of the general impermanence of the companies we rely on to
keep us paid. This will be the fourth move I’ve gone through since joining my company, which
has shrunk from three floors to one (mostly through telecommuting), and perhaps I ought to
be used to it, but this kind of disruption still has the power to unsettle. Or maybe I’m just in
an introspective mood and all this is just feeding into that.

I have the advantage of being in a job that is more steady than most, if not especially lu-
crative. That kind of situation can lull you into a sense of false comfort. Familiarity and a
lack of change can be very soporific. Perhaps this particular change will shake me up a bit,
and perhaps that’s all to the good.

kaleandwine (2007-10-27 06:08:22)
It would seem a good sign that these moves (four?!) are largely due to telecommuting. Saved rent and
all... I wish company downsizing here was for the same reasons. I always like to believe that moves
are somehow for the better. And newness can be, as you mention, a good wake-up call. It¼s just
hard to see among the debris and cardboard and general (uncomfortable) disruption. At the moment
I can say I completely understand, introspection and all. :)

1.10.7 Outbursts of Humor (2007-10-29 19:05)

I seem to have been in the middle of a spate of humorous comments lately. Whether it’s disori-
entation from the clocks going back an hour or general realisation that the year is speeding to
a close, people around me have been coming out with surreal nonsequiturs, witty aphorisms
and genuinely odd misstatements. When someone I know who’s not normally in the habit
of acting giddy can look up into the sky and go, "Oooh! Airplane!" in the tones of an excited
five-year-old, you know something’s in the air. (Admittedly, he was in the grip of the caffeine
jitters at the time, which actually adds to the story, rather than detracts from it.)

The best example of all of this in the last few days came on the bus a few mornings ago.
A few seats ahead of myself and my travelling companion, a woman was struggling with a
baby, which was performing the infant function of doing anything other than sitting peace-
fully and not causing a fuss. I noticed this, and my companion noticed me noticing it. The
conversation that followed went thus:

Her (looking worried): Are you smiling at that baby?
Me (shrugging): Babies are cool.
Her: Yeah, but only when they’re old enough to play with, not when they just lie there and
google.

Cue several seconds of embarrassed silence, several weeks of pointed teasing and ammu-
nition for retaliation to any efforts she might make to embarrass me in polite company...

Writing Report: An odd kind of week, last one. Two thousand words on Monday, then
three thousand on Sunday, with all sorts of obstacles to writing in between. The result was
5,253 words for the week and 217,665 for the running total. Most of that was again in pursuit
of "Shadow’s Manse," which has kind of lost its way, but is still fun to pursue.
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New Story: This week’s new piece on Cerandor Stories is [1]"The Sellsword’s Promise". A
bit longer than my normal uploads, it might be somewhat tricky to read, given the site’s for-
mat. Copy and paste to a word processor if it makes things easier. I have other, even longer
pieces that I want to post, but before I do, I’ll have to sort out the ability to upload PDFs for
readers.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=14

(2007-10-30 14:07:04)
Cough cough it was very early in the morning cough

kaleandwine (2007-11-06 07:46:46) On Printing
Forgive me for being obnoxious again but thinking about this stuff is mildly thrilling for me (dear
god: nerd). Anyway, it isn¼t really much trouble for your readers to copy/paste the long stories
to a word processor, so no worries. But if you¼re considering print options, in the long run it
may be less work for you to work with a print stylesheet (css) instead of uploading pdfs. This way
the site would convert any story to print formatting (and you could even dictate it, if you wanted)
automatically, and your server space could be saved for other potential things (like potential il-
lustrations, har har). It¼s my aim to be helpful and not pushy, so I hope this comes off as the
former. But if you ever want to geek out on this, here¼s a decent explanation with how-tos: <a
href="http://www.alistapart.com/articles/goingtoprint/">Going to Print</a>, although it assumes
some css knowledge. Otherwise, just know that there are two people who live in the California
redwoods who would be actually <em>excited</em> to whip up a print stylesheet for anyone (that
includes you, P.). We¼re really that sad. And... I¼ve been meaning to say it for awhile, but when
Google came out I wondered why they gave themselves such a drool-y, babyish name. So I don¼t
know, I might have to support the lady on this one. :)

cerandor (2007-11-06 09:55:32) Re: On Printing
Don¼t feel you¼re being pushy - I turned away from the path of computer expertise many years ago,
and though I¼d like to get back to it, there¼s never enough time. Any suggestions and advice that
can help me to improve the site and make it more accessible to readers will be warmly welcomed.
Print stylesheets sound like a possible option, certainly, and I¼ll be sure to look into them once I
become laptop-enabled (so close now...). :)

1.10.8 Get Up and Go (2007-10-31 17:43)

Of all the signs there are that you’re doing too much overtime, watching fireworks exploding
in the night sky outside your office window has to be one of the most vehement. Time to go.

lainey316 (2007-10-31 18:28:52)
HAH! Tis early yet, like :)

cerandor (2007-10-31 18:55:09)
Well, yes, but I don¼t work in IT. Something that I¼ve occasionally regretted but am equally occa-
sionally thankful for.

lainey316 (2007-10-31 19:00:31)
I don¼t think it¼s necessarily IT is the problem - surely any client-driven work with deadlines and
billing dates is the same, e.g. marketing.
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cerandor (2007-10-31 19:35:12)
I suppose so. My work is mostly quota-based, overtime doubly so. The only reason I can complain
about staying in until 6 is that I normally get out at 4.30...

lainey316 (2007-10-31 19:37:55)
lightweight :P

cerandor (2007-10-31 19:49:25)
From the fact that you¼re still posting, whereas I¼m home and fed at this stage? Absolutely.
This is one argument I¼m never going to win... :)

lainey316 (2007-10-31 19:54:20)
I could be at home, the intarweb does live in my flat too... Okay, I¼m not. I¼m waiting on a job.
In a move of extreme boldness I have one eye on it and one eye on freecell, but that¼s because I
can¼t think of anything workrelated to do. Ah sh1t, just thought of something.

1.11 November

1.11.1 Acting on Impulse (2007-11-02 23:29)

One of my favourite sayings is: "If a thing’s worth doing, it’s worth overdoing." It was in that
spirit that I looked at prices for flights to the U.S. this morning and made the only slightly
impulsive decision that if I was going to buy a laptop, I might as well get a holiday out of it.

I mean to make the most of it, of course. I’ll be visiting [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] in
Philadelphia, visiting a part of the world I haven’t been to before and doing as much shopping
as two-and-a-bit days and a mostly empty bag on the way over will allow. What with overtime
chewing up much of my free time, it’ll be nice to get away for the weekend. (Yes, I’m home in
Northern Ireland this weekend, but that’s not quite the same.)

I have a longstanding tendency to be overly cautious, and it’s a habit I’ve never quite shaken.
I’m not pretending that this is a sudden reversal of that trend, and taking a short-notice flight
to the U.S. is doing awful things to my carbon footprint. But the thing about being impulsive
is that once the first, irrevocable step is taken, everything after that tends to be a lot more
fun. And, frankly, I’ve been working hard this last year. A little bit of crazy is permitted, I
think.

kaleandwine (2007-11-03 05:11:50)
A little bit of crazy is <em>prescription</em>, I think... That¼s so awesome! Have a wonderful time,
whenever you go. :)

cerandor (2007-11-03 10:45:52)
Next Friday, for a long-ish weekend. I certainly plan to enjoy it.

1.11.2 Dumb Animals (2007-11-04 23:25)

I don’t watch a hell of a lot of TV these days, so when I do sit down in front of [1]the glass teat,
I tend to pick and choose what I watch with a little care. Most of the time, I tend to gravitate
to National Geographic, Discovery Civilization, the History Channel or some BBC offering or
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other. This evening, in the company of P., I got lucky: BBC 4 was having a science night,
showing some choice cuts of Horizon, probably my favourite science series, and an interest-
ing show entitled "The Dodo’s Guide to Surviving Extinction"

Of course, as P. pointed out and I agreed (being as much of a pedant as he is), the title is
a daft one. By definition, one doesn’t survive extinction - one avoids it. Nonetheless, it was
a fun overview of the topic of extinction, covering everything from the [2]Permian Mass Ex-
tinction to the current variation on the theme, the sixth mass extinction in Earth’s history.
Along the way, it provided a few choice lessons, such as "don’t live on an island." The two big
lessons, though, seemed to be to avoid sudden exposure to humans and to not be a panda.

The latter might seem odd, until one realises exactly how, well, crap pandas actually are. Cute
and cuddly they may be, but they’ve made a habit out of eating a singularly non-nutritious
foodstuff that they aren’t even evolved to digest, and thus can’t absorb enough nutrients from
to do anything more energetic than sitting around all day eating. Worse, they don’t seem to
know much about sex, and females can only conceive for a couple of days out of the year. The
fact that they’re still going seems to be entirely down to the efforts of the Chinese, who have
tried everything from showing them panda porn to IVF (the latter actually being successful).

The most indelible image of the show demonstrated just how crap pandas actually are. A
mother panda was sitting slouched in the corner of her cage, chewing on some bamboo. On
the ground in front of her was a newborn, clearly no more than a few hours (minutes?) old.
The mother’s general lack of awareness was made evident when the baby panda yelped, pre-
sumably in frustration at not getting any help from its maternal unit. The mother, evidently
unaware of the baby at her feet, literally jumped in shock. At that point, I pretty much gave
up on any hope of releasing pandas back into the wild. They’re just not cut out for it.

The show ended on a somewhat downbeat note, depending on exactly how misanthropic you
are. We’re in the middle of a mass extinction, and there’s more than a good chance that we’re
going to be carried out with it. The world, of course, will go on, as it has done before, leaving
us as a brief but destructive aberration. I’m not quite so pessimistic. I see bad days coming,
and I think humanity’s set for a downturn, possibly within my lifetime. But I reckon we’re
not going to vanish. Quite how many of us make it through the bad days we’re storing up for
ourselves though, will depend on how many of us figure out that something needs to be done.

Writing Report: I keep distracting myself. Some more of "Shadow’s Manse" was done this
week, but it remains unfinished. Instead, I turned to a story idea that occurred to me in
midweek and wrapped up a short piece based on that instead: "Schemer’s Price." Other than
the titles, both stories also share a setting, which makes me feel a little more satisfied with
my work. Total for the week was 5,880, bringing the running total to 223,545.

New Story: The new story up on Cerandor Stories this week is [3]"Poison". A much shorter
piece than last week, and of a very different flavour. I’ve been meaning to stick it up for a
while, but the ending bugged me. I’m still not entirely happy with it, but, well, it’s up there
now. Let me know what you think.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Glass_Teat

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian_mass_extinction

3. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=15#more-15

kaleandwine (2007-11-05 07:40:44) Care Bears Care
Okay, you two. I¼ll have you know that I started reading this expecting a nice, clean intel-
lectual discussion on extinction events. But once I got to the "how crap pandas actually are"
line I nearly lost my dinner. Haha! My god, they ARE crap! But you know, they¼re very <a
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href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cute">cute</a> crap. Cute is uh, umm, really important. Or
something. Actually I¼m curious - if that bit about digestion is true, how did they make it this far?
They¼re rather large as animals go, especially if they are so maladjusted to the basics of life...

(2007-11-05 09:54:31) Re: Care Bears Care
Poor pandas. Tis quite sad - they should be carnivorous, which would be handy for the whole nutri-
tion area, but instead they seem to have gotten lazy and just decided that bamboo was easier. Just
like humans with take-aways I guess.. But they are seriously cute! Denise

cerandor (2007-11-05 11:02:14) Re: Care Bears Care
A brief scan of wikipedia suggests that pandas aren¼t quite so painfully inept as the show seemed
to indicate. Certainly, there are plenty of other animals that suffer from their own problems. An-
other case in point were the passenger pigeons, which weren¼t particularly perturbed by the sound
of gunfire, tended to congregate in vast flocks and were attracted by the sound of one of their own.
Hence, all hunters had to do was tie a captive bird to a snare, allow it to caw away, point their
guns vaguely upward and fire away. Reload, repeat and after a while you have the most impressive
example of humans driving a species to extinction to date.

kaleandwine (2007-11-05 21:40:24) more chow mein, anyone?
Hehe! The comparison to humans with take-aways is particularly appropriate. Non-nutritious
<em>stuff</em> that seems to invite a lot of sitting around vacantly munching... :) I made the
mistake of bringing up all of this to Rob, who has seized upon this "worthless pandas" concept and
won¼t let go. I see his point, especially as we¼re devoting so many resources to save them while
other (probably more vital to the foodchain) animals disappear unnoticed. But I can¼t quite be
there. It IS sad. It¼s so sad. Extinction suddenly feels very real when something giant and adorable
like this begins to go. Ever the mental five-year-old, I¼ve been having a nice daydream where I grow
a bamboo garden and bring a whole bunch of them in. We could sit around and chew stuff and
reflect on the meaning of life... Wouldn¼t it be marvelous? I¼ll bet they¼re really good listeners.
As long as you¼re not an infant or potential mate, that is.

(2007-11-05 10:23:37) Re: Care Bears Care
I¼d assume by not having any natural predators and having evolved in a stable environment with
few/no competitors that allowed them to get away with their evolutionary inefficiencies. In short,
they probably had very little selection pressure to kick them up their furry behind. The thing to
remember about natural selection is that it doesn¼t go for global maximums of efficiency. Natural
selection can¼t select for theoretical environments or theoretical efficiencies. It selects based on the
environment you exist in and the pressures that it places on you. If sitting on your ass, eating bam-
boo all day gets you over the line in your environment, then there¼s no further selection pressure
to improve.* Same with being a big dopey flightless bird. Until humans, cats, dogs and rats turn up
- it¼s not a bad idea on an island where you have no natural predators. Birds that waste energy
on wings to escape non-existent predators are going to be at a reproductive disadvantage to birds
that are better adapted to a predator-free environment - by being larger, having small wings and big
legs. Of course, once you specialise, you¼re buggered if the environment suddenly changes (like a
crowd of ravenous Dutchmen (for shure!) turning up on a rat-infested ship). Natural selection tends
to push species to specialise in particular ecological niches in their given environment. What mass
extinctions do is change the environment, removing the niches and wiping out the species that are
dependant on them. Only the generalists who are flexible enough to adapt survive (being a gener-
alist is an ecological niche too - and a good one to occupy if you¼re interested in world conquering
long-term survival). Extinction events prune the tree of life back to the main branch points, hacking
away all the beautiful specialist foliage. Then from those pruned generalist boughs new radiations of
creatures evolve to fill all the new niches in the changed environment. It¼s all rather elegant really.
Was that nice, clean and intellectual enough for ya? :) P.
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kaleandwine (2007-11-05 21:42:06) Re: Care Bears Care
Indeed! I almost added to my last comment: "Fully expecting/hoping-for a schooling from P. on
this", but I thought it best to wait and see what might come. Yay! The last paragraph in particular
brings it home for me in a way that my college ecology class (which obviously fled my mind years
ago) never did. Have you ever thought about teaching? On the side? Just curious. Maybe teaching
through writing. Which brings me to the next: HELL YEAH on the blog!

(2007-11-06 13:03:41) Re: Care Bears Care
Heh - teaching through writing is kind of what my day job is (I work in an e-learning company), so
I hope I¼m good at it. :) Don¼t think I have the patience to teach people face to face. When you
write you get to edit out all the swearing and volatility. Can¼t do that face to face. :) P.

(2007-11-05 10:45:34) Re: Care Bears Care - and another thing
Actually, cute is important. With humans as the main selection pressure on species these days -
being cute is a great trait for an species to have. Cuteness is why people are investing so much time
and effort to saving the panda and other big furry species, while dozens of less cuddlesome species go
extinct daily. Docility is also a good trait to have (cats dogs, cows, sheep etcetcetc). Ditto tasty meat
or pretty fur/skin (though it¼s best to be docile and tasty/pretty so that you can be domesticated;
being feral and tasty/pretty tends to get you hunted to extinction - eg tigers, rhinos, hippos etc).
Selection pressures and survival advantages come in all shapes and forms. :) P.

cerandor (2007-11-05 11:03:21) Re: Care Bears Care - and another thing
Such as flotation. Unlike most whales, the right whales were the "right" ones to hunt, because
they tended to float when dead. Hence, they were pushed closer to extinction than any of the other
species - a status they still linger in.

kaleandwine (2007-11-05 21:44:41) ... and another thing again
I suppose there could be a bit of a debate, though, on the value of "surviving" if you¼ve essentially
become a maimed and conquered species. Quality of life? I think if you gave humans a choice -
being peacefully gone or farmed out and treated as (American) factory-farmed animals are treated -
many would choose death. Just a thought.

(2007-11-08 00:52:24) Re: ... and another thing again
Cows (for example) are maimed and conquered because they¼re domesticated? Not from a cow¼s
perspective they¼re not. I¼m sure a cow, if it were capable of expressing a preference, would
rather be conquered than non-existent. Dignity and quality of life are human value judgements
that don¼t enter into the evolutionary sphere. Evolution¼s about being extant or extinct. This, of
course, is not to say humane treatment of animals isn¼t important on a broader perspective. But
as we¼re talking about evolution, calling a domesticated animal maimed is like calling an ostrich
maimed because it can¼t fly. Domestication is an adaptation (albeit driven by artificial, rather than
natural selection), one that allows billions of individual animals to exist that would not otherwise.
One area I will to agree with you is where domestication and inhumane farming practices become
one and the same and animals are bred for traits that leave them in constant pain and suffering.
That¼s repugnant. P.

kaleandwine (2007-11-08 06:15:07) Re: ... and another thing again
Aha! After reading your last comment (above) I was tempted to ask if you ever felt the need to
write (then edit out) any stabby-swearing-stuff <em>to me</em>. Now I wonder if there was any
behind this one? If so - next time leave it in. I¼d love to experience the rumored-but-yet-unseen
full-force-Dr.-P. :) Anyway you¼re quite correct. Actually my comment was a bit of a tangent,
and not entirely relevant (even in my head) to the topic of whole-species extinctions. I was mostly
expressing my horror at the sort of thing you mention in the last paragraph. I forget that many of
you have personal experience with sound, sustainable, humane farming processes. I know that we
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have such farms here (according to my grocery store I buy their meat), but it seems they¼re few
and far between. Drive through central California and you¼ll pass factory farm after factory farm,
animals stewing in their own urine and feces. It¼s awful. And again, not a life I (as a human)
would choose. BUT. You¼re right, that has nothing to do with evolution. And if I could choose
extinction for a species I felt sorry for? I wouldn¼t. Good point, good point. Honestly I wish that
my friends here would disagree with me more often - much more to think about, that way.

(2007-11-08 10:33:30) Re: ... and another thing again
Actually there was an extra paragraph in there that I deleted - but it bearly struggled to reach
Tropical Depression status on the Saffir-Simpson scale of P.-ish hurricanicity. :) I took it out be-
cause I remembered that domestication could produce maimed animals (as mentioned in the new
final paragraph above) - which completely outflanked the argument advanced. Which to prevent:
Delete. Inhumane farming practices are wrong, wrong, wrong. But I¼m always wary of extreme
animal welfare arguments of the type that put animals on a par with people and say things like
¼all farming is slavery¼ (we don¼t get that much in Ireland, but in my years in a white coat, I
worked with live animals under the real threat of attack by animal rights extremists). I think a
lot of these extreme positions come from a fetishisation of animals that comes in a large way from
an ignorance of what real animals are like. When you grow up in proximity to animals, there¼s
never any question of thinking that they¼re little furry people. Equally, you can see with your
own eyes that animals aren¼t automata - they experience pain and try to avoid it; they enjoy
things like fresh grass, shelter and warm bedding. Most farmers abhor cruel treatment of ani-
mals and despise those who commit cruelty or negligence. At the same time, they don¼t fret that
they¼re somehow exploiting animals merely by farming them. As with many things in life it¼s
about balance - having sympathy without losing perspective. P. TROPICAL WEATHER OUTLOOK
NWS TPC/NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER MIAMI FL 530 AM EST THU NOV 8 2007 TROPICAL
CYCLONE FORMATION IS NOT EXPECTED DURING THE NEXT 48 HOURS. ;)

(2007-11-05 20:37:18) Ecce Blogger
Totally OT, but I¼m going blatantly abuse this comments thread to announce that my own hum-
ble digital rantbox is now open for business and sufficiently stocked for me to actually tell anyone
about it. Using your graphical user interface, point your World Wide Web browsing applications here:
http://chartophylax.kaybensoft.com That is all. P.

1.11.3 A Monstrous Carbuncle (2007-11-07 10:18)

The [1]BBC News Web site has bitten the bullet and accepted advertising. From a few days
ago, non-U.K. visitors to the site have been presented with the spectacle of ads being shoe-
horned into one of the cleaner, more informative site designs out there. It’s a little sad, though
inevitable, as the BBC has been facing funding pressure from years from those who struggle
to appreciate why it has the global status it does.

This affects me less than it would have a few months ago, as I’ve belatedly cottoned on to
the wonders of RSS through [2]Google Reader. However, Reader doesn’t work at work, and
thus I’m regularly confronted by the depressing sight of a dismembered BBC site, full of white
gaps that slowly fill up with ads for products I don’t want. As time goes on, I suspect I’m
becoming ever-more akin to Bill Hicks in my views on advertising. Economic imperatives or
not, I want there to be places where I don’t have to face the hard-sell.

1. http://news.bbc.co.uk/

2. http://reader.google.com/
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kaleandwine (2007-11-08 05:49:00)
<em>I want there to be places where I don¼t have to face the hard-sell.</em> Indeed. I¼m beginning
to fear that one day I¼ll crawl home to the forest and never return. :) It¼s interesting to see what
the addition of unmatched colors and movement does to the overall design aesthetic. I¼ve always
thought that the site teetered on the edge of usability and utter chaos - just given the rather cluttered,
busy look of the pages. As all of that busy-ness was newsworthy and functional, however, it made for
a great site. Now it¼s an eyesore. And what of advertiser pressures? And one of the ads (at least here)
is for some luxury watch. Aargh! It¼s a pet -peeve fiesta. All the site needs to do is start chewing
with its mouth open and I¼ll clobber my screen.

1.11.4 Brainwasted (2007-11-11 21:38)

Taking a holiday from a holiday seems odd, but then this weekend was never meant to be
directly relaxing. Hanging out with [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] has been fun, but on both
my wallet and myself it has taken its toll. There’s a flight to come, 8 hours overnight to
Ireland, then one day without work before a week in which I plan to do nothing more stressful
than paying attention to people who deserve it. Oh, and writing 1,600 words before I get some
sleep on the flight is a necessity. More details on that soon. In the meantime, hope you’ve
had a weekend noticeably more relaxing than mine.

(2007-11-12 13:52:05)
Are we writing this on your new Precious? :) P.

cerandor (2007-11-12 13:58:11)
Maybe...

kaleandwine (2007-11-13 08:36:30)
uh-huh... AND??!!

cerandor (2007-11-13 10:19:33)
It¼s shiny. Seriously, though, more thoughts will be forthcoming soon. I¼m currently a little
zonked from all the travelling and a bus strike that caused me to walk to work today. First impres-
sions are very positive though.

kaleandwine (2007-11-13 16:34:33) shine glorious shine
Isn¼t this pressure obnoxious? Mostly I¼ve just been having fun going a bit overboard with the
excitement. Really now, take your time. :)

1.11.5 That Whole Computer Thing (2007-11-15 12:54)

It’s been a busy old week. A too-short trip to the States, in which I did more shopping than
anything else (if not quite enough to absolve me of Christmas present-buying duties for the
rest of the year), was compounded by returning to find that the drivers of the buses that take
me home have gone on strike. Cue a long walk with my luggage and two mornings (and one
evening so far) of walking to and from work. All very good for my health, probably, but doing
little for my temper thus far.

Philadlephia was an interesting place to visit. As a town, it has as much history as anywhere
in the U.S. (much of which I seem to be reading about lately, as the U.S. Enlightenment
has become a favourite topic of mine), but it lost out to New York as a financial centre and
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Washington as a place of government. The train ride in from the airport took me past various
industrial edifices, some shuttered and some not, and steam and smoke rising from factories
were a constant presence on the skyline during my stay.

As far as shopping went, it wasn’t a place I’d advise to go to, and I didn’t have time for
sightseeing. The major outing of the trip was to the King of Prussia mall, an outlet so big that
our small group returned to the car park and drove around it rather than take the time to
walk from one side to the other. Sadly, the Apple Store there (the main reason for visiting) was
closed for refurbishment, so the next day, [ LJ User: theanonamerican ] and I took a train out
to Ardmore, where there was another store that was very much open.

As a result, my long sojourn away from laptops, and specifically Mac laptops, has come
to an end. And, I have to say, it’s a relief. My PC has done sterling duty as a stand-in, but
you just can’t beat the experience of lounging on a La-Z-Boy couch, watching TV and surfing
the Intarwub all at the same time. Well, maybe you can, but it’s been a while since I’ve done
it, so it had the advantage of novelty.

My new Macbook is outwardly identical to its late, lamented predecessor. White, shiny and
small enough to be comfortably toted wherever I need it. The innards, on the other hand,
are a significant improvement, and it felt snappier and more responsive from the moment I
started using it. (It’ll be even more so when I upgrade the RAM - something Apple tends to
overcharge ridiculously for.) This is despite the appearance of Leopard, OSX 10.5, Apple’s
latest operating system.

New operating systems tend to be a little clunky compared to what came before, but I’ve
been impressed so far with Leopard. There are a few bugs here and there, and I haven’t had
the chance to try some of the major new features (such as Time Machine, which I’m very
interested in), but the whole package seems very sleek and usable. A one-sentence review
would probably run: more of the same, only more so and better.

Getting the new laptop up to speed has been a little bit of a challenge, as my old iBook
refused to act as a hard drive from which to cull my old settings and documents. The poor
thing’s almost dead now, so it’s hardly surprising. Some problems from this discontinuity
may crop up later, but for the moment I’ve been making do with alternatives. My phone, via
Bluetooth, has supplied my address book with contact details, and my iPod held a backup
of my iPhoto folder which I’ve now reinstalled. My iTunes library is more problematic, as the
iPod is synced to the stolen laptop, but I don’t mind reinstalling that too much, as I had very
few tracks that weren’t lifted from my own CDs.

It’s good to get back on the laptop side again, and it should make getting my writing done
that little bit easier and more enjoyable. I’m looking forward to a long period of peaceful and
productive cohabitation with my new companion.

Writing Report: An exceptionally busy week and the trip to the U.S. saw me attempting
something I haven’t tried in a long time – writing stories longhand. The flights to and from
Philadelphia saw me scribbling into my large notebook, with only about 1,000 words of the
weekly total being delivered on the Macbook before travel tiredness took over. The final total
was 5,040 words for the week and 228,585 for the running total. Most of that was accounted
for by two small pieces, “On the Face of It,” and “Expurgation.”

New Stories: Something of a cheat this week – [1]two fragments of story development rather
than a complete tale. “The Rag Paper Dance” is a notion for a horror/suspense story, whereas
“A Stumbled World” is an alternative history tale, which I had worked up some details for in
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my head but never followed through with. Maybe some time in the future I’ll get back to either
of them.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=16#more-16

kaleandwine (2007-11-20 00:05:43)
Hurrah for <em>white!</em> What better way to be distinctively, flagrantly Mac? Oh, and hurrah for
freedom and mobility and couch-potatoing and all that. :) Glad to hear Leopard is not overly buggy. I
haven¼t yet used it (our local Macstore has been overrun), but I¼ve been hearing a gigantic amount
of chatter via the <a href="feed://leoville.tv/podcasts/mbw.xml">MacBreak Weekly</a> guys (Rob¼s
choice for "packing music", <em>gah!)</em> They either ecstatically love it or much dislike it, but...
I¼m not sure I can relate to any of the reviewers. Good to hear from a real person who uses it for more
normal-type things. Hope it continues to be as much fun. And apparently you should try out the sys-
tem¼s new speaking voice - supposedly it rocks (and everyone knows that the speaking voice is the
computer¼s best feature, <em>duh)</em>. AND! I¼m not sure if you¼ve seen/heard of this yet, or
if you use screensavers, but <a href="http://i.document.m05.de/?p=418">this one</a> is absolutely
riveting. It captures unlocked surveillance-camera footage from around the world, plays it real-time.
Haunting and grainy - almost story fodder on its own. We¼ve actually changed our iMac¼s settings
so we can spend <em>more</em> time watching the thing.

1.11.6 Paine the Foresighted (2007-11-19 15:58)

Courtesy of a gift from the returning [ LJ User: theanonamerican ], I’ve been reading through
Craig Nelson’s Thomas Paine: Enlightenment, Revolution, and the Birth of Modern Nations, a
biography of one of my favourite historical figures. In the middle of it, the following quotation
leaped out at me, especially given current affairs.

Following the American Revolution, Paine departed for Europe in 1787, spending several
years in France and England. The following is part of a letter in response to a friend who
asked how he felt about leaving the country for which he had given so much.

"A thousand years hence (for I must indulge in a few thoughts) perhaps in less, America
may be what England now is! The innocence of her character that won the hearts of all na-
tions in her favor may sound like a romance, and her inimitable virtue as if it had never been.
The ruins of that liberty which thousands bled for, or suffered to obtain, may just furnish
materials for a village tale or extort a sigh from rustic sensibility, while the fashionable of that
day, enveloped in dissipation, shall deride the principle and deny the fact.

"When we contemplate the fall of empires and the extinction of nations of the ancient world,
we see but little to excite our regret than the mouldering ruins of pompous palaces, magnifi-
cent monuments, lofty pyramids, and walls and towers of the most costly workmanship. But
when the empire of America shall fall, the subject for contemplative sorrow will be infinitely
greater than crumbling brass or marble can inspire. It will not then be said, here stood a
temple of vast antiquity; here rose a Babel of invisible height, or there a palace of sumptuous
extravagance; but here, ah painful thought! the noblest work of human wisdom, the grandest
scene of human glory, the fair cause of freedom rose and fell!

"Read this and ask if I forget America . . . God bless you all! and send me safe back to
my much loved America!"
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kaleandwine (2007-11-20 09:25:29)
This has been in my head all day... So right. So <em>sad</em>. Wrong only with the timing - our
decline is slow, but I imagine we¼ll be a crumbled empire long before 2787. It¼s interesting...I don¼t
know all that much about Paine. Since he was active in the Revolution he was merely speculating
here, yes, and not "reading the signs"? I¼m an idealist (though a relatively inactive one, unfortu-
nately) surrounded by other idealists, and in some way we all want to believe that things really got
worse under Bush II. But I¼m thinking America¼s weakening started long <em>long</em> before
then. Of course it would be so nice to find one good answer, so we could actually find a solution. If
only things were so easy to understand. Hunh.

cerandor (2007-11-20 09:46:26)
Paine¼s a fascinating character. He was one of the world¼s most read writers in his day and brought
the ideals of the Enlightenment to the common people at a time when many believed that only the
educated classes had the intelligence to comprehend those ideals. For several reasons, some brought
on by his own flaws, he ended his life spurned by the nation he¼d helped inspire, and it wasn¼t
until a long time later that he was "rediscovered." I¼m finding the whole era of revolution, which
gave birth to much of the modern world, fascinating at the moment. I don¼t think you can name
any one moment when the U.S. began to weaken though. Before the end of the Revolutionary War,
the pragmatists and the idealists were already at odds over how best to create a nation. My own
sympathies are with the idealists, usually, but politics is the art of compromise, something idealists
often have trouble with.

(2007-11-20 17:39:32)
I wouldn¼t write off the Republic yet. For all the attempts to ram spanners into its works, the Great
Engine of Liberty that the Founders constructed still turns. They built it with the likes of the Neocons
in mind. The Founders lived and breathed the classics and knew what happened to the Republic of
Rome and the other republics of antiquity. They looked at how the Republic of Venice had precar-
iously maintained its liberty (like the US today, not without its crises, its shameful nadirs and its
delusions of empire). They looked at all that and tried to devise a system that was resistant (if not
entirely proofed) against tyranny. The Constitution of the United States is one of the finest works of
human reason and for all of the venality of Washington, the system founded upon it still works. It is
imperfect. It¼s certainly under threat, but the optimist in me hopes that it¼ll long outlast assaults
on it such as the Patriot Act and the Military Commissions Act, just as it saw off Nixon, McCarthy
and Executive Order 9066. P. Unusually optimistic for 5:30 on a working afternoon.

kaleandwine (2007-11-21 04:17:30)
Optimist indeed! It¼s good though. And it¼s always interesting for me to hear non-Americans
discussing our nation. In a way I think that you - the collective "you" - may be in a much better po-
sition to think clearly about the state of affairs, past and present. For me the disconnect between the
"America" I learned about in school - which was all wine and roses, really - and the America I hear
about today is so great... well, it¼s sometimes hard to keep the emotions out. It¼s sometimes easy
to forget the awesomeness of the Constitution. It¼s also too easy to whine a lot and not do anything;
I need to be better about the "doing" part. I know I mentioned it before but <em>Idiocracy</em>
really scared me. It was a dumb movie but the future it presented didn¼t seem all that far off. I do
think that very much hangs on what will happen in 2008: if America chooses a President based on
laziness, fear, or racism/sexism then a whole lot of us (not to mention a whole lot of <em>you</em>,
no?) will lose faith and hope. Also possibly the Constitution. Another four years of this whittling
away... Hmm, then bring on revolution! (See? This was a depressing sludge of a comment, but then
I brought it right back on topic. Full circle). :D
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1.11.7 Filling in the Gaps (2007-11-22 16:14)

I seem to be in the mode of overdoing things lately. Work has handed out overtime as usual,
but since we get paid prior to Christmas, I have three weeks to do a month’s worth. Nothing
wrong with being busy, but it’s going to make things somewhat hectic over the next little
while. Being busy is good for creativity, occasionally, as the brain latches onto distractions
even more than usual, but time is needed to kindle a fire from these sparks.

Likewise for my time out of work. So far this week, I’ve been to a play and ran a roleplay-
ing session. Tonight is dinner and meeting with my dad, and tomorrow is ice-skating, of all
things. Plenty of fun to be had, but getting home just in time to keel over into bed is becoming
something of a habit. I should really review my scheduling abilities - when I get the time.

Speaking of that roleplaying game, it’s struck me just how big a task I’ve set myself: run-
ning a campaign covering 82 years of Arthurian history and legend seemed like a good plan
when I read the book. After about a year of play though, there’s still a long way to go. We’ve
picked up the pace lately, but we’re only 15/16 years in, and Arthur himself hasn’t even
shown up...

Writing Report: Most of the writing got pushed to the weekend, as has been standard for
a while. In the end, I managed 5,186 words for the week, for a running total of 233,771. Most
of that was in the service of "Thief Schooled in Shadows", a piece of high-fantasy weirdness
that I’m going to attribute to a reading of Gene Wolfe’s Dying Sun series and fizzy-brain syn-
drome.

New Story: Up on Cerandor Stories this week is [1]The Walker in the Woods, a sort-of fantasy
tale that’s heavy on the allegory. Written out in long-hand before being translated into elec-
tronic format, it may be a little heavy-handed, as allegories are wont to be, but hopefully has
its charms too.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=17

1.11.8 Multiplying Memory (2007-11-23 12:15)

One other unmentioned piece of overdoing it: I’ve also upgraded my newly purchased Mac-
book’s RAM to the maximum total of 4GB. This wasn’t a necessary upgrade, as I could have
continued using the installed 1GB for a while, but looking forward I reckon it could be a good
purchase, as it will give me elbow room to use some of the meatier Apple programs and any
others I happen to install.

It’s been interesting to note the changes since the RAM went in. There was a certain amount
more snappiness to the responsiveness of some programs and system functions, but not a
huge amount, and what there was has now been incorporated into the daily usage experience.
(As always, a downgrade would be more noticeable than an upgrade.) Far more noticeable was
the effect on the hard drive, which now seems to spin up far less often. I haven’t been using
the laptop long enough to assess what effect this has on battery life, but it certainly makes
for a quieter operating experience, which is a nice little bonus to go along with the extra
headroom that the memory was bought for in the first place.

kaleandwine (2007-11-27 22:45:02)
Now that you have all that extra RAM... I¼m sure I¼ve mentioned it before, but if you find yourself
debating whether or not to buy Microsoft Office (esp for Word) - I recommend trying out iWork first. If
you rely on Textedit you may not need it, anyway, but Pages seems to have all of Word¼s functionality
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without any of the headache-inducing crap <em>(wait, why the hell did you do that?! etc etc)</em>.
Hurrah! I¼m so happy to be free of the Despised App that I will sing Pages¼ praises to every new
Mac owner until the end of time. Err, this OS. Anyway, you¼re no exception. :)

cerandor (2007-11-28 09:52:38)
I¼m certainly going to look into Pages and the rest of the iWork bundle when I get a chance, but
right now I¼m trying to give my overheated credit card a bit of a rest. I might sit down with the demo
on my Macbook over the Christmas break and see what it can do. Luckily, most of my Christmas
shopping is already done, so I shouldn¼t be in too penurious a position come January. Oh, and
I also downloaded that screensaver you recommended. Looks fascinating, but sadly the thing with
having a laptop is that screensavers generally aren¼t much use - it¼s better to let it sleep and save
the battery.

kaleandwine (2007-11-29 08:28:43)
<em>Penurious</em> - ooh, fabulous word. I hear you. Mostly I was borrowing from the Pentagon
playbook and doing a pre-emptive strike - I was too late with my siblings, who went out and bought
Office before I got a chance to convince them otherwise. So sad. That day a little part of me died. ;)
Bummer about the screensaver - I totally forgot about the laptop thing. But you know they make it
for PCs... (See? I never give up. It¼s priceless). Anyway my new aim at work is to have screensavers
that "zone out" everyone who visits my little cube. This one is amazingly effective.

ext_51711 (2007-12-03 07:50:05)
I LOVE adding RAM because all of the sudden it is ok to have Photoshop, Firefox, iPhoto, and Parallels
running at the same time. I generally don¼t have too many apps open simultaneously (bit of a neat
freak that way), I just love knowing I have the overhead available. I¼m still humming along at 2GB,
with another GB to be added at some point. The most obvious place where it hurts is Parallels. Things
slow down a lot when I¼m running Windows. Another GB would help.

cerandor (2007-12-03 10:21:31)
I assume it would. I don¼t use a lot of programs myself either, but that will probably change over
time. I have noticed that the laptop seems to have been getting better battery life since the RAM went
in. Which, since I¼ll be using it on the train up and down to Belfast this Wednesday, is a good and
useful thing...

1.11.9 Bitter Orange (2007-11-26 15:49)

Being a Northerner who’s lived in the Republic of Ireland for a dozen years and more, I’ve
often faced the question of whether I consider myself more British than Irish. Well, I have a
British passport (because it’s cheaper), but my answer to the question has been the same one
for quite a while: I’m neither. I’m Northern Irish.

That probably sounds like an evasion, and I suppose it is, to an extent. But Northern Ire-
land is such a strange, insular little place that I feel justified in distinguishing it from both
claimants. After all, I’ve heard idiots from Great Britain and the Republic pontificating on
"The Troubles" many times before, and my general reaction has been to wonder why people
can claim to know so much about something they didn’t live through.

Which is not to say that we don’t have idiots of our own in the North. Quite the contrary
- we have plenty, and they go all the way to the top.

But before I get too far off track, let me just drag this back somewhere near my original
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intended topic. Northern Ireland tends to be distinct from its neighbours in a lot of ways,
and its media is certainly has a quality all its own. Local newspapers tend to hew to one side
or other of the sectarian divide. BBC NI and UTV (the local franchise of the ITV commercial
station) filtered news of the wider world through continuity announcers specific to the region
and the occasional offering of local programming (as well as some of the worst TV ads ever
seen). Local radio was infested with celebrities specific to Norn Iron and whatever type of
music was exactly five years behind the times.

I was never much of a radio listener, generally only picking up on it when in the car. Some of
the aforementioned local celebrities were more appealing than others ([1]Gerry Anderson, yes.
[2]George Jones, no.) One of the more appealing offerings came courtesy of a comedy troupe
known as the [3]Hole-In-The-Wall Gang.

Nowadays they’re better known for the sitcom [4]Give My Head Peace, which has been a
fixture on BBC NI for a few years, having started off execrable and gradually improved until
it was merely appalling. Back then, they were radio-only, courtesy of an eponymous sketch
show, which relied heavily on vocal impersonations of our self-caricaturing politicians and
was all the better for it. Of the original material, only one small slice has stuck in my brain:
a recurring character who was the star of "The Further Sectarian Adventures of Orangeman".
What those adventures were, I couldn’t tell you, but at least one of them involved building the
Great Wall of Ulster to keep the Fenians out.

All of which is a very roundabout way of building up to the fact that the Orange Order,
that quasi-masonic bastion of white male privilege has determined that in order to shake off
its decidedly questionable image, they need to get down with the kids. In pursuance of this
masterful strategy, they have come up with [5]this.

(Pauses for stunned amazement and general incomprehension.)

Now I know that I, having grown up on the other side of the sectarian divide, am naturally
inclined to disparage the efforts of (excuse the excursion into Holy Grail territory) a relic of
the elitist authoritarian past to spruce up its image, but still. This is aimed at the kids, and
I can’t see it doing anything other than crashing and burning. At least, I hope it does. It’d
be pretty awful if the Orange Order suddenly adapted to life in the 21st century (as opposed
to the 17th) and adopted all of the toy and media industry’s ability to indoctrinate the wee
chislers.

Because I do see a glimmer of hope in all of this. Perhaps this little debacle-in-the-making is
the work of someone in the Orange Order who took a look at the organization’s roll and saw
that young folk have realised that there’s better ways to celebrate your heritage than march-
ing down a road once a year for no better reason than pissing off the people who supposedly
go to a different church. Perhaps, just perhaps, the bowler hat and orange sash combo has
had its day.

Rant over. Thanks for listening.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerry_Anderson_%28broadcaster%29

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Jones_%28radio_presenter%29

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hole_in_the_Wall_Gang_%28comedy%29

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Give_My_Head_Peace

5. http://sluggerotoole.com/index.php/weblog/comments/is-it-a-bird-is-it-a-plane/
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1.11.10 Belated (2007-11-29 09:29)

I’m really getting into a bad habit of leaving these updates until too late in the week. Not that
it’s a huge problem, but I’d like to get them out some time on Monday for preference. Even
Sunday night, once all the work is done. Sadly, the more organised some parts of my life
become, the more others tend to slip away.

Also, a word of warning: honey-flavoured beers. Dangerously more-ish, especially if you’re a
fan of honey, like I am.

Writing Report: As a result of slightly overdoing it last weekend, I managed to write 6,354
words for last week, bringing my running total to 240,125. Which earns me a week off,
though I’m not going to take that for a little while yet. Some time in December, perhaps the
Christmas week. Most of the work last week went into finishing "Thief Schooled in Shadows",
with the last little bit involving me getting back to "Shadow’s Manse", which I’ve also now
finished.

New Story: The story for this week on Cerandor Stories is [1]The True Sword. It’s a short
little piece featuring the two main characters from Dead Man’s Troubles, which I wasn’t able
to find a place for in the main tale. Hopefully, it’s comprehensible enough on its own to please
you.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=18

1.12 December

1.12.1 Suffer the Little Children (2007-12-04 23:58)

Courtesy of [1]Warren Ellis, I’ve just had one of the more disturbing pre-bedtime viewing ex-
periences the Internet has to offer. Therefore, of course, I have to [2]share it. Don’t worry,
there’s nothing NSFW behind the link. There is, however, plenty that may make you doubt
the inherent positive qualities of humanity.

As a brief explanation, the video at the end of the link features the infamous Westboro Bap-
tist Church of funeral-protesting fame. The combination of rage and joy that they display is
baffling enough, as is the cognitive dissonance of their insistence that sinners should repent
and their simultaneous insistence that it’s too damn late to do so anyhow. However, as Ellis
points out, it’s the final 30 seconds that provide the kicker. Any notion of laughing at their
insanity flies out the window when you realise how the poison is passed on.

Writing Report: As promised, I didn’t take the week off. However, it was a close-run thing. As
of Sunday morning, I only had 938 words in the bank. One day of work later, I had 5,119,
bringing the running total to 245,244. The 938 words wrapped up the long-delayed "Shadow’s
Manse", and the rest was the entirety of a story entitled "Minding Baby". Just as a complete
change, the story I’m currently working on is called "The Amazing Doctor Homunculus".

New Story: Up on Cerandor Stories this week is [3]Life and Death on the Edge of Unrea-
son. Half murder-mystery, half space-based mood piece, it’s an introduction of sorts to my
"Broken Worlds" setting, from which I’ll hopefully be able to add more some time in the future.

1. http://www.warrenellis.com/

2. http://my.break.com/content/view.aspx?ContentID=278059

3. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=19
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kaleandwine (2007-12-05 08:53:20)
Fred Phelps and his Westboro clan have come through Santa Cruz, and onto our very LGBT-friendly
campus, a number of times. They are so hateful and incendiary that we¼ve taken to giving students
ample warning and background before they are set to arrive - so that we can ignore and thus shame
the group rather than violently fighting with them (which is what they want, and what we would love
to do). Any of their videos and interviews are chilling enough, but to see these people in person leaves
(I hate to admit it) a blackness in your heart... That fire in their eyes is hard to forget, even if you
know (and can clearly see) that they have made themselves crazy, and are not worthy of any response.
Until seeing this group I had little comprehension for the human capacity for hatred. These people
are nothing but hatred. There are always young women travelling and screaming with them, as their
are in this video. They are the ones that I find most disturbing. I could ask why they join, why they
<em>stay</em> with such a dark church... but I don¼t have to. That video¼s ending says it all.
How very sad.

(2007-12-05 20:24:01)
Well that was instructional. Thing is if you actually read the Bible - the pyrotechnic Old Testament
bits at least - it¼s hard to find fault with their logic. The god of the Old Testament does hate the world
and all its people. Why else try to keep Adam and Eve ignorant in the Garden of Eden? Why else
send a flood to drown nearly all life on earth? Why else destroy Sodom and Gomorrah? Or prevent
Pharaoh from letting the Israelites go just so he could inflict more plagues on Egypt? The god of the
Old Testament is an utter prick (it¼s not hard to see why the Gnostics thought Yahweh was evil and
called him the Demiurge.). It¼s unsurprising then, that if you truly believe he exists, you¼d end up
like these hateful yahoos. What amazes me is that people still consider the Bible a Good Book. P.

1.12.2 Ham-roll Hill (2007-12-09 23:11)

There are some inevitables in this life. One of them is that going paintballing in the mountains
south of Dublin is a recipe for pain and chills. Going while suffering from a hacking cough is
just asking for trouble. Yet for all that, I’ve just had a hell of a lot of fun, for which I’m going
to pay dearly tomorrow.

This isn’t the first time I’ve been paintballing. Last time was several years ago, in much
the same area, in much worse weather. That was fun too, even if marred by poor quality
guns. This time out, courtesy of [1]IPG, we had decent quality weaponry, and even flak jack-
ets. The weather even held off well, refusing to rain until dusk was falling and we were finally
escaping.

There was mud nonetheless, and much storming up and down hills, and defending forts
and huts. Despite my cough and the inevitable fogging up of my goggles, I even managed to
hit a few people. Not that they necessarily admitted it, the cheating bastards. There have
already been plans made for a repeat performance next year, with a larger gaggle of people.
Something to look forward to.

Anyway, must go. Nigella Lawson is sitting beside Marilyn Manson on Graham Norton’s
couch, and my overtired brain is about to implode...

1. http://www.ipg.uk.net/

(2007-12-10 10:45:43)
Oh my poor legs, they hurt. And the bruises are coming up nicely. I got home, ate a ludicrously bad
for me dinner from a take away and promptly conked out for three hours on the couch while my body
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presumably started on some much needed running repairs. It was a lot of fun though! Big up to
Deadeye D. for organising it! P.

kaleandwine (2007-12-11 06:49:42)
But... how exactly, does one cheat at <em>paintballing?</em> Isn¼t a hit accompanied by a fantastic
spray of flourescent pink paint? Just curious. ;)

kaleandwine (2007-12-11 06:53:47)
Ha. Flourescent. Really, you could bake a pink cake with it... Meant <em>fluorescent</em>, natu-
rally. Durr.

cerandor (2007-12-11 10:46:16)
Pink or yellow in this case. Unfortunately, in the chilly weather we had on Sunday, getting hit was
not a guarantee that the paintball would burst. (Hence some of the more interesting bruises I¼m
currently sporting.) Adding that to the fact that we were wearing full helmets made it difficult to
check whether we¼d been splattered or merely hit. Accordingly, some people decided to fight on un-
til they were pelted into submission. Our marshalls weren¼t the most diligent on this point in any
case. Amusingly, given that headshots didn¼t count, one member of my team decided that ducking
was superfluous and tended to come back after each round sporting headgear that would have made
Jackson Pollock proud.

1.12.3 First Frost (2007-12-11 12:49)

First frost of the winter season this morning - or at least, the first that I’ve seen. It’s been
clear and bright these last few days, which has been a relief, as I lost my umbrella last week,
but that’s given the temperature carte blanche to plummet when the night comes in. All the
same, I like the clarity of the morning air, and the unobstructed view I have from my new desk
over a square mile or so of Dublin rooftops.

Of course, since the Docklands is in my line of sight, I also have a view of 25+ construc-
tion cranes. And that’s without leaning left or right to catch a few more. I’d love to see a
time-lapse film of this skyline over the past ten years or so, just to see the buildings rising
and falling and the cranes dancing back and forth like huge spiders, weaving a new city over
the bones of the old.

Writing Report: Despite the aches and pains of paintball, I met my writing obligations this
week, albeit only just. 5,075 words for the week gives me 250,319 in total. Still not taking
that well-earned week off. Most of the total came from a story with the very daft title "The
Doom of Baron Unspeakable," of which I will say little other than that it’s not half as daft as
the title indicates. I hope.

New Story: Up on Cerandor Stories this week is [1]A Good Man’s Vengeance, which was
inspired by some vengeful thoughts that I had earlier this year. The central character is more
effective in pursuit of his goals than I was, but I’m glad I wrote it all the same.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=20

(2007-12-11 13:59:19)
Good simile! Hey is that a badger? ::yoink!:: (Sound of rapidly retreating footsteps) P. Muscle pain
makes me silly.
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1.12.4 Scratch Week (2007-12-17 14:31)

One last week of work to go before the Christmas break. Last year, I worked over Christmas
week, but this year I’m returning to more traditional values: finish up a few days beforehand
and return just after New Year’s Day. Split my time between family and friends in two different
countries and generally try to please as many people as possible while not neglecting myself.
Not the easiest of assignments, but I should be practiced enough at it by now.

Writing Report: Nothing this week. Partially by accident, partially by design, I used up that
week off that I’d earned. Which means I’ll be writing over Christmas, but that shouldn’t be a
great chore. I have plans to change things around a bit come the New Year anyhow.

New Story: Up on Cerandor Stories this week is [1]The Schemer’s Price, a very recent piece,
on the standard theme of a Faustian bargain coming to fruition. It’s another piece from my
main fantasy setting, and while not perfect, it does draw a lot of texture from that.

1. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=21

1.12.5 Apocalyptic Visions (2007-12-18 16:20)

I’m a natural-born worrier. It’s a tendency that I’ve done my best to mitigate over the years,
because left unchecked, it can drive me into the kind of depressive moods that I spent more
than a few years inflicting on my long-suffering friends. Luckily, I’ve been successful in fight-
ing off the allure of absorbing myself in the negative and have settled on a general mode of
sceptical amusement with regard to most news, which both suits my personality and annoys
other people much less (except when I’m being a smart-arse, of course).

Mind you, it’s hard to maintain such a stance when confronted with the news that we’re
all [1]doomed.

That might seem like an over-the-top reaction to an article that discusses timescales of a
century or so. But still: we’re now looking at sea-level rises of just under a metre as the
low-end of predictions, and the odds are that those predictions will rise again as more facts
come in. This is a fairly major upwards revision, and a part of me is bothered by the fact that
the vast majority of people will read this article with less attention than they would to the
antics of the latest graduate of the tabloid celebrity academy.

Assuming I receive my allotted three-score-years-and-ten (as I do), I’m going to see out a
fair chunk of the 21st century, during which these changes will take place. I could live to
see Bangladesh, a country that has trouble keeping its head above water at the best of times,
finally face one flood too many. I could watch as the Low Countries, large parts of which are
below sea level even now, finally lose their centuries of battle with the North Sea. I could live
to see great coastal cities being abandoned as one storm surge after another washes through
their streets. All of these events are not so much likely as inevitable if the sea rises.

It strikes closer to home too. An 80cm rise will be more than is needed to see my grand-
mother’s house become rather more thoroughly beachfront property than is sensible. Double
that, as the new predictions do, and a lot more houses will go, perhaps along with the coastal
road currently protected by a wall that has crumbled more than once. The sea may even flood
the marshy land behind my family home, leaving us on an extended spit of land, cut off and
in the market for a rowboat.

Perhaps this bothers me more than most. I’ve lived near to the sea for most of my life,
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after all, and I appreciate just how potent it can be. Global warming will have plenty of other
effects too, and some of them may be even more troubling. Yet this one hits home, and I’m
amazed that more people aren’t in open outcry about it. Is it apathy? I’d hate to think so, but
after people have heard a message more than a few times, they can lose interest. Fatalism?
Maybe. The climatic processes move slowly, and it may already be too late to do anything
other than mitigate the damage. Or a lack of knowledge? If so, what’s needed is to explain
what’s likely to happen and what, if anything can be done.

It’s such a small scrap of matter that we inhabit, for all that it seems large from our per-
spective. The universe at large is a [2]scary and amazing place, and one which I hope we
might just get to venture into one day, however far in the future that might be. Yet it’s this
fragile, tiny scrap of habitable rock that sustains us, and if we can’t learn to take care of it,
we’re not going anywhere.

1. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/7148137.stm

2. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/7148671.stm

kaleandwine (2007-12-19 09:56:48)
When I first read your linked article, <em>Winehouse Arrested</em> was the most-read story on
BBC News. I just clicked on Google News and <em>Britney Spears¼ Sister is Pregnant</em> was the
number three story. So I wonder: does the public not care about the climate crisis because the media
gives it so little importance? Has endless paparazzi coverage (of celebrities and politicos - the culture
is the same) dulled our taste for stories that aren¼t scandalous? Or has ongoing doomsday news
prompted people to avoid as much reality as possible? Maybe all three... plus everything else you
mention. This impending crisis is so difficult to imagine. Most of us are pretty good at conceptualiz-
ing an immediate and violent change in the world (Day After Tomorrow, etc), or an eons-long process
of change (evolution, dinosaurs etc as we were taught back in the 80s). But this timing - <em>in our
lifetime!</em> - seems almost unreal. It feels so frightening, so unknown, and so inevitable... it¼s
difficult to know where to begin. In a way I think you¼ve got a leg up on this understanding because
you¼ve grown near the sea. You understand its power, you know very well what 163cm means. And
that... my goodness. What a tragedy to see such a beautiful place (so <em>many</em> beautiful
places) disappear into the ocean. I¼d like to say that I hope these predictions overestimate the rise,
and your house(s) will be fine - because I hope for just that. Still, just saying so feels almost naive...
Which gets to the heart of everything, for me. This issue is so difficult to discuss that I often choose
to say nothing. Perhaps others are in the same boat? I¼m glad that you brought it up, because more
of us should be discussing it. I¼ll plan to, soon (and spare your poor comments field). :) But I like
your rants, negative or not. They¼re usually justified, usually cause me to think, and... anyway I can
usually relate.

cerandor (2007-12-19 14:33:33)
The rise on which my family home is built once swept down to the shallow slope of Rossglass Beach.
When they built the coast roast, they reinforced it with a wall on the seaward side, running for about
a quarter of a mile. In front of our house, it¼s about six feet tall, and I remember practicing my
climbing on it when I was a kid. When the tide is high and there¼s a high wind, waves regularly
break on the that wall, and the windows of our living room get spattered by the spray. A few years
ago, part of the wall crumbled and had to be repaired. If that sea-level rise comes in, the high tide
mark will be at the base of that wall, making the battering more or less constant. A few miles down
the road is Ardglass, where I grew up. The harbour there is protected by a massive sea wall, carefully
designed and shaped to ward off the worst that the sea can throw at it. I¼ve seen waves break over
the top of it during storms, and the top of it is more than 20 feet above the high-tide mark. If the
sea-level rise comes in, the wall near my home won¼t survive without major reinforcement. Even
if it does, other parts of the road, unprotected, will be inundated on a regular basis. There¼ll be a
choice between spending millions on construction or simply abandoning the area. And when places
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all around the world are suffering the same effects, where is that money going to come from? As P.
said, we¼ll adapt, but I don¼t see too much alternative to losing a hell of a lot along the way.

(2007-12-19 11:58:46)
Part of our land is below sea level, the waves held back by a patchwork barrier of shingle and beach
defences put in place the last time it was breached, during a winter Atlantic storm about 16 years
ago. A metre sea-level rise will probably see that barrier breached again unless it¼s strengthened.
One of the most potent lessons that you learn growing up next to the sea is how transient the works
of humans are. Build the strongest, tallest sandcastle you can, and the waves will still wash over
it, plane it flat and leave not a trace of your efforts. "Nothing becomes real until it is experienced."
Keats said that and it¼s true of global warming and any other disaster you care to think of. People
in general don¼t relate to stories unless it either affects them directly or there¼s a "human interest"
angle that they can empathise with. Hence - evocative pictures of starving children in Ethiopia in the
80s produced a sufficient blip of concern to produce Live Aid, while the millions of deaths in Darfur
and the Congo raise hardly an eyebrow. Hence - 200 people die in a suicide bomb in a market in
Baghdad and they go to their graves anonymously, unpeople as John Pilger calls them. A bomb goes
off on a train in London and we get full life stories - their hopes, their fears, the accidents of fate that
put them on that train and not the one before or after. People won¼t wake up to global warming until
something they care about falls into the sea or enough unpeople are drowned or displaced to make
it real. We¼re the slow-boiling frog and I really don¼t see us hopping out before the water boils.
We¼ll adapt. Cities and hundreds of thousands of lives will be lost. Wars will be fought, atrocities
committed. Species will go extinct. Chances are we¼ll survive. If we¼re lucky, so will the ideals
of liberal democratic government. Humankind will muddle through as it always does, bloodily and
wastefully, with flashes of brilliance and moments of savage depravity. It¼s the kind of animals we
are. P.

theanonamerican (2007-12-19 18:13:23)
Yeah, I really need to do more reading on this topic, but here is probably not the time to get involved
on this, cos my thoughts will probably offend. :) Mind you, I don¼t think it will make much difference
one way or another. Like the comment from Dr. P, I don¼t see anyone even trying to make a difference
(irrespective of its efficacy), till stuff starts being flooded.

(2007-12-19 18:13:26)
Yeah, I really need to do more reading on this topic, but here is probably not the time to get involved
on this, cos my thoughts will probably offend. :) Mind you, I don¼t think it will make much difference
one way or another. Like the comment from Dr. P, I don¼t see anyone even trying to make a difference
(irrespective of its efficacy), till stuff starts being flooded.

1.12.6 Dealing With The Backlash (2007-12-20 10:49)

So Peter Jackson is going to be involved with The Hobbit after all, and the movies (for there
shall be two) will be appearing within a couple of years. It seems almost certain he won’t
direct, but hopefully he’ll be more hands-on than those executive directors who contribute
nothing more than their name to a project. At the very least, we can hope for the involvement
of Ian McKellen, Andy Serkis and WETA, as well as more of that New Zealand landscape.

Of course, time and the disappointment of the over-the-top mishmash that was King Kong
have led to something of a Jackson backlash. Just read the comments responding to [1]this
post, and you’d wonder if the man has any fans at all. Which is a little unfair. Kong was a
mess, but as with the Rings movies, it had wonderful atmosphere and flavour. I’m not certain
about stretching The Hobbit into two movies, but having read the History of Middle Earth
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books, I know that the material is there to broaden the story out a bit. There’s also potential
to screw it up as well, of course. As ever, I’ll try to start without expectations, but given how
much I enjoyed the Rings trilogy, that might be a little tricky.

1. http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/12/countdown_to_2010.php#comments

kaleandwine (2007-12-21 08:40:54)
All of my earlier resolve about not getting excited for movies? Um, gone. Executive producer is differ-
ent than director, for sure, but it sounds like Jackson and his wife will have a lot of creative control -
and possibly write the screenplay? I have a good deal of faith in those two - they do an excellent job of
blending action and emotion, and they seem to have great love for Tolkien¼s work. Of course that¼s
just me... I¼m a huge Jackson fan, all the way back to the splatterpicks of the late 80s/early 90s.
I¼m also one of the few people who really liked King Kong - histrionics aside, I thought it was beau-
tiful. Watching the extended versions of the three Rings movies has become something of an annual
Christmas tradition for Rob and me: an hour a night during dinner until the series is done. I¼ve
seen those movies more times than I can count, but they still suck me in like nothing else. Absolutely
masterful. I¼m a bit surprised and oddly irritated by that comments field. It makes me batty when
people describe music/movies as "worthless crap" etc, as though their taste is the definitive authority
on what¼s good. We all like the movies that speak to us... Anyway those are probably the same
people (and we¼re both on Flixster, so I can say this) who gave Shrek 2 and Scary Movie a five-star
rating (to which I secretly say: <em>sheesh!)</em>. But to each their own. :)

cerandor (2007-12-22 11:18:29)
I¼m pretty excited about the Hobbit being made, and I think the extra material, if used properly,
could help it stand closer to the Lord of the Rings than the book does. However, Jackson and Walsh
are going to be pretty busy with Tintin and The Lovely Bones. Time will tell just how closely they¼ll
be involved. The closer the better, from my point of view as well. Of course, if The Hobbit is a success,
I¼m going to be looking for a HBO series recounting the Silmarillion...

1.12.7 Two Reasons Why History Rocks (2007-12-21 12:04)

1. Because no matter how much you read and how much you know, there’s always an abun-
dant supply of stories that you haven’t heard before and that are entirely fascinating. Like
[1]this one, for example.

2. Because of the things that it leaves behind. The works of humanity that endure through the
centuries gather a grandeur to themselves. What are we making right now that will still amaze
and astound our descendants in 5,000 years? I so very much want to stand in Newgrange on
the winter solstice, but barring a wait of 25 years, [2]this will do for the moment.

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/story/0,,2230948,00.html

2. http://www.heritageireland.ie/en/Solstice2007/

(2007-12-21 13:29:49)
Rock! Shame the archive doesn¼t seem to be working.

cerandor (2007-12-22 11:14:26)
Seems to be working now. The presentation is actually quite good, but the archived video is loo-
ooong.
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1.12.8 Sounds of SF (2007-12-23 01:48)

I’m not really an aurally-focused person, and I think that some of this score is down to in-
spired guesswork, but still - I’m satisfied.

[1]Take the Sci fi sounds quiz I received 92 credits on
[2]The Sci Fi Sounds Quiz
How much of a Sci-Fi geek are you?

[3]Take the Sci-Fi Movie Quiz[4]digital camera ratings

1. http://www.shegoddess.com/q/sf/index.aspx

2. http://www.shegoddess.com/q/sf/index.aspx

3. http://www.shegoddess.com/q/sf/index.aspx

4. http://usingthecanons5is.blogspot.com/2007/12/powershot-sd950-is-digital-elph.html

kaleandwine (2007-12-25 22:59:19)
<table width="325" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"
> <tr> <td width="50" bgcolor="black"><a href="http://www.shegoddess.com/q/sf/index.aspx"><img
border="0" src=" http://www.shegoddess.com/q/sf/images/sfimg.jpg" alt="Take the Sci fi sounds
quiz" /></a></td> <td width="225" bgcolor="black" align="center"><span style="font-family:Tahoma;
color:White; margin:5px; vertical-align:middle;"><span style="font-size:14px;">I received <b>77 cred-
its</b> on <br><a href=" http://www.shegoddess.com/q/sf/index.aspx" STYLE="color:gray;">The
Sci Fi Sounds Quiz</a></span><br><span style="font-size:10px;">How much of a Sci-Fi geek are
you?</span></span></td> </tr> <tr> <td colspan="2" STYLE="width:325px; background-color:
black !important; vertical-align:middle !important;"><a href="http://www.shegoddess.com/q/sf/ind-
ex.aspx " STYLE="font-family:Tahoma; font-size:10px; color:gray; text-decoration:none; float:left;"
>Take the Sci-Fi Movie Quiz</a> <a href="http://usingthecanons5is.blogspot.com " STYLE="font-
family:Tahoma; font-size:10px; color:gray; text-decoration:none; float:right;" >canon s5 is</a></td>
</tr> </table> Dagnabbit! And only this high because a certain closet sci-fi fan was behind me (play-
ing Playstation with the sound off) shouting out the answers. Otherwise the above icon would have
doubtless said "20". I bow down to thee, oh geeky one. :)

1.12.9 Christmas Eve and All That (2007-12-24 21:45)

’Twas the night before Christmas and, well, things are pretty quiet. Some reading in the living
room at home, as it’s cold outside. It’s also a full moon out there, and though there’s enough
cloud cover to keep me from the stars that I love, that same cloud cover has also given me
a chance to see a [1]moon halo, which is something I haven’t seen in a few years. Though I
prefer the stars, it makes the sky more interesting to have a few other phenomena to look at.

One of the features I decided on for Talamid, my fantasy world, was that its night sky would
be devoid of stars for much of its history. Just a moon and the faint specks of a few distant
planets. My particular affection for stellar sightseeing probably influenced this idea, but it
gave me an interesting twist to the world to work with, and that particular idea has grown
roots and branches over the years.
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Writing Report: I don’t have the running total here with me, but last week’s writings came
to 5,648 overall. I wrapped up "The Doom of Baron Unspeakable," wrote a short piece en-
titled "Whose Footprints Are Those Anyway?" and added a little bit to "The Amazing Doctor
Homunculus." Yes, I’m in a whimsical mood lately. How could you tell? I’m also a good bit
ahead on this week’s writing, which pleases me. Edit: Total for the week comes to 255,967.

New Story: Up on Cerandor Stories this week is [2]How the Other Half Live, another story
from the "Broken Worlds" setting. This one gave me a bit of trouble, as I had to start it three
times to get it right. Hopefully the result was worth all the hassle.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halo_%28optical_phenomenon%29

2. http://cerandor.kaybensoft.com/?p=22

kaleandwine (2007-12-25 23:08:02)
Halos are beautiful things. For our part, the sky was clear and cold, thanks to a howling desert wind.
The stars were in full effect, as was that fantastic moon... but only for the few seconds that we could
bare to be outside and away from the chocolate. :) ¼Tis the season for whimsy, no? It¼s a great
thing. Merry Christmas to you and yours.

cerandor (2007-12-26 10:46:07)
Well, yes. In a conflict between halos, stars and chocolate, the outcome will always be in doubt. Hope
you and Rob and your families have had a great Christmas too.
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